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**Title word cross-reference**

(0, 1) [ZZXS17]. (5, 3; 5 × 3 − 1) [Agg87]. (λ = 2/3) [Ant95]. (M, S) [REK81].  
(m/n) [AMBP17]. (y1, y2) = (1/2)(y1 − y2)2 [Dan80b]. −2 log(likelihoodratio) [Goo77].  
1 [Ede94]. 2 [And95c, Gha01, LS99, Mon95]. 2 × 2  
[ABH82, IS13, Lat82, Mag81, O’N82, Pig91, Ram89]. 2 × 2 × 2 [Hab84]. 2 × s  
[GL83]. 3 [SYL+14]. 4 [Dan80b, DL75]. 5 [DL75]. 15 [KW96]. 18 [ZB13]. 2  
[AG81, Jen82b, Mur78]. k [LZ92]. n [Goo78f]. 1 [R] [HCW07]. 3 F2  
[RACSGJ05]. A [DBC12, Mye98, Won95]. α [PP06b]. ar(1) [FL82]. AR(p)  
[LM13]. B [DA16]. Y [Jen89b]. BIBD(s2 + s + 1, s + 1, 1) [SK90b].  
BIBD(s2, s, 1) [SK90b]. BINAR(1) [KSJ16]. C [BK96, BR03, Köös06]. C_{Npk}  
[RAK16b], C_{pk} [AWJ+13, Cha17, PWW15]. C_{pl} [HCY16]. C_{pm} [Per10]. C_{pmk}  
[Per10, WL10]. C_{p} [HCY16]. χ²  
[Ant95, Cha94, GH83a, Goo90j, KG80, Law92, Por88, Wes72, WK72, ST74].
$D$ [DBC12, JP17, Jai85, LY15, MJ16, PT14, Dog01, XY11]. $D_3^1: v_1, v_2$
[Rad76]. $E$ [Han17, LS14, Sin90b, Tsa06]. $E(X) = E(E(X/Y))$ [Mar98].
$E(X/Y = y)$ [Mar98]. $e^\delta$ [Mar86b]. $E(P) [McL78]$. $\epsilon [AS04]$. $F$
[Agg87, HH92, LKKL07, Lev78a, MY13, NFFM12, ST74, Too72, Wil75, WK02, Cha94, Ei 82, KS97, Roh88, tKWY95]. $f(x)$ [Roh88]. $F(y)$ [Dog92]. $G$
[DM78, NCO12, NCO15, SP16, AY15, Goo81v, LZZ^+15, MY90].

GARCH(1, 1) [BV16, ZS16b]. $gh$ [BT16b]. $H_0$ [Rod76]. $I$
[BW01b, MY13, WS04]. $\int_0^\infty \exp(-x^2)y(x) dx$ [KTB82]. $J$
[KJ14]. $K$ [BLC04, VS91, AB09, AB11, AMB12, BL05, CG77, DSL06, Goo80l, KLK15, KS04, Lev78c, LXZ11, Mad78, MM80, NS08b, Poo80, PS14, Ros95, TO04, XY11, YP17, Yoo13]. $L$
[Hua91, Nar96, Dyk85, Won95]. $L_0$
[WM99]. $L_1$ [NSG91, WM99, FP15b, YZ14]. $L_{16}$ [LAR09]. $L_2$ [LS14, Pak99].
$L_\infty$ [WM99]. $L_p$ [LK83a, SA95]. $ln(z)$ [SB85]. $M$
[RS86, SRP11, AMBP17, ASS11, CC01, DC00, LF82, Wu01]. $M_T$ [Lio93].
m $\geq 3$ [Bha01]. $N$
[AR16b, LY99, TGL12a, Var81, AMBP17, ASS11, Goo80a, Goo85r, Mar81].
$N(-1, 1)$ [Var81]. $N(1, 1)$ [Var81]. $n = 12(1)18$ [Fra88]. $n = 3$ [Dan80b].
$O(n^4)$ [SQ02]. $P$ [Goo93c, KK99, KB87, OO12, RG93b, Wil04, Alb83, DYX15, Gil07, Goo80h, Goo83b, Goo86o, Goo89l, Goo90i, Goo90a, Goo90b, Hoh85a, KR13, Kel16, Lam05, LXZ11, LPSL05, Mad78, MP15, Moi17, Moo90, MMP12, SQ07, Tho89]. $P(X > Y)$ [Gen13]. $P(Y < X)$
[CKT89, KDG17, NKP14, SCAH05]. $\phi$ [AAL02]. $\phi$ [MPPZ05]. $\pi$
[DM05]. $pr[X > Y]$ [IJP86]. $Q$ [EE88]. $R$
[GMSS95, JH90b, JH90a, RS89, NS08b, XY11]. $R = P(Y < X)$ [SKK12].
$R = P\{Y < X\}$ [KR15b]. $R^1$ [Nic05]. $R^2$ [MH16]. $R^k$ [Jen93c]. $R^n$
[Jen94, JT80]. $\rho$ [SGZM14]. $r \times s \times t$ [Lee85]. $S$
[Che05, EE15, HV05, Sim00, VR92, GH82b, KM06, KL13b]. $S^2$
[Jen94c, JH90b, JH90a, Jen99b]. $S_1(S_1 + S_2)^{-1}$ [SWK73]. $S_{pk}$ [HCY16]. $S_U$
[Tue01, SB82a]. $\sqrt{T}$ [Dod83]. $T$
[CR93, Gue78, AO12, BCY16, BD09, Che78, Cic89, CVS98, CG84, DD77, Ei 82, Eti81, FB90, GB99, GL92, Goo86s, GS86, Goo86a, Ho12, HY16, KC73, LF80, LK17, LS86, LF82, NM14, ND84, Nor84, Pos78, Pos79, Pos82, Pos94, ST74, SS75, ST72, VG05, WK75, WCC13, WL15b, Wei79, Zim04]. $T^2$
[AO12, FKS10, FHSC14, Jen83, Jen95c, Jen95b, KAST05, SFS15]. $\tau$
[Gat09, SGZM14]. $\times [O’t82]$. $U$ [ArV15, Hun02]. $V$ [BS79, H017]. $V(n, k)$
[RR77]. $\varphi$ [BK14]. $W$ [LK88, Roy91, Par92]. $x^t$ [Goo85e]. $X$
[KS93, MW92, SCAH05, SWZ15, Goo85e]. $X(Y)$ [JR13]. $X + X$ [RS89].
$X^{-1}$ [DH14, Gau10, NIG13]. $X^2$ [Goo79i, Goo79u, Goo79f, Ken79d, Goo77]. $Y$
[KS93, SCAH05]. $Y(X)$ [JR13]. $z$ [LLB12, WP81].
ability [Hir11]. Abrupt [RG02, Ho93, LMSX16]. Absolute [KPS01, ANPV97, Bon05, CCHM08, CP12, CKP15, DR94, DR02, Die05, Die06, GMR82, KN99, Pap80, SNP93, ZZ15b]. absorbers [How85]. Abstracts [Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c, Ano78d, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano80e, Ano80f, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, HA78, And79, Ano79m, Ano80o, Ano80p, Ano80q, Ano80r, Ano81q, Ano81r, Ano81s, Ano81t, Ano81u, Ano82a, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84f, Ger78, Hel78, HN83, Hel86, HZ88, SF77]. absurdum [Goo81b]. abundant [LWT+17]. accelerate [NC96]. Accelerated [AHAH06, DYT10, AHAH08, AS15a, DP93, DT13, EM86, HW17, Ism10, IA10, Ism14, Kan17, LXL11, Mou95, Nic96, OP00a, OP00b, YCD15, ZS16a]. accelerated-sequential [Nic96]. Accelerating [MTO08, PF16a]. acceleration [Ism10, ZS16a]. accelerators [RS97]. accept [Bot11]. accept-reject [Bot11]. acceptable [Goo87c]. Acceptance [AW17, AS12, AJA11a, ABJR13a, ABJR13b, ABA16, NS17, VC15, YCA15]. access [RK05]. accident [CC89, KC97b, RT90]. accidents [RT88]. account [KE03]. accounts [Wes16]. accuracies [SC75]. Accuracy [GDR12, KA93, OM88, CW74, Dee76, El82, GT90, GW94, Goo85e, Hol85a, KB87, Lev82, LH14, PP80, PP85, PQ89, WG92]. Accurate [Atk91, CL97, Mar87, Auc79]. Accurately [ES11]. achieve [Goo84i]. achievement [Goo84s]. actinides [ELB97]. action [TBT95]. active [LiT95]. activity [FcC05]. actuarial [GG16]. ad [Goo81b]. Adaptive [BR03, CLH14, GHRA13, Han10, LLQ+16, OB92, RC98, Sch92, TKS78, XSF17, ZC13, ZAK13, ACNT05, BS05a, BF83, BS16, Bot11, BT00, CJ13, CRT07, CS05, DA87, EK03, EDASM17, FWZ+15, FKS10, GRV08, Hwa11, Jam01, KL13b, LL13, OG06, OG09, Par80, PP06c, PS09, SMBS10, SHP12, Shu08, SW75, SY92, SJ06, WMD011, WytT17, Wor89, XX15, YC1814, ZS16a, ZWCK16, Zie11]. Addenda [Goo89p]. addendum [Goo82l, Goo89o]. adding [LDB10]. addition [LL93]. additional [JG83a, MP81, San89]. additions [Edw85]. Additive [HZL16, Bn94, BLP09, FL82, GH82a, KE10, LL08b, LLBL14, O’N82, QX12, SQ07, XLW10, ZC17]. Addressing [NMPR14]. Adenine [Goo78m]. adequacy [Hua01]. addhockery [Goo83c]. adjacent [DHP14]. Adjusted [Ali14, ASB14, BTR16, FCCN07, SC09a, CNZ04, Jn07, Llo05, NS08a, SZA16, TK14]. adjustment [BCH08, Dan79, Goo79d, LGPP96, MO17]. adjustments [CS16, RS17, SE90]. admissibility [Bak87]. Adsorption [Dég01]. advanced [ACG+16, An05d]. advertising [Kel94]. advice [Goo78b]. affected [EH01]. Affymetrix [HCW07]. after [GL92, Goo90d, Neu07, PN98, Say12]. again [Goo86e]. Against [BSS02, AG85, AK16, AD10b, AB14, Bha01, DL92, Eve88, Goo81i, Goo86q, Köo06, KAS96, Kus11, Lev78a, Li14, Mar76, MAEP14, SNG12, Se92, VB83].
Age [Fuk11, CCM12, Mar95, Yu11, Goo86m]. Age-period-cohort [Fuk11]. Age-specific [Mar95, Yu11]. Aggregate [Kuk87, PJ15]. Aggregated [Van84, HR07, HWWZ16, Van87]. Aggregating [MM15, TH05].

aggregation [Dem90, Kus11, Mol99, SB96]. aggregation/disaggregation [SB96]. Aging [HLN+15]. Agreement [QD83, BT09]. ahead [NS08b]. AHP [TL96]. AI [Goo89w]. aided [CKP16]. Aiding [Fea79]. aids [TJKB00, MW94]. air [DRC+16, RS97]. Akaiku [KE03]. alarm [HP11]. alert [AD16b]. Alexander [Mye98]. Algorithm [Aok02, Sta10, AEL03, AL93, AL94, AGRO6, Ang03, BSS17, BLP09, Bor17, BOG15, Bot11, But99, Cai09, CD92a, Cel09, CCD96, CS94, CC16a, CH15, CR73, CS05, CYB90, DHP14, DN13, Cel99, EN90, FF16, FM15a, Fre09, GBD16, GGDC17, Gle89a, GM16, GS78, Goo78, Goo83k, GH07, Gup84, Hat86, HSR15, Hig97, Hof12, HH93, HY16, HH15b, JG92, JKL11, KM14, KK90, KP96a, KC97c, KC16, Lai82a, LB08a, LF04, LLY17, LiT95, Lin08, MOS94, Mal06, MZZ89, MW94, Mar95, MBL15, MM80, McF16, NW86, PK92, PP06a, PD13, Pos94, PSW98, QFG87, RL08, SP16, San12, Sco11, SL15, SC16, SWLZ15, SZM17, SS15, SHT2, TTF07, TPM17, TC92, Tve01, VBP03, Vir07, VNTV17, WMD011, WH14, WTJ17, Wy95, Wu89]. algorithm [Wu12, XHYX14, XLW10, XHEM17, YL85, YW09, YW14, ZR93, Zha02, ZR07, ZCW17]. algorithm-based [Bor17, VNTV17].

Algorithmic [Wel82, WC14]. Algorithms [BEK81, AKU11, Atk92, BC08, CH91, Cha94, Che06, CY91, Dec76, FPRS92, GHRAM13, HBC11, KCS88, KKE07, KK15, KA93, Lee02b, LS88, LMSX16, LWT17, Møhl05, NGS14, NP81, PH05, PM10, QTF92, RRT99, SL17, SD15, SC15, SKT11, TW14, TNS14, TW91, TJK13, WK90b, ZF16]. Ali [Ano14c]. alignment [AGRO6, FMK15]. Allied [Sha05c]. allocation [ARB13, BS16, CZ02, Coa92, Coa95, GB17b, HW17, KGA12, NA09, Pot81, WL14]. allocations [WN07]. allowed [Goo80a]. allowing [Goo85r, LhKN05, NT09]. Almon [ÖK17]. almost [Van99, Wu16a]. alpha [FS15b, LR09]. also [Goo88a]. alternating [BAB15, Fri79]. Alternative [DG95, Sch86, TWLC07, AM13, AS81, BCO13, CS95b, Dag95, Dow02, Eve88, GG16, HM85, JW97, KX03, KA93, KR15a, Mar76, MM08, Mug16, Owe81, SK08, SFSS85, SHW93, VAW15, Wil01, WN13, dLHT17]. alternatives [AG85, AD10b, AB14, BM86, Bho01, BK96, CRM06, Goo81, GT81, KS97, KT03, Kös06, KAS96, Lev78a, MM93, PCS09, Poi92, Poo08, Rod67, Set92, TCM11, WK72]. always [Goo95d]. Aly [Ano14c]. amalgamation [Goo86f]. ambient [DE06]. amendment [LN13]. American [CCY04, JK14]. AMMI [PRMM12]. among [BCL93, BE86, HMK8, LL07, Sha78b, Xie14]. analog [PA15]. analogous [Goo92e]. analogue [Goo82o, GP95, Goo81]. analogy [And89]. analyses [Bel93b, FC96, Goo81r, GDPH12, Hor97, Kle97, KKL15, SJ07]. Analysing [Par12, S14a, SK17, Tso15, WGT95]. Analysis [AYR16, CB10, Cox13, DK17, GK16, GLC99, GWH14, HK16b, HAC16, JG16, Kim07, KK14, L89b, MC18, MK08, PH95, PP06a, PM10, RSD14, Sch02, SHH85, Sha06b, Sha07h,
SD02, ScK97, TYY02, VFLR10, AZS15, AD01, ACG+16, AB13, AB03, AW14, And97, Ano05e, Ano06a, ACNT05, AHJ16, Ban78, BBP04, BH73, BW01b, BP78, BG99, BBL13, BD09, Car16, CW72, CP76, CCHM08, CG93, CW16, CLP93, CL13, CL15, CK14, CDJ02, CM05b, CLL10, CB11b, Da 15, DM16, DF86, DL80, DB10, DAR11, Dor01, DSS06, DM12, cDJgS93, DFT17, ELB97, EBS86, EH07, FH86, Fall16, Fan13, Fcc05, Fan17, FDGD16, FPG13, Fra74, FM15b, GK90, Goo87h, Goo80m, Goo83-30, Goo90n, GP95, Gue89, GL90, HK00, HIL90, He97, Hin97a, HKK+16, HBC07. analysis [HK92, HJ85, Hon90, Hun87, IMP+97, JY13, JCKS09, JR09, JSM13, JMY96, JH72, KP09, Kan75, KW96, KKY15, KMK87, KS97, KE10, KSH73, Kim92, Kle97, KHSGL, KEW13, KL93, KC97b, Kru88, Kru89a, Krz83, Kun98, LKM+15, LSL97, Lee02a, LCLP15, LC92, LSA+15, LN13, Lev78d, LVL+14, LLC17, Lin16, IW95, LPS12, LDC73, LV17, Lun06, Mal16, MS90, MN15, MRR84, MC91, MB97, MO91, MGG78, DMV17, Navi03, Nan87, NC06, NJ92, NS09, OP04, OMY12, PBSZ13, PJ15, PSB03, PRMM12, PY99, PR84, JB15, RZ13a, RdSF16, RR03, RG06, RR06, RFGE86, Rld03, Rin12, RMH88, RRL95, RRDU13, RCL15, SM03, SB15, SSW95, Sar98, Sch75, SND99, Sha08a, Sha10f, Sha14f, Sha15f, SB92, She12, SE11, SR97, SA16, SP01a, Soh00, Spe06, SC82. analysis [SU11, SSS88, TP98, Tan01, TNJ17, TA11, TJKK00, TP93, UP01, UG10, VGD06, VKK14, VP89, Vir07, VR92, WK90a, WK90b, WB09, WL15b, WL15c, WYZK16, WZS17, WC17, Wei12, WDR86, Whi94, Wi115, WS04, XY19, XCP03, WV87, XM96, YBA15, ZR07, ZP14, ZCZ17, ZY15, ZB13, dCOC16]. analytic [IMP+97, TL96]. analytical [BS12, FCN99, HP95, LPS13]. Analyzing [CYC99, SJO6, LN77, NL77a, Soh94]. 'ancillarity [Goo87g, Goo84l]. and/or [LL08b, Sha06b]. and/or [FHO15]. Anderson [BB80, TO04]. animals [EB90]. annealing [GGSNR09, SGZM14, Whi95, Woo10]. Annenda [Goo81-28]. annual [GB86]. ANOM [MY13]. Anomalies [JR09, Win75]. anomalous [DF14]. ANOVA [CL15, Lev78a, MY13, NFFM14, ASS97, Dow02, Goo86j, Grid02, Hos91, KM83, RS88a, RG93b, Rod76, SS92]. ANOVA- [MY13]. Anova-like [SS97]. Anselin [Gri04]. antecedence [ZNAEB98]. anticipation [Goo00]. Antisurprise [Goo83h]. antithetic [BP92, Do92, RW77, RS85]. any [Hol85b, Koh81, NC72]. aperiodic [RV08b]. APL [How85]. apology [Goo89b, Goo95b]. Apparently [Kum93]. appearing [AS15b]. applicability [Wes16]. applicable [Gau11, Goo82b]. Application [BK84, GL99, Hin97a, RRCD97, THG15, BS13, B017, CMQ03, Con10, Con95, CS88, COS11, DE06, DF80, DM78, Erd13, FW15, GB99, Goo79g, Goo85o, GB86, GGSNR09, HTD07, HLN+15, Jer13, JWW15, Kap87, KMK87, Kia01, KMS17, Kul90, LDR92, LLP+14, M013, May06, Mel80, Mub16, NBB00, Nui01, OS14, PK72, PF16b, RB17, RS89, SZ02, SHLT17, Sch75, Shh86, SC12, WDCK15, Zac80, ZZXS17]. Applications [BSC02, AH17, ACN+17, Ano06f, BS95, CM77, CGN04, CGdS14, COP14, COS14, CAO+17, CW99, DSYY14, FB90, FI17, FMM13, Gly84, GDCOL11, Goo84u, GLB17, Hay15, HS86a, IK03, JY13, JL16,
KPKPB95, KEL94, KM99, KR15a, MA97, MS11, MFD16, OY15, OWLP16, RRT99, RH76, SK08, SB88, SIDS16, SHA05e, SHA11e, SHA13c, SHA15c, TJKB00, UM14, VP16, WK90a, WA08d, WSLX17, WOO10, WU16c, ZF16, AND90a]. Applied [MC80, SD02, BL09, CBPW97, DCA03, Goo84m, HG85, JK14, RY13, RFGE86, SE02, WV79, WM12, YM96]. Applying [LP00, ASS11, LH79]. Approaching [Mcl80, SD02, BL09, CBPW97, DCA03, Goo84m, HG85, JK14, RY13, RFGE86, SE02, WV79, WM12, YM96].

Approach [DG02, LK88, MC80, AE17, AL01, AS04, AK85, ABA12, BT16b, BMK14, BRE93, Cet09, CLC17, CHO98, CB11b, DHP14, DK17, DI11, EBB90, FCB09, FHSC14, FP17, FNRCM17, Fon90, Fon92, FS15a, FUK16, GS07, GYV+13, GV17, Goo81v, Goo86f, Goo86j, GM77, GL96, HH17, HBT12, Ho16, HH15a, HKL08, HS13, JMM+17, JYLM13, KKE07, Kim93, LDCL17, LFC92, LNZLO8, LWZ17, LXZ11, LLBL14, LLWY15, LZZ+15, MZ08, MA17, MT17, MK97a, Mug16, NW83, OSdVM13, OBW05, PC11, Pan99b, PW15, PNMS3, PC10, PV93, QX12, QMZ15, RAB14, RWC17, RS09, RB17, SAI13, SS12a, SS97a, SFS15, SSM95, SB92, SFC08, SA16, SP97, SPE85, SR16, SK17, SJ06, SY01a, TB88, TGL12a, TSI15, UA16, WB09, WXF11, WL16, WYZK16, WH17, WHX+17, WCF79, WO93, WU11, YA16a, YAEU13].

Approaches [WDR86, BAB15, BBC10, BB84, Goo83-27, HHKD02, JK89, LL90, NJJ92, SG96, SGGC10, Sel88, WB15, XLB12]. approximating [ZP14, ZZ15a, ZAK13, dSdS17].

Approximations [BS01a, Kel16, NL77b, Wes72, And95a, Arc80, BC94, BBHW95, BS94b, Che78, DL81, Dev82, DN94, Gat09, GP15a, GH76, Goo86p, Jen91, JSM13, MA97, MA99, Mag75a, Mol79, PP80, RR82, ST74, SB12a, Ye16, GI17]. arabinoside [Goo78m]. arbitrary [AKBA05, DM79, GL96, HC06, TC04]. Arc [TGL12b]. arch [Kum93, Fur04, HKT04, MM08]. Archimedean [HOF12, MCM08]. architecture [BR16]. area [CCS12, Con10, GMLM+08, Goo82a, Goo84d, Goo84j, Goo84k, Goo85b, Goo86, HM13, LXL17, MQZ99, QMZ15, SMP11, TS14]. areas [Fie93, NTC11]. ARFIMA [LOR04, TH09, Tsa10b]. argmax [DC99]. argument [CL91, Goo79j, Goo89e, Goo89f, Goo90h, Goo94b]. ARIMA [AK85, AMYY07, Ans80, Den77]. arising [AR16b, Moh05, Pat76].
arithmetic [DTZZ12, MS15, NO75]. **ARL** [CC11b, GWX14, HP11].
**ARL-unbiased** [CC11b, GWX14, HP11]. **ARMA** [AH09, De 81, DCA03, FP11a, HT83, Hie81, KA82, KA85, LL11, Mah96, MMK10, McG89, McK86, Pap93, SP97, TC08, Wil79]. **armed** [Coa95].

**Armitage** [TNG+06]. **ARMS** [ZWCK16]. **army** [NBB00]. **array** [LAR09, TP15a]. **array-based** [TP15a]. **arrays** [Jou15b]. **arrival** [AMYY07]. **art** [FF84]. **ARTICLE** [Ano14c]. **ascent** [FH11, Kia10]. **ascertainment** [RSD14]. **Asian** [Meh15, MS15]. **AsiaSim** [Zha17]. **AsiaSim/SCS** [Zha17]. **aspects** [CW72, Dut77, Dyk85, HR12, Suy88, SZM17, ZNAEB98]. **Aspin** [Gol72]. **assays** [ME72, RB92]. **assertions** [Goo89t]. **assess** [MMP12, NdCOP15, Wu11]. **Assessment** [OS02, VG01, CM01, DBVK02, DFY08, GZT14, Goo88d, LMB08, Lee01, LB11, WC14, Yuc17, Goo81m]. **assured** [LH14]. **astronomers** [Goo98a]. **asymmetric** [AFGP06, AR16c, BOG15, CM04, KK14, KC16, LK17, Lema12, MKW16, TB86, TB88, TZA10, Wan99, dABS16]. **asymmetrical** [Che94].

**asymptotes** [DHP14]. **Asymptotic** [Ada96, Aga99, ANPV97, BCJG12, Gat99, GM08, GN99, JC96, MP81, MS95, Nab83, NJdC14, Oga07, OP00b, RS17, Sha06a, SB00, TMW73, WPXL14, AP17, And90b, And95c, And80, Ant95, BS05c, CRV15, CK96, Cro74, Day87, DTZZ12, For97, Gly84, GH76, MC14, NS89, PP85, RA17, Shu12, Smi84, WL10]. **Asymptotically** [DY16, WN11a, AKS+15, BG07, MH72]. **asymptotics** [FUOCN97, KW78]. **asynchronous** [SYL+14]. **atmospheric** [CW74, GZP05]. **atomic** [Goo88d].

**atoms** [Goo98a]. **attack** [GHDB89]. **attacks** [Goo89j]. **attempts** [Hut93a]. **attributable** [IS13, SNC09]. **attribute** [GR08, Gov17, LC01]. **auditing** [Cla96]. **auditors** [Joi94]. **augmentation** [SD01a]. **augmented** [CL98, MK12]. **augmenting** [DG95]. **authorship** [Goo81l]. **autocorrelated** [A016, AD01, AD03, DR94, DM93, Lak81, MB86, MB90, SL09, TA94, WH80, WD93]. **Autocorrelation** [KA03, AL02, And95b, BR00, DL92, GFS15, Goo81t, HKKL17, Jin15, JAK93, MW92, MSK14, Sha87b, SGW94, SR00, TY86]. **autocorrelations** [De 81, LM13, RR01]. **autocovariance** [Akn07, An80, Pap93]. **autocovariance-based** [Pap93]. **autocovariances** [AH09, De 81, KA82, MCK86, TGL12b]. **autogressive** [YL85]. **autologic** [SAC06]. **automated** [LF04]. **Automatic** [CJ13, CJ00, DC00, Gue89, LKM+15, CH15]. **autonomous** [Wan90].

**autoregression** [FP17, She83, Tse84]. **autoregressions** [Akn13].
Autoregressive [BSS02, LT95, OVL02, AHAM15, AK86a, BC08, Bar77, CL11, CLH14, Cho98, Del83, DIC78, EN90, Gri04, Jou15a, Kim98, KL17b, KL17a, KP99, KP04, KL09, LL15b, LJL15, MAV17, MS17, NSMF15, NP81, Nie96, OR92, Pol94, Rai12, SM03, SM15, SL15, Sma05, Soh92, THG15, TA92, Tsu93, WLT08, YKB86, YPL13, ZB10, ZS16b]. AutumnSim [Zha17].

auxiliary [HK16a, LAuaS+15]. available [Din08]. Average [JHO1, KP87b, NdCO15, AG78, AK86a, Cho98, Dm82, Del83, Gau90, Gau93a, GA01b, Haq14, HBMA015, HL15, Jou15a, KP04, LPJ14, LGW14, MMR16, JB15, Rig95, RS14, SL09, Shu0, TA94, TK13, TK16, VGD06, VC78, WGGC04, Wu16b, XDZ09]. averaged [FP15b, SG96]. averages [Gal02, Jen78, Ros06, Zha16]. averaging [FW15, KSK93, Tsi15]. avoiding [Goo78]. aware [PSS15]. Axiomatic [JK89].

B [KL94, KP96a, MT17]. B-Spline [KP96a, MT17]. B-splines [KL94]. back [MW94]. back-projection [MW94]. backcross [NPJ14]. background [RS92]. Backorder [Ber73]. backpropagation [MT008]. backward [BK17a, Ber80, Ho93]. Bahadur [DM98, Hab92]. Balanced [LPSR16, AM87, CP14, CY89, CB11b, Do92, FS03, LL79, LZ10, PO14, Pie94b, Po94, ST09, Sin90c, ScK97, Tay72, TC73, YML14]. balancing [Dav93]. Balaton [KT85]. ball [Goo81m, Goo88a]. bands [Far90a, HP90, LP92, LJZB05, Mee93, MC14, QH80, SW82, SW83, WM91, XDZ09]. Bandwidth [LP09, Bag11, Bai16, BAKZ16, BR00, CJ00, DC00, Din08, Far90a, FH09, JP14, KC14, KP96b, KPS01, PB00, XY16, YBA15, ZT01]. Bangladesh [IGR13]. bank [Erd13]. bankruptcy [Erd13, JL16]. bar [GS78]. barley [PRM12]. Barndorff [Goo83v]. barrier [KS17a]. Bartlett [CCNAF95, Cor95, GM82, LH79, LCM12]. Bartlett-type [Cor95]. Based [LC02, AF17, Ada96, Ada97, AJFB14, Agu02, AMB12, ARY15, AKS+15, ADRA15, AO11, AOR13, APB16, AA09b, AB16b, AS15c, AKA15, Ana09, AKA11a, AKA11b, AWJ+13, ABA16, AZ05, AÖ13, AF12, Bak07, Bak14, Bal13, Bal09, Bal92, BL02, BL03, BRFO8, BZ16a, BT16a, BU17, BBA15, BG99, BMP12, BRY17, BS14, Bog01, Bor17, Bow85, Bow92, BC013, CC05, Cao87, CJ13, CC11a, CL91, Cha17, CS95b, Che03, CC16b, CYL17, CL18, Cho08, Cor13, Cra05, CBG16, CNFO05, DBC12, DS11, Din78, DF14, Dog89, DAB11, DB11, DK10, DC15, DA13, DCA03, Ede94, Edi83, Edw85, EDASM17, FP07, FF14, FP11a, FDGD16, FGHRM12, Fos95, Fuk16, Fun07, Gan93b, GL16, GZT14, GLLO14, GTB14, GAB14, GBC16, GRP10, Goo86d, GSC87]. based [GV81, GWX14, H573, HL05, HT12, HC17, HMP17, HB06, HL92a, HKT04, HH15a, HCY16, HMM13, Hua16, HKK17, JK08, JS00, JK14, KM83, Kib04, KK14, KL17a, KM17, KN15, KN16, Kiz17, KP82, KP96a, KC97a, KM99, KBL+15, KP96b, L'E97, LF16, LP16a, LL10, LL11, LK17, LSA+15, LSCN08, LB08b, LW12, LYQ+15, LWZ17, LXL17, LY13, Ll01, LF82, LB01, LLN13, LSA16, LW95, LP16b, LSF+17, Llo10, LB07, Lu14, LJ00, MH78, Mai77, MAV17, MMR16, Man15, MMPP15, Mar81, MMP08,
Mar92, Mas03, Med16, Mei08, Mei09, MPPZ05, Mou95, MR03, Mou05, Mug16, Mun06, NK15, NB13b, NB14, NB15a, NB16, NS17, NW09, NLHD12, NA11c, NA13, NP16, Nou17b, NA09, OvP10, OP00a, PS99, PB13b, PBSZ13, Pap03, PA14, PP03, PK17, Par17, PSS15]. based
[PX02, PC10, Pet02, PP80, PR84, PS14, PJR15, QL01, RA01, RL15, RWCD17, RS09, SJN15, SP16, SAB15, SJE93, SB08, SM11, SGGC10, Seo11, SBA14, SBS14, Sha16, Shi15, SK17, SA15, Shu12, SYL+14, SN83, Smi89c, SDWL17, SSM93, SKM14, SZ16, ScK97, Sy01a, TB86, TB88, TTZS15, TA08, TW08, TP15a, Tsz02, Tut90, VVNTVD+17, WDCK15, WK90b, Wan08a, WGC14, WLG15, WBG15, WL16, WH17, WyT17, WS00, WW04, WB94, Wu01, WL07b, WCC07, WSPC09, Wu10, WY11, WWCL11, WL12, WC14, WL14, Wu16a, XY16, XM09, YX03, ZA11, ZA12a, Zan15, ZLQ+17, ZCW+17, ZX14, ZZ15a, ZS16b, ZGW14, ZB13, ZNAEB98]. Baseline
[CCM12, DDD17]. Basic [Sha14a]. Basic(R) [OO12]. basis
[DDZ13, MMK14]. Basu [PK16b]. batch [JY14]. Bate [CDG+15]. bathtub
[ASH16, KTSR17, UGMK13, WWL09, WWCL11]. bathtub-shaped
[ASH16]. Baumgartner [Mur12, Mur15]. Bayes
[AM87, AMAE97, AHAA10, AJAH07, Alb83, Alb84, AS04, CA89, CS11, DP93, Fra74, FM09, GZT14, GP15b, Goo79j, Goo81w, Goo83-29, Goo83-28, Goo83w, Goo84p, Goo85b, Goo86g, Goo86q, Goo86d, Goo88a, Goo94e, Goo00, HBSG01, Hie81, IP86, Ism10, JG16, Kri77, KY93, Lai82b, LLN13, ML74, MK74, Mou95, OHN93, PK11, PK16b, QM15, RAS16, SK80, SSK13, SAM13b, TS14, UG10, UGMK13, Var81, WY79, Wl04, XY13, ZZXS17]. Bayes/non [Goo83-29, Goo86g, Goo86d]. Bayes/non-Bayes
[Goo83-29, Goo86g, Goo86d]. Bayesian
[Lia14, AJAH14, AJM11, AMB12, AHJ92, Alb87, Alb92, AB05, AY14, AY15, Ali15, ACG+16, AM01, AB97, AHJ96, ABA12, BAKZ16, BN96, Bog01, CR15, CS86, CCZ17, CW2, CCNA09, CW16, CS17, CJ12, CT16, CL10, CYL14, CK14, CDJ02, Con06, CF17, CB11b, DA14, DP15, DH14, DD12, DG02, DRL14, DAB11, DW17, DV95, DFT17, EKBO16, EH07, Eve01, FB90, Fan95, FeC05, FBC09, FW13, FW15, FDG16, Fon90, Fon92, FPG13, FTS09, FTS10, Fu16, GS07, GG78, Goo78g, Goo79i, Goo80i, Goo81r, Goo82g, Goo83g, Goo84l, Goo84k, Goo86n, Goo89v, GMR15, GI17, GID15, Han17, HKM00, HBT12, Hoe89, HKL08, HLZ16, HY16, HW12, HC15, HLN15, Hua16, IGR13, IP14, JP17, JMM17, JCKS09, JYML13, JUP86, Ka14, KKL17, KAR13, Kiz17, KK15, KKL17, LD17]. Bayesian
[LL99, LB11, LZN08, LW14, LW17, LY13, LHB11, LHB13, LPSR16, LZZ+15, LTT12, MJ16, May06, MKW16, MT17, MGR15, MWL14, NK14, Nan98, NK02, NC06, NT10, NTC11, NY16, PT89, PH95, PJ15, PWW15, PY99, PF16a, PG04, Qu06, RZ12, RDIF16, RM02a, RM05, RRDU13, SM03, Sah02, SB15, Sen02, SN17, SF12, SBA14, SBS14, Sha16, Sha07i, Sha14b, Sha15i, SFC08, ST87, SP01a, Spe06, SR16, SAK14, TB86, TB88, TPM17, TNJ17, TGL12a, TNL17, TCLY14, Tsz03, Tsz15, TJKB00, TPG93, VGD06, WK75, WW95, WL15b, WL15c, Wec94, Wil01, Wil07, WCF79,
Bonferroni [BH95]. bonus [CI81].

Boostrapped [MS01]. Boostrap [BBC10, BD12, CM01, DV86, DR02, DBL10, Far90a, FP11a, FP15a, GMLM+08, HKTO4, HMZ05, JAK93, Kar09, Kim98, Kuk87, LSCN08, LLP+14, McL80, Pel92, RAK16b, Rin12, kSwXR93, SNP93, GBL13, WW95, ZS16b, AB05, AMBP17, ASS11, Ana09, ASS97, BG01b, BK98, BR03, CD92b, Chi10, Cla96, CNZ01, CN204, DS89, Do92, DS10b, Fan95, FH09, FP17, FCN99, HMS89, HP90, HA10, Hua91, Jou15a, KL10, Kuk89, LP10, Lou95, MZ08, MG09, PT89, PSK14, PP06c, Pol97, RMS14, VA08, Var81, Won85, XMC+14, YPAC11].

Bootstrap-based [FP11a, LSCN08, ZS16b]. boostraped [RWD95].

SJZ17, SR97, SCM90, SW90, SC82]. Carlo [SB93, SS88, TPM17, TZ97, TZ04, UG10, VM96, WB73, WJ17, WZ95, YW14, ZL09]. cars [pB97]. Case [Sha03d, XZY13, AJFB14, AO12, AFGP06, BLC04, BL05, CCD96, CKT89, Dea86, DFT17, Goo89u, GDPH12, GGSNR90, HS86b, IS13, Kan17, LCB13, LCB14, MT01, Ng96, PM10, PRMM12, RAB14, RR08, RB88, RNA17, TNM17, YPAC11]. Case-control [XZY13, GDPH12, IS13, Kan17, RNA17].
cases [Atk91, Goo81f, GS84, HJ85, JP17]. Categorical [RK05, AB08, GSL+14, GBCS16, Goo88e, JZ10, KK05, LF97, LiT95, NC06, NTK99, OHL82, PA14, SG96, Sha14f, SP01a, TB85, Tut90, We11].
categorical-scaled [OHL82].
categorical-valued [LF97].
categories [Law01].
categorisation [RS88a]. categorized [BGR94, MGG78].
category [NTK99].
Cauchy [GFS15, Jen78, TS17, Vau94, Zha14].
Cauchy-type [TS17].
Causal [GT90, TK16, Goo80b, Goo94b, LM13].
Causality [Atk91, Goo81f, GS84, HJ85, JP17].
cause [Atk91, Goo81f, GS84, HJ85, JP17]. caused [TC08]. causes [DK17, Goo93a, NTG13].
Cautionary [HWSF07, TKT89].
Cautions [Hay97].
cdf [BF12, WK90a, CWM17].
CEC [KC97b]. CEC/USNRC [KC97b].
cell [FGSV09, GM08, HH93, PP73, RV98].
cells [BR06, Goo81-29, Goo82l, IJW03, Ken79d, Law92, Mac83].
cellwise [VVW11].
CEM [BBV17].
Censored [KBS11, AHAH14, AEL03, Ada96, Ada97, AMB12, AYR16, ARY16, ABES3, AB16b, AR16b, Bai89, Ba92, BL02, BL03, BRF08, BS13, BZ16a, Ba95, BBA15, BBW17, BE94, BMP12, C07, Che14, CYL17, CHT16, CC97, CGB16, DA14, DVA15, DG16, DRYL08, DL80, DK17, DW17, DFK11, EDASM17, EM86, FM15b, GD92, GTB14, GAB14, GP15b, GR02, GL96, GWSX14, GDB15, HS73, HKB29, HC17, HC03, HSC11, HY16, Ili15, Ism14, JB91, Kar90, KS16, KA13, HK09, KM12, KK13, KV15, KDG17, KP96b, KPS01, KY93, LDCL17, LL06, LL09a, Lee11, Lei16, LL13, LB01, LH12, LLLN13, LXX11, MSS14, Mas03, MK08, Mou95, Mou01, NB16, NCA+00, NW09, NLHD12, Nou17b, OPB08, OCPC12, OM88, PB13a, PB13b, Pan98, PS16, Phi91, PP15, PP16].
censored [PS14, Pou04, PW83, QY95, RM02a, RAB16, SB08, SBA14, SBS14, Sha16, sS11, sS12b, She12, She14b, She14c, She15a, She15b, SK16, SN83, STW15, SCAEM13, SC82, ZI6, Su16, TB86, TB88, TLY14, TJKB00, VK14, Wan08a, WY01, WH14, WZ95, WL07b, WCC07, Wu10, WY11, WWCL11, WLL12, WC14, WBE80, XHYX14, XW07, YCD15, YHS5, YW09, ZCZ109, ZLS16, Zue96].
Censoring [TYY02, AHA15, AH17, AS15a, AMAE97, ARY15, ABES5, AVK15, Atk92, BLC04, BKLM04, BL05, BH07, BDMM11, BB12, CM7, DBC12, DN13, DT10, DT13, DKG16, EH92, GSS87, HH74, HSR15, HW12, HW17, HL92c, Ins10, IAJ10, IAGEK11, Jen03, KTSR17, Krus79, Lia14, LHB11, LHB13, LCB13, LCB14, NG06, PB12, RT14, SKK12, SBK13, She10, sS16, SAM13b, SAK14, TN16, TP15b, W03, WJ09, YC014, YT96, ZS16a, Ane14c].
censorship [Gho95, Wm008c, Zarl17, L1a11].
center [AGNS91, LP89, LTV90].
Centering [LS88].
Central
[WK02, Bic03, Che05, Fie93, Jen95a, Lee92, Ma99, MS98, Par12, Rod76].

centrally [AGNS91].  centres [NS09].  Ceres [Wet96].  certain
[AS15b, BR81, BR84, JG80, LH72, SNB07b, SK80, Smi94].  certainty [WS82].

cervical [Bor17].  Chain [LED16, ÁGR06, AT05, CDG+15, CCK13, FP15b, Har91, KS87a, LF04, Lev05, LZZ+15, PSW75, UG10, WM90, Zan08, ZB13].

chains [DRB17, DS10b, Fan95, Gly84, Goo82k, Har93, Har89, KK85, Li88, MS80, MO91, RRT99].  chance [AE87, WECC00].  chances [RS94].

Change [RG92, Wan08d, CB11a, CK14, Coo07, Dog15, EFGMD13, Fe05, HM88, Ho93, Kel16, Khe08, LDB10, LhKN05, LLC17, MBH91, NS08b, OP04, Pet80, RG10, SR16, Sun11, VBL17, WW06, WO97, Wu16c, ZGW14, ZA09].

Change-in-mean [Wan08d].  change-point
[Kel16, LLC17, NS08b, OP04, Pet80, SR16, WO97, Wu16c, ZGW14].  change-points [EFGMD13].  changed [LN13].  changepoint
[ACG+16, dSdS17].  changes
[BCH08, GS07, RR03, RR06, SHST13, SB13, TC08, TC10, WGP00].  channel
[BHZ08, CM05a, Goo89c].  Chaos [LC02].  Chaotics [Goo94d].

characteristic [WZ00].  characteristics [BP15, ES86, Goo81j, GJ82, JGPF17, JL83, KKY15, KM99, LYQ+15, Mei09, PL16b, SRG11, Sha15d, zha95].  characteristic-based [LYQ+15].

characteristics [AASAM03, GWX14, KM06, NB16, PSB03, WPC15].  characterization [GC03, OSN17, Pap83].  characterizations
[CW99, NA11c].  charged [How85].  Charlier [Dod83].  chart
[AM13, AKJ16, AAL16, CS13, Cha17, FKS10, FHSC14, GR08, Gan90, Gan91, Gau10, Gau11, Haq14, HK16a, HWA+14, HOR17, LPJ14, LAuaS+15, LMSX16, LP10, MW92, NTG13, OWKC15, Rig95, SFS15, SL09, Shu08, Sim00, STC11, TPM17, WGC04, YR06].  charts
[AF17, AP15, AO12, CM10, CG94, Cha17, CC11b, CSAR93, CKPS11, Dog15, DCA03, Gag93, Gag93a, Gau93b, GWX14, HBMAO15, HP11, HL15, HJO1, Jen82b, JH90b, JH90d, KPM16, KL13b, LL03, MM13a, MMR16, MH17, PC11, RA14, Rak16a, SHST13, SR00, Zha00].  Chebyshev [Sen80, Jen94].

checking [GK05, KL09, You93, ZLQ+17].  checks [CYPGGM16, Goo87a].  chemical [ME72].  Chen [KTSR17].  Chi
[WK02, Yoo13, Ant95, BR06, Bog95, CM14, CF10, El 82, Fea79, Fie93, For97, GG80, GMR82, Goo78n, Goo81i, Goo81j, Goo81n, Goo81-29, Goo82o, Goo821, Goo83k, GS84, GR83, GW73, p78, Han79, HB78, Hos87, IJW03, LH72, Mag81, Mar96a, Mar96b, NL77b, OZ81, Ray85, SDL16, Wei79, Ter87].  chi- [GR83].  Chi-square [WK02, Bog95, CM14, GMR82, GW73, HB78, Hos87, IJW03, LH72, Mar96a, Mar96b, NL77b, SDL16, Wei79].  Chi-squared [Yoo13, Ant95, BR06, CF10, El 82, For97, Goo78n, Goo81i, Goo81j, Goo81n, Goo81-29, Goo82o, Goo821, Goo83k, GS84, pH78, Han79, Mag81, OZ81, Ray85, Ter87].  chi-squares
[GG80].  chi-squares [Fie93].  Choice
[Sah02, Ahm16, AS15b, Ar87, BD84, DP93, Fea79, GZP05, GRVV08, Goo79c, Goo83n, GL86, Har85, Hut93a, IC00, Krz93, LLB12, SDfDGCM08, TKT89, Zie11].  choices [ASS11, KC14, NTK09, PJ15].  Cholesky
choose [Adk96]. Choosing [BG99, Goo89w, RRB10, WJ05, GL86, HSW75, Pes80, PP15, Li14]. Chronic [KHS83]. circular [AHM13, DFPT16a, DFPT16b, FDFGD16, KS17b, LP13, MC16, NJG88, ZA12b]. circular-linear [MC16]. claim [GY16]. Class [NK02, AYR16, AS15c, BPH12, BW93, BSC14, CT82, CF17, DP15, Goo89, HANMA98, JG80, KF16, Lin14, MM80, Möh05, MMP12, OY15, OWLP16, P98, SW75, XY11, Zie11]. Classes [RS14, CL91, Goo78f, Goo84u]. classic [Ano06a, Sha10h]. Classical [NKP14, Del83, IGR13, Mei09, NJJ92, PWW15]. Classification [Gra88, JKM16, BG78, CYC99, CG93, DM79, HL05, Hos78, HZL16, KP82, KP09, Lee98a, Lee98b, LAGM11, MS95, NJJ92, NCA+00, NdCOP15, NA09, RWL95, STG+01, SMP+06, SKTC11, Var81, YL14]. classified [CC17a]. classifier [RZ12]. classifiers [MM15, TH05]. classifying [Mah96]. Clinical [LJDK02, BS05a, BL78, C181, Coa95, DS11, Don97, Goo81g, HT93, LN13, NS09, Sch92, Sha14e, SJ06, YYW15]. clipped [CP12]. clones [Fan95]. cloning [GC17b, MRBR15]. Closed [DA87, KL12, BV16, BF83, HCY16]. Closed-form [KL12, BV16]. closeness [AB11, BDKM11, Kru72]. closer [And93]. Closure [KK93, DSS06]. Closure-state [KK93]. cloud [LYL17]. clumped [RGNM13]. cluster [Cai09, CG93, GW01, HBC07, MT13, PP06c, Ros95, VHV+16]. clustered [Ali14, BL09, Bow01, DL13, HBL14, Hm97a, IPK10, SG96, She15b, Su16, VHV+16, YMY96]. Clustering [KBL+15, MMP12, AT95, AF12, BG99, CP14, CH15, Dod00, Goo79p, Goo86a, GS01, Har75, Ish16, KL15, MA17, Mur83, NG16, PSS15, PH03, RWCD17, SP16, SC16, SFS16, Sie78, TJK13, VVNTVD+17, WH17]. clustering-based [SP16]. clusters [Goo81f, LLP+14]. Co [Coo07, WB09]. Co-integration [Coo07, WB09]. coarsened [BBV17]. Cochran [Alt92]. code [GS78, UMI4]. codes [KC97b, VP16]. codifference [Ros06]. coding [DTZ92]. coefficient [AASAM03, ASY80, Alb92, Auc79, BKJ16, BON1b, BON0a, CS13, Che01, CT14, DY92, Éri97, Éri83, Goo89f, HMS89, Hay15, HML+15, KC02, KKB85, LP09, LZY11, Lin81, LLB12, MC17, Mag75b, MP81, MK14, NO10, NdCOP15, PL09, JB15, QM16, RNA17, Sh8, SC16, TCM11, WL15a, XZD15, YLG15, Zie11, vdAvA15]. coefficients [ASY82, AL99, BCH08, BF08, BG07, CHH91, CMD74, DV86, DR02, DB84b, G077, Goo831, Goo92e, HE00, Lev78c, LL17, LZX11, ML16, Loh75, Njd14, O’G06, OHHL82, PF04, Par92, SM03, SC16, SA04a, TG73, VA08, Wat77, WPS1, WES85, WCEC94, XLB12, Xu17]. COGARCH [MBR15]. cohort [Fuk11, Yu11]. coincidence [TG78]. cointegrated [AHC15, BCH08, GA09, HAC16]. cointegration [BD12, CV08, GHJC10, Khe08, LLS13, LL15a, MS01, SCA07, SP00]. cold [JG16]. cold-standby [JG16]. collaboration [Ell00]. Collaborators [Ano80n, Ano93h, Ano97m, Ano73e, Ano75g, Ano77h, Ano78l, Ano80m, Ano81m, Ano82i, Ano84d, Ano86i, Ano87i, Ano89f, Ano90l, Ano92i, Ano94d, Ano95h, Ano96g, Ano97n]. collecting [Goo81s]. collection [Ano06a, MZZ89]. Collective [HBFSLED11]. collinear [Sch86]. collinearity

Combination [HHR02, JS02, ATH12, BS01a, GBCS16, Goo79g, Goo89a, JG96, JG83b, LGP90, LN13, SSW95, Sar98, Sho86, WL14, Yan10].

combination-based [GBCS16]. combinations [AJF14, Fie93, GBCS16, Gue82, MC13, TBG+90, WM15, Wan92].

combinatorial [Goo83x, Goo85j, VS15]. Combined [CM10, Gan89, KT94, DYX15, SM96]. Combining [Gao04, JvBF13, LM74, MK97b, Özk12, RB92, Goo84t, JK98, KL05, Lee98a].

Comedian [SS12a]. command [SZS14]. Comment [AH16, Goo84w, Lia14, Bak87, Goo79d, Goo79m, Goo81p, Goo83m, Goo84g, Goo85i, Goo86o, GGO90, Goo90a, Goo91, Goo94a, Goo94i, Goo95a, Jγe81, Bea85, Goo79h, Goo80e, Goo80g, Goo86b, Pad78]. Comments [Ano02e, Edi04, Goo86s, Goo98b, Goo90k, Goo92b, Goo93b, Kem84, Aok91, Goo90o, Hut93b]. common [Bha01, BG07, LD12, CM06, EOD86, GRI79b, KR89, KL05, LW14, Pig91, PB04, RS85, Sha07b, Sha09b, SY15, TK15, Wil04, XLB12]. commonly [Dec76, SC95]. commonsense [Goo84c]. communality [RG06].

Communication [Ell00, Dod00, Goo89c, PSS15]. compact [SD15].

Comparability [Mye98]. Comparative [AW95, BCP02, DN06, Pet02, Sel08, AY13, AR00, Bak07, Bak08, BM90, BCT16, Bow85, Coa92, CYPGGM16, DP15, DP06, Dog89, DC13, Fos95, Hab80, Lee02b, MMK10, Neu07, PN86, PF16b, Ram89, RKV17, SNMRC16, SK13, SCM90, SA04b, Soh94, SW83, TD14, TN17, TTNC09, TB85, ZL11]. compare [CHQ17, NJdC14]. compared [Goo83-27, KC73, MP15]. Comparing [AGR06, BAB15, DGK12, Jen15, LSS93, MMP15, PM10, RR03, SJ07, Will0, WEHCC14, vAdA15, BDB08, CCP12, CH06b, DPS01, DC02, Dsl06, Goo86n, GGM13, Hab92, HM85, IHM78, KKE17, LL13, Mar87, MJ93, RL08, RB92, Sha15a, TTT6, VA80, ZA09, JR96b, LH78]. Comparison [AMYY07, BG93, BK08, BL09, CG93, CB97, DD78, DF98, FS75, Fur91, HBB92, Hie81, HSW75, Hon90, HZ03, HCW07, HTZ+16, JMM+17, JG83a, KC89, Kim83, LC92, Leg00, LL07, jLP05, LD97, LPSL05, MJ08, McS06, MY13, NSG91, NGXZ14, Par99, PV17b, PAFM12, Rai12, dESM15, SC75, SNB07b, TJK13, TK14, Van84, WK90b, Wil04, ASM+11, AG92, AT95, AL99, AB14, Ant95, AGM15, BAJN14, BCh08, Bay90, BG01a, BCO13, CQ12, Cho08, CMD74, CM06, CH90, Con06, CB03, DAS87, DY92, DDD10, DSl0a, DW80, Dor88, DS10b, Dut77, EOD86, FPR92, FGH14, For97, GMSS95, GHRAM13, Goo79b, Hab84, HT93, HL97, HL05, Han78, HV93, HT85, Hin97b, HL92a, IGR13, JH01, JUP86, hJ93, KP09, KT97, Kk91, Ker87, KC02, KEW13, KG80, KL12]. comparison [KL13a, Krz82, LL79, LN77, Lev78a, LXL17, LW95, LOR04, LTV00, Mar86a, ML74, MRR84, MY801, MM05, Mei09, MG090, MM08, ML79, Mur12, NL78a, ND84, NJJ92, NL08, NK08, NA11b, NA11a, NNBl4, O‘G09, OHLH82, O‘N82, Pap93, PP10, PLC88, PRMM12, PBWU78, Pie97, Pos82, Pou04, PQ14, JB15, Pru93, RY13,
Comparisons [DL13, Fam12, HM98, Hwa11, ST74, YS11, AP85, CFOS02, DDB09, GP15a, Goo84c, Goo84d, Goo84f, Hal72, HH92, Jen95a, KLL17, KP15, Li15b, IWT+17, NF98, Ng96, RRB10, RBHSL11, RAB16, RW96, SC95, SS99, TNG+06, TQP10, WK75, Wil15, Zha15, Kra90a].

compatibility [GB15]. compelling [Goo89]. Compens [GG77]. competing [AE17, Ag99, AY16, ARY16, BK08, Bor15, CLC17, DG16, DK17, GK16, HU14, HH15a, HW17, Ili15, Lee17, MSS14, NM98, QC03, She09, Tsi02, WYW12]. competitors [BR03, Goo80d]. complement [NO75]. complementarity [QFG87].

Complete [Fra88, HZ03, Sh95, AE17, GTB14, GAB14, HC06, JvBF13, LL16, Lot82, PM10, SH16, SFSS85, WBE80].

complex-valued [DF80]. Complexity [HC10, CHR03, Goo78b, SLS14, Wel82, JR96a, JR96b]. complicated [ZW01]. Component [Dor01, Har91, AHADA00, AHJ16, BBE86, Car16, CT82, CR73, EXH16, Fuk16, Gen76, GSS95, HC17, Krz82, LCLP15, LL07, LZ10, Mar90a, SB88, SL89b, SS92, VKE14, WZS17, WW03, YBA15, ZLQ+17]. component-based [ZLQ+17]. component-of-variance [SB88]. Components [CH99, AM87, AIAH07, BR06, BBS84, CH91, CD92a, Car16, Cha16, EG89, FS03, Fuk11, HBI3, Hoe89, JMY96, Krz82, Lai82a, LGW16, LD97, MMR92, Mi79, AK07, OWH97, Pax01, RH88, SR11, TKG+90, WLO7a].

Composite [GB86, BTR16, CS16, CS17, Che94, HC15, Jen95a, KT97, LYQ+15, LLQ+16, MS98, WK72, ZL16]. composition [Ana09, FP15b, Kk90]. composition-search [Kk90]. compound [AA13, AG78, EBS86, OWLP16, Var81]. compounds [Goo98].

Comprehensive [FRS06, LX14]. compression [DTZZ12]. Compromise [ARB13, Goo83-29, Goo86g, Goo90l, JL05]. compromises [Goo86d].

Comput [Pak11]. Computation [Ada91, Ans00, AA16, CY99, CZ07, S208, Den77, HS91, Lai82a, Mar95, Nom14, Ong95, PSW75, SHS13, TPG93, WXY17, BF12, BAZ15, BS91, BR84, CRV15, Che01, Che05, Dha85, DW90, El82, FS88, Far78, GB99, GO90, Goo81w, Goo81j, GGSNR09, P88, Han79, Han91, JL16, Kat78, KMK87, KK15, Lee92, LZGW14, MM80, MMWM83, OO12, PF16a, Sha15i, TNJ17, TA92, WJ17, WM95, pha95, Hol85b].

computational [CW72]. Computational [Bur74, Dyk85, EFGMD13, GR79a, KM83, Liu86, RACSGJ05, Sny88, SZM17, SH72, WLL12, WC14, ZNAEB98, BHLH78, DL13, Die94, Dut77, FNRCM17, FGRHRM12, HTZ+16, Rid80, TMW73, Wel82, Wil79, YLS9, YL01, Sha14d].

Computationally
Computations [LD87, WK75, WK02, GS73, JCM72, LT90, Mai77, MSA12].

Computer [Dea86, GG75, Har87b, KA85, LGPP96, Mar96a, Mar96b, Mee93, Ruf07, SGTKBL15, SQ02, SNB07a, SLD16, Str89, Wan90, ACG +16, AK85, CH91, DL75, FC94, Fre09, Goo87e, JLS3, LWT +17, Mal06, RGNM13, Sha09f, Sie78, XHEM17, YS13, Zone81].

Computer-aided [CKP16].

Computer-intensive [Goo86g],

computer [BPP00, CP14].

computed [Cro74, OM88].

Computer [CKP16, FAM98, KS85, LK83a, Nar90, Pet88, Tay72, CH97, DP13, FF84, Goo84i, Goo86g, Knu15, Li94, LH14, LK83b, Lou84, MJ08, ME72, NSG91, NC72, PK72, Pin78, Pot81, SD01a, Sch78, Joh79, Joh82].

Conclusions [Ano02e, Goo06b, Edi04, Goo86s, Goo98b, Goo06a, Kru86a].

concomitant [WAP84].

concomitants [AJFB14].

concordance [Mar14a].

Concurrent [AD16a].

condition [Del83].

Conditional [CH99, GDH12, JK14, Mas03, TS09, ZZ15b, AHAM15, Bai16, BDG04, CL15, CI15, CW17, DFPT16a, ES11, GB15, Har03, JK99, KC16, MYS01, MKW16, Par80, SM15, SL15, SL98b, SP00, TZ97, Tsi15, UM14, Yua15, vBBGOR06].

conditionally [Ahm16, AR16b, BPH12, BC08].

conditioned [Atk91, Kib12, Lil01].

conditioning [JR17, LS88].

Conditions [BCP02, Akn07, ELB97, Kel16, LS +17, SK80].

Confidence [AKS +15, BF08, Bon05, Bon06, BE86, BBG86, Etia81, HK00, Hay15, HB93, LJDK02, MADAS11, PB02, SW82, SL88, TW08, TGB +90, Wan08b, WN11c, WN12, WN13, YXX16, AH90, AB09, AR10, Alb83, AB15, AB97, Ar86, Bjj9, Bia15, BBC10, BKS90, Bur14, CSJ17, CT82, Che97, CB03, DV86, DF98, Ede94, Eri83, Far90a, FW88, Fra74, GMS95, Gho95, GPZ05, HMS89, HP90, HMZ05, Ill15, Ill16, JK98, JR83, Kar09, KKE17, KL13a, Kwo96, LL91, LP89, LL07, LL17, LP92, LJZB05, L011, LD97, LL12, MMP08, Mar92, Mas03, Mee93, Moh17, MC14, Mun06, OM88, OHW97, PS99, PT89, PT03, PP06c, PO06, RAK16b, Rin12, RS89, RNA17, Roy93, RB88, SB73, SM94, kSwXR93, SW83, SW84, SNP93, Tar12, TG73, TTNC09, Tsa10a, Wan92].

confidence [WW95, WM12, WM91, WY11, XM09, XDZ09, Yan98, XYW07, ZAR17, Zha15, ZMW13, vAVA15, Goo87d, Hii87].

configuration [DSL06, HOL85].

configurations [Sin90a].

confirmation [Goo89h].

Conflicting [Kib04].

conformance [PX02].

Congruential [KW96, Pes80].

Conjecture [Goo83], Goo90g, Goo94i, SB85].

Conjectured [Goo84, Goo87a].

Conjectures [Ano02e, Goo06b, Edi04, Goo83q, Goo86s, Goo98b, Goo06a, Kru86a, GHH83].

Computations [LD87, WK75, WK02, GS73, JCM72, LT90, Mai77, MSA12].

Computer [Dea86, GG75, Har87b, KA85, LGPP96, Mar96a, Mar96b, Mee93, Ruf07, SGTKBL15, SQ02, SNB07a, SLD16, Str89, Wan90, ACG +16, AK85, CH91, DL75, FC94, Fre09, Goo87e, JLS3, LWT +17, Mal06, RGNM13, Sha09f, Sie78, XHEM17, YS13, Zone81].

Computer-aided [CKP16].

Computer-intensive [Goo86g],

computer [BPP00, CP14].

computed [Cro74, OM88].

Computer [CKP16, Fam98, KS85, LK83a, Nar90, Pet88, Tay72, CH97, DP13, FF84, Goo84i, Goo86g, Knu15, Li94, LH14, LK83b, Lou84, MJ08, ME72, NSG91, NC72, PK72, Pin78, Pot81, SD01a, Sch78, Joh79, Joh82].

Conclusions [Ano02e, Goo06b, Edi04, Goo86s, Goo98b, Goo06a, Kru86a].

concomitant [WAP84].

concomitants [AJFB14].

concordance [Mar14a].

Concurrent [AD16a].

condition [Del83].

Conditional [CH99, GDH12, JK14, Mas03, TS09, ZZ15b, AHAM15, Bai16, BDG04, CL15, CI15, CW17, DFPT16a, ES11, GB15, Har03, JK99, KC16, MYS01, MKW16, Par80, SM15, SL15, SL98b, SP00, TZ97, Tsi15, UM14, Yua15, vBBGOR06].

conditionally [Ahm16, AR16b, BPH12, BC08].

conditioned [Atk91, Kib12, Lil01].

conditioning [JR17, LS88].

Conditions [BCP02, Akn07, ELB97, Kel16, LS +17, SK80].

Confidence [AKS +15, BF08, Bon05, Bon06, BE86, BBG86, Etia81, HK00, Hay15, HB93, LJDK02, MADAS11, PB02, SW82, SL88, TW08, TGB +90, Wan08b, WN11c, WN12, WN13, YXX16, AH90, AB09, AR10, Alb83, AB15, AB97, Ar86, Bjj9, Bia15, BBC10, BKS90, Bur14, CSJ17, CT82, Che97, CB03, DV86, DF98, Ede94, Eri83, Far90a, FW88, Fra74, GMS95, Gho95, GPZ05, HMS89, HP90, HMZ05, Ill15, Ill16, JK98, JR83, Kar09, KKE17, KL13a, Kwo96, LL91, LP89, LL07, LL17, LP92, LJZB05, L011, LD97, LL12, MMP08, Mar92, Mas03, Mee93, Moh17, MC14, Mun06, OM88, OHW97, PS99, PT89, PT03, PP06c, PO06, RAK16b, Rin12, RS89, RNA17, Roy93, RB88, SB73, SM94, kSwXR93, SW83, SW84, SNP93, Tar12, TG73, TTNC09, Tsa10a, Wan92].

confidence [WW95, WM12, WM91, WY11, XM09, XDZ09, Yan98, XYW07, ZAR17, Zha15, ZMW13, vAVA15, Goo87d, Hii87].

configuration [DSL06, HOL85].

configurations [Sin90a].

confirmation [Goo89h].

Conflicting [Kib04].

conformance [PX02].

Congruential [KW96, Pes80].

Conjecture [Goo83], Goo90g, Goo94i, SB85].

Conjectured [Goo84, Goo87a].

Conjectures [Ano02e, Goo06b, Edi04, Goo83q, Goo86s, Goo98b, Goo06a, Kru86a, GHH83].
conjugate [AL15, DD12, WL15c], connected [Goo81k, MW04]. connection [Di 05, Goo00]. Conover [AS00, BHLH78]. consequence [Goo83f, KC97b, LEG85]. conservational [Wil75]. conservative [Wil75].

consideration [AYJ11, WCM15]. considerations [FF84, GM77, RELW09, SD01a]. Considering [HL15, NdCOP15].

consistency [BDKM11, Goo79c, Goo87a, NB16, Sha87b, TL96, Joh90b]. Consistent [MK97a, NB15a, SPK09, CNZ01, CNdGAL09, Fur96, GL96, Jen78, IW12, LZZW17, MGG09, NB13a, SGR04]. constancy [YK15]. Constant

[LMZB05, AS15a, Bén94, GA95, IAGEK11, Mar98, QX12]. constant-partially [AS15a]. constant-stress [IAGEK11]. constants [Lia10]. Constrained [DSP15, PH03, RB00b, CMCH12, Hat86, HL15, Lee81, LMZB05, LMRW17, RV98, WECC00, Won95]. constraints [Gbo81, GG75, HAS89, LiT95, MPPZ05, VM00, WBN07, ZY15].

Constructing [BJ82, CB03, Fou80, Gau10, Gup84, KM14, SW83, ZR93]. Construction [Bia15, HCY16, LZ11, TC73, BK17a, Eri83, Jöc81, Kia12, REK81, Tay72, Won95]. consumption [KKL+15, YFT10]. contaminants [BG11a]. contaminated [AS04, Men00, VGD06]. contamination [CC17a, FL82]. context [WLT08]. context [Fir97, GA01b, GA02, GA09, GO03, MWL14]. contingency [Mur78].

Contingency [Aok02, ABH82, AT05, BS14, Dey84, GG80, Goo79b, Goo79n, Goo79u, Goo81r, Goo81w, Goo81v, Goo81f, Goo81e, Goo85p, Goo86q, GF89, Hab84, Hos87, Ken79d, Lat82, Law01, Lee85, Lin14, LPSL05, MH72, MPPZ05, NBB15, O’N82, PD03, XYT08]. continued [DM05, Goo83u, Goo83y, Goo89p, Goo89u, SB85]. continuity [Mag81].

Continuous [SHH85, SLM16, WO97, AHJ16, BiC03, BK17b, BZB08, Cai09, DFY08, JSM13, KNM+15, San12, Sha15d, SB96, Tso15, VR92, WZ13, XDZ09].

Continuous-time [WO97, SB96]. continuum [GS85, Mar90a]. contradict [Goo81b]. contrast [BF08]. contrasts [CB03, GB99, KKM16].

Contributing [Ken79d]. contribution [SGTKBL15]. contributions [Die05, SJZ17]. Control [AF17, NFMF12, RA14, SS88, Tsa11, AP15, AO12, AKJ16, AAIj16, BW93, CS13, CM10, Cha17, CC11b, CM07a, CKPS11, DC02, DH14, Dog15, DCA03, FKS10, FHSC14, GR08, Gau90, Gau91, Gau93a, Gau93b, Gau10, Gau11, GDPH12, GMG13, GWX14, Haq14, HBMAO15, HK16a, HOR17, HP11, IS13, JH01, JW97, Kau17, KPM16, KL13b, LAuas+15, Li15b, LMSX16, LP10, LL03, MM13a, Mua03, MMR16, Moi17, MH17, NGT13, OWK15, PC11, Po97, Rak16a, Rig95, RNA17, SN05, SB86, SFS15, SL09, SOH13, Shu08, SHST13, SS99, SZZ14, SR00, SKTC11, TTM17, WS82, WR98, WR94, WGC04, XYZ13, YR06, Zha00]. Control-variate [Tsa11]. controlled [BBL13, FS15b, JMM+17, RS77]. controlling [LPJ14].

controls [DSL06, RRT99]. controversy [CM14]. convenient [Dan80a]. Conventional [PP06].

Convergence [BRB17, RRT99, CR99, JL16, JG92, NC96, Shi07, VHV+16, YKB86].
convergent [Cro74]. converging [Kat78]. conversational [War74]. convex [AGNS91, Gle89b, Gle91, Har87b, LKLJ09, MZZ89, QX12]. convolution [FB90, XPC03]. Conway [COBH11]. coordinate [Nom14, SP16, TW14, Wu13, YZ14]. coordinates [OvP10]. copula [BS14, JWVdL16, KK14, Med16, Su16, UY12, WWW15]. copula-based [BS14, KK14]. copulas [Hof12, DDIJ16, MS11, McN08, PBSZ13]. copy [RRDU13]. core [Lot82]. corpuscle [Wil89]. correct [AP17, Goo88f, Ven89]. Corrected [BCV98, Cor04, CCC10, SBC03, VG05, Chu01, CDDCN97, Dog09, GRV08, LS01, TN16, Wil75, YAA87]. Correcting [PP03, Roy89, NP16, Tho89, ZA11]. Correction [Chi07, Goo86, AI12, BT14, EE15, Fos95, Goo85c, Goo87g, Kar09, Mag81, Mar90b, MB90, MCCO04, Pau92, Rai12, SY15, Wes16, Wil11, Sar98]. corrections [AB16a, CCNAF95, FCN99, LCM12, SC09b]. Correlated [Van84, YM99, ADRA15, AL01, Ana09, BK17a, BP01, BRL82, BAB15, Bho84, BHG01, Dia10, DN94, Dow02, FK04, GR83, HM98, KL93, KL05, KC16, Kli90, LB96, LYM17, NTG13, PS98, PQ14, RAN11, RBK16, SCW07, SB92, Soh00, Spi98, TTF07, TWLC07, VA08, Xie14, ZC13, ZUR93]. Correlation [HN11, ZCZ17, AASAM03, ASY80, ASY82, Alh92, AI13, And89, And90b, And95c, AJ82, Auc79, BN01b, BN01a, BGR94, BF08, Bow01, Cha75a, Che01, CMD74, CH82, Dag89, Dag95, DY92, DS89, DM91, FMOR06, FRL17, GQ77, Goo75b, Goo79q, Goo92d, Goo92e, HMS89, Ho16, Jen93b, Joh95, JW80, KCS88, KKB85, KT94, LLGP17, LL88, LP17, Leg00, Lev78c, LH94, Liu08, LLM16, Mag75b, MP81, Mai77, MM13b, Mal16, MH72, MB97, MJ93, NC06, Owe81, PL99, PF04, PSB03, PPRW06, PB04, RS92, Rya80, SDFeDGM08, SA16, TCM11, TBT95, WP81, Wes16, WD16, WN12, XLB12, YR15, ZQ97, ZZ15a, Zim04, Goo83d, Goo87f]. correlation-based [ZZ15a]. correlation-type [WD16]. correlational [PNM83]. correlations [Dem06, Dog93, Goo81e, Lee85, MHS04, PQ14, SE11, Son97]. correspondence [Kim92, Rin12]. corresponding [Cha17]. Corrigendum [Ano15a, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17, Bal92]. corroborator [Goo89g]. Corss [Lee90]. Cross-validation [Lee90]. Cosine [PSS15]. cost [ARB13, DB10, Goo81b, GB17b, KGA12, PQ89, Sha08a, TC75, UA16, WW12]. cost-effectiveness [WW12]. costs [BC82]. count [ABM17, BG11b, CYC99, CF15, Dre08, FP91, HK16b, HTZ16, Joh95, KNM15, KC14, Kim07, KF16, LS14, MH16, NK08, SCW07, SJ06, TGL12a, Tso16, VG01, SdS17]. counts [Fra79, LWT17, Wei12]. coupling [MH12]. course [Goo95d]. Covariance [Lem11a, SD02, AvR15, AC08, BD82, BFDR97, BBHW95, CP91, CCNA09, Cha15, Che85, CCG81, CYB90, CH82, CNZ01, CNFO05, CB11b, Die93, DNF94, Die94, FH86, Fa16, FWF16, Fur96, GG80, Gup73, HK92, JS02, Lee81, hL92b, LZZW17, LS01, NCAH+09, PGT09, PG11, QMZ16, RWD95, RML90, SE90, SA79, Sim93, SN95, Tre95, Wes16, Wil15, Wil75, XWZ15, ZIM89]. coverages [Ada91, Bur74, Nag75, Vau94]. covariate [DSP15, Hua16, JSM13, KA13, MFD16, ZR07]. covariates
covariation [Gal02]. Coverage [AB10, WM91, YM90, AKS+15, CS95a, CY99, Goo82m, Jon16, MY90, STS94, Tak17, YL85].


criteria [AKU11, BHK05, Chi79, DS11, GHJC10, HHI90, HT85, HZ14, Kal14, KPS01, Kun92, LDB10, LG09, LN13, jLP05, Lin14, LT16, MMK10, Mar14a, MMK14, NCA+00, PSK14, SD92, TJ96]. criterion [Bak87, BR00, CH90, GC03, HoI85b, KE03, LYS+15, LLQ+16, MS99, Nag75, OPS82, PGT09, Sy01b, Wu01, XY16]. criterion-based [XY16]. Critical [ASY81, BHG01, Fun88, JG83b, Auc79, Bru75, Chin01, RR93a, RR13b, SL98a]. Cross [AO16, BDFR97, HN13, Krz83, Whi94, Bai16, CYC99, FF14, GOS09, Gri92, Lat82, LH94, LP09, SNC09, SJF06, Tay90, TKT89, TS14, VAW15].

cross-classification [CYC99]. cross-ratio [Lat82]. cross-section [GOS09]. cross-sectional [SNC09, SJF06, TS14]. cross-trained [FF14].

Cross-validation [BDFR97, HN13, LP09, Tay90, VAW15]. Cross-validatory [BDFR97, HN13, LP09, Tay90, VAW15].

crossings [JW97, WR94]. cryptanalysis [Goo00]. cube [Lev78b]. cube-root [Lev78b]. Cumulant [KK12]. cumulants [Far90b, Goo79a, Goo82o, GH83b, Goo83q, Goo83x, Goo83o, SZ02].

Cumulative [GR83, MCBPF16, Nue08, PK17, Gan89, Lee17, MMR16, MH17, OP00a, Par81, Par87, RASR16, SB82c, Zan08, ZMW13]. Cumulative/dynamic [MCBPF16]. Cure [FVB13, FOC14, GBdL16, GGDIC17, OS14, PB17, RBC+15]. curiosity [Goo85j]. current [Goo83-29, Mur78, RB88, SK11]. current-status [SK11].

Curtailed [CYL17]. curvature [HAS89, Will15]. Curve [HM95, OS02, AF12, FPR92, Ham77, Han86, HHKD02, LW82, LC92, MCBPF16, Par99, Pru93, QL01, SFSS55, SND89, Sha15d, SA95, Sol92].

cycles [BCO13, CHQ17, Kap87, ME72, ODBT15, SSD17, Sha15d, Tue01]. Customizing [Fel02]. CUSUM [MM13a, SHST13]. Cuthbert [Goo79d].

cycle [FR15]. cycle-equitable [FR15]. cycles [Juh16, TC73]. Cyclic [Har93, GA01a, RH76, Tai72]. cyclical [AA11, GA09]. cylindrical [AC00, LP16a].
ABM17, AC00, AR16c, AB08, Ano06a, ACNT05, AI16, BF87, BBW17, BP01, BRL82, BG01a, BE94, BS05b, BCT16, BGR94, BR06, BAB15, Bho73a, Bho84, Bic03, BMP12, BK17b, Bor17, Bow01, CC00, CY99, CLDB16, CGA10, CP95, CK04, CL91, CK01, C20, Che14, CL14, CH97, CHT16, CMQ03, CWM17, CC85, CC97, COS11, CYPGM16, CBG16, DS11, DE06, DSP15, DAM98, DRC+16, DP15, DG16, Dem06, DTZZ12, DRYL08, DL13, DS14, DK17, DB10, DC13, Dow02, DFT17, DL92, EXH16, EB90, EM86, FPRS92, FW15, Fan17).

data [FHS12, FPG13, FTS10, FHO15, Fuk16, Gan84, Gao04, GD92, Gen76, GW01, GYV+13, GTB14, GOS09, Goo82d, Goo83e, Goo90n, GDR16, GCT17b, Gmi02, GL96, GGMAM13, GWH14, GDB15, HBL14, HU14, Ham77, HT93, HP15, Han86, Har04, HK16b, HV05, HK07, HNB92, HC17, HMR5, Hin97a, HBC07, HSSY04, How13, HCW07, HH15a, HTO7, HLN+15, HWW16, Hua16, IPK10, Ili15, Ism14, JB91, JR09, JYML13, JSM13, JWVdL16, Joh95, JvBF13, JG92, Jön07, Jun08, Kan17, KKY15, Kar09, Kar90, KNM+15, KK93, KeI94, KA13, KC14, KK05, King07, KM99, KM12, KVK15, KP96b, KPS01, Kun93, KY93, LDCL17, LP13, LP16a, Lam05, LDB10, LY99, LFC92, LGP90, LF97, Lee11, LW82, LC92, LAGM11, LN77, LEG85, LNC17, LB96, Lin14, LT16, LXL11, LLM16, LYL17, LD97, LTL12, MB13].
data [MSS14, Mar83, MW94, MH16, MC16, MHA10, BML15, MS95, Mei11, MT13, MT14, MK08, MG97, Mou95, Mou01, MP96, MR17, Mye98, NG16, NB15a, NB16, NMP14, NL77a, NCA+00, NTG13, NK08, NJdC14, NBB00, NA11d, Nou17b, O’G09, OHLH82, OCP12, OM88, OS14, OMY12, PB13a, PB13b, PL99, Pan98, Pan99b, PK72, PSB03, PH03, PZY+14, PRW06, PY99, Phi91, PP15, PKP16, PF16b, PS14, PF93, Pou04, PB04, PV93, QLW16, QC03, QM16, QY95, RZ12, RZ13a, Rak16a, RY13, ROCH16, RdSF16, RM02a, RAJ16, RFGE86, RL15, RK05, RWCD17, Rod07, RSD14, RCL15, SNGMRC16, SS12a, SB08, SB15, SG96, Sch86, STG+01, SFSSS5, SNS98, SCW07, SLA17, STL16, Sha08a, Shao9d, Shai4f, SB92, She09, s111, SK11, She11, s12b].
data [She12, She14a, She14b, She14c, She15a, She15b, SOH13, SFC08, SK17, SLP12, SK16, Shui12, Sic78, SP01a, SEAEM13, SC83, SSM93, SWL15, Su16, SZM17, SS13, SJ06, SBD10, SJ10, Sy01a, TAY02, TTF07, TX14, TB85, TS14, TGL12a, TWLCC7, Tso15, Tso16, TJKB00, TS04, UG3M13, VFLR10, VKK14, VHV+16, VP99, VG01, VK14, WmGT95, WY12, WH14, WL15a, WW16a, WC91, WM12, WET6, WNL11a, Woo10, WB94, WZ95, Wu01, W13, XHYX14, YK15, YMO0, YLC15, YMC96, YHS8, YW09, Yu11, Yuc17, YAI6b, Z212, ZS05, ZZCS09, ZL11, ZP14, ZS16a, ZLW16, ZCW+17, ZF16, vdTL97, Sha15d, Sha15c].
data [KP96b].
Data-dependent [Coa92, ASS11, AS15b, BR06].
Data-oriented [Wat01].
data-sets [PL99].
data-oriented [Wat01].
data-sets [CP14].
date [DL80].
deal [RKV17].
dealing [ASM+11, KS16, KJ09].
decision [BAB86, GS07, GMG13, Hor97, IMP+97, KRI77, LLV+14, NSMFR15].
Decisions [KR02].
Decomposable [MW04].
Decomposition [CJS10, NS86, AP12, BKMR17, CL15, Kim00, LS11, Mai77, RS90a].
decompositions [Fuk11, Goo80l]. deconvolution [CRT07, KP96a, LT90].
deconvolving [Lü15]. decreasing [JG10]. defeat [Goo95c]. defense
[Goo85n]. define [FS94]. defined [HL13]. definite
[AS01, BD82, QX12, QFG87]. definitions [O’N82]. Degradation
[WZS17, PBSZ13, PY99, RPFOMGRM17, WGC14, WBGJ15]. Degree
[WB02, FC96]. Degrees [LPZ02, Goo85c, Han79, VG05, Goo80f].
Degrees-Of-Freedom [LPZ02]. delay [DBVK02]. delayed [HSW75]. delta
[Her75]. demand [Ber73]. demarcation [Goo89g]. dementia [Yu11].
demons [KW94]. dendrograms [FS81, Mur83]. denoising [CC12].
densities [Bai16, Bot11, DD77, DFPT16a, FT96, Gne97, Goo78d, Goo82c, LL13, NP09].
Density [Bow92, Dia98, Fok07, GW73, LSA+15, AEL03, Ahm87, Ame12,
BBW17, Bow85, CJ95, CGN04, CH15, CRT07, CS05, DFPT16b, Dog89,
DI11, Ede94, Edi83, EB90, Fos95, Goo79r, Goo81q, Goo82d, Goo84n, Goo85k,
GHDB89, Goo95e, HP00, Har85, HK07, HWWZ16, IC00, JY14, JP11, JP14,
KL17a, KP96b, KPS01, LL10, LWZ17, LT90, MW04, DM17, NP98, Ru07,
SNGMR16, SJJ15, SJEss93, Smn94, TPG93, VVNTVD*17, WV79, Weg72,
WL07a, YBAA15, Zhe88, Goo83g]. density-based [SJJ15]. Department
[Arn00]. departure [Llo93]. departures [CYB90, JKL11, LL08b].
Dependence [Gha16, Da 15, DM16, Ebr93, Fri07, GOS09, Goo85p,
GJLGS06, KJJ14, Wei11]. Dependency [GBCS16, BR16, DDDD10].
dependent [ASS11, AS15b, AR16b, BR06, CL15, CGP15, Coa92, DV86,
DP13, EH07, Eri83, Eti81, Gle91, HSC16, JS02, KA13, Lev78c, MB13, MH07,
PF04, PL13, SL87, SL93, SRK13, Son97, SB13, Van05, WHF80, Wei12,
Yan10, YD16, ZK12, JH90b]. depends [Goo85q, Goo95d]. deposition
[How85]. depth [DS11, DC15, Koh81, NB15b, SK17, Wil10]. depth-based
[DS11, DC15, SK17]. deformation [Don97]. derivation
[Cha94, Hat16, McK86]. derivatives [AK85, Bai16, KA85]. derive [SC09b].
derived [CW74, Goo90h, LPV13, SLM16]. descent
[PK72, TW14, Wu13, YZ14]. descriptions [Goo81m]. Design
[DT13, GM77, KL13b, RELW09, San12, Sha07b, AS00, BE86, BBG86,
CC11b, FKS10, FHSC14, Gan93b, Goo84c, Gov17, HMK00, HB93, Hir11,
JP17, Jai85, JR96a, JR96b, JR16, JR17, LSL10, LZZ2, LXL17, LL03, LB07,
LPS13, MJ16, May06, NTG13, PT14, RNA17, RW96, SFS15, SJ10, Too72,
WC17, Wil15, YR06, Zha15]. designed [MP96]. Designing
[BB99, AS12, ABJR13a, ABJR13b, BU17, LMSX16]. Designs [PT02,
WGC04, Ang03, BS78, CG94, CKP16, DBC12, DK05, EGM+04, FS03, FR15,
Goo90f, Gup84, Hum02, Jen95a, JR96b, JH72, KM14, KPM16, Kia12, KW04,
KEW13, LF16, LY15, MS98, May09, Mih74, PM02, Po94, RJ95, REK81,
SP16, Sin90a, SK90b, Sin90c, SK90a, Sin90b, SB91, Sta10, SC00, TPM17,
Tay72, TC73, VFLR10, VB83, Wil75, WS04, Won95, Woo10, XMC+14]. desk
[Gue78]. destructive [GBlL16, GGD17, PB17]. details [GHDB89]. detect
[DHP14, JY13]. Detecting
[Kun92, MV14, PT02, WK06, AT95, CM06, DM91, LM16, PC11]. Detection
deterioration [GR08]. determinant [Goo84w, ZL07]. determinants
[AH081f, Goo81y, GL83]. determination [BAB86, MMR92, Ram89, Auc79, SA16, Sta10, GJ82]. deterministic [DTZZ12]. detrended [CLL10, Lin16]. detrending [Coo07]. developed [SW88]. Developing [AWJ+13, BU17, Cor00, Goo89c, Man13]. Development [HWA+14, KK85]. developmental [AB05]. Deviance [OPB08, Cor95, YL14]. deviates [Fam98, RJ06]. deviation [AKW92, Bal89, Bal92, Bon05, CR93, CP12, FKW80, Haq14, Rhi86, RS09, Wil11, ZZ15b]. deviation-based [RS09]. device [FBC09, Goo83-30]. devices [FBC09, HK84]. diagnosing [Goo89c]. diagnosis [Goo84x, GHDB89]. Diagnostic [VRC13, VBS07, BSS17, BCO13, DKG12, KL09, NJdc14, RNA17, RL08, SCK01, WZ13]. Diagnostics [CL11, CHM09, XW07, XW09, BMK14, CRR99, DR17, FLB15, GLLO14, LL09b, LJL15, RK05, SP01b, XYT08, Yon93, dCOC16]. dichotomous [EP92, PW86]. dichotomy [KSH73]. Dickey [CL98, DG95, Goo84r, MK12]. dictionaries [Ano06c]. dictionary [LMRW17]. Difference [LFC92, Lu14, PB02, ADRA15, Auc86, AD12, Bak07, BF12, BCL93, Bh084, CM07a, DA13, Gue78, HB78, Kla15, KL13a, Pap80, JB15, RZ12, SND89, SM94, TA08, Wu16a]. Difference-based [Lu14, ADRA15, DA13, Wu16a]. differenced [Rod07]. differences [BS78, MF02, Per10, RR77, SB88, WA72]. differing [TH09]. different [AKU11, CNFO05, DAP15, Gan84, GK01, Han17, HTZ+16, Lac92, LWT+17, LPS13, NA11a, PSB03, PC10, RdsF16, TNG+06]. differential [Goo92e, JSM13, MS99, Nic05, NHWT14, OSdVM13, SFC08, WS16]. differentially [LM16]. diffuse [Soy88]. Diffusion [Mol99, DSE16, Dem90, DF14, GGSNR09, NHWT14, SYL+14]. Diffusion-limited [Mol99, Dem90]. diffusion-type [DSE16]. diffusions [PF16a]. digamma [Dev92]. Diggle [HC06]. digital [GLP72, Sch78]. digits [Goo88f]. digraph [AA09b]. Dimension [DKY17, Par11, AT95, CY92, DM91, MT13, PS09, SMO03, Yoo13, dCFOM12]. Dimensional [Dög01, Arv15, AB13, CAC17, DDD17, Goo89p, HH15b, JSM13, JSS09, LKM+15, LZNLO8, LL16, LLBL14, MCZ17, MWL14, Par17, QLW16, RY13, SS12a, SE11, SH10, Spi06, TS16, Wu13, XX15, Xu17]. dimensionality [BVP90, Goo90d, SA16]. dimensions [DR17, DL75, Goo83u, Goo86q, Goo89a]. dimethylsulfide [CG97]. diminishing [Goo80h, Goo83b]. Diophantine [Goo84n]. direct [AG78, Dor88, SS97a, Tut90]. directed [LP00]. direction [YK15, ZWCK16]. directional [KK14]. Dirichlet [Ber12, Goo81v, Goo83-28, Goo84a, Goo86p,
Disaggregated [Van84]. disaggregation [SB96]. discharges [Dog93].
discovered [Goo85g, Goo86k]. discovery [LPJ14, Li15b, PZY+14].
discrepancies [HH17]. Discrepancy [TA11, BDFR97, GL85, PX97].
Discrete [KC14, WV79, Ait83, AÔ13, BHLH78, BP92, Fro95, GAM09, GB15,
GDCO11, Goo83b, JO11, JG80, Lee17, LK83b, MB13, MA17, MC16, Mel80,
NK08, NC72, PX05, QKY16, RACSGJ05, Roh88, SHW93, WCK11, ZAK13].
discretely [XZZ15, Zha16]. discretisation [pha95]. discretized [PF93].
Discriminant [GLC99, McL80, SHH85, Sch75, Amo85, BBP04, Bel93a, Bel93b, BG99,
BVP90, Dor01, GM79, GK90, Goo82c, GL90, Hon90, HZL16, JMY96, KP09,
KL93, LSL97, Lee98b, LW95, MS95, MY701, MR03, Mon05, NJJ92, OHLH82,
OMY12, PLD88, RY13, RFGES6, SE11, Shu12, SLL00, SAM13a, Whi94].
discriminate [BSS15, LDC73]. Discriminating [GK04, Pak10, dB15, Pak11].
Discrimination [MP96, JWwIL16, KP79, PSH11, RHH80, SLSW15].
discrimination [Goo79c]. disease [SZS16]. disparity [BS94a, JS00].
dispersed [Cyc99, HK16b, SKJ17, Tso16]. Dispersion [PT02, AM13, BCX93, BRL82,
CW16, CNS12, Dor08, DFT17, FPR92, FS94, Haq14, Lem77, LL08b, MS98,
May99, May06, PA15, Pie97, SP11, Son97, TAY02, WA72].
disproportionate [LN77]. dissimilar [AD16a]. Distance [BCP02, Käm13, AP12, BDFR97, BMK14, CM98, EW91, GL16, Goo90k,
GM06, Jin15, LF16, Pak99, YR15, ZX14, ZZ15a]. distance-based [GL16].
distances [Goo85b, WY11]. distinct [Goo80j]. distinctness [Yuc17].
distinguishability [WK90a]. Distorted [SD02]. distortion [CM04, CM05b, ZC17].
distributed [Aza73, CJ73, DH14, DRLP14,
DGW10, GWX14, HK84, Lii15, Mak00, McF16, ÔK17, SS86, TK16, YT96].
Distribution [AB09, BS02, CNV02, Dod83, Fan99, Fra88, HPY79, KPKPB95, LC02,
MMR16, PB02, RG02, SBK13, Sho95, WB02, WK02, Yau10, AE11, AH14,
AH15, AHH17, AA09a, AAR15, AL93, AL94, Aa91, Ada96, Ada97,
AJM11, AMB12, ARY15, AYR16, ABE83, ABE85, AKA+16, AG92, ASY80,
ASY82, AZ515, ASH16, AL15, AO12, AY15, AS90, Ali15, AS01, AFGP06,
AB16b, AB97, Arc80, AAVG16, AVK15, AJA11b, ABJR13a, ABJR13b,
AK16, AR00, BAJN14, BCY16, Bak14, Bal85, Bp86, Bal89, Bal92, B995,
Bn01b, Bn01a, BL03, BKLW04, BH07, BRF08, BKDM11, BS13, B14,
BZAZ15, BZ16a, BG94, Bal95, BSCT10, BSdMC11, BB12, BET16, BJ78,
BT16b, BB74, Ber12, BR06, BRT07, Bh073a, BS01a, BBT13, BMP12].
distribution [BD09, BS92, Car16, CMC13, CM17, Cha75b, CH16, CL91,
CS94, CJ95, CC16a, Cha79, Che78, Che82, CK96, Che97, Che05, CC09,
Che11, CMX17, CB97, Chi08, Cho08, CKM01, Coi13, CLAH17, CH88,
CDDCN97, CL10, COS11, CDDSO13, CNO13, COL14, COP14, COS14,
COP15, CAT78, CBG16, Dag78, DA14, DTRB11, Dea86, DN13, DD12,
DAP15, DT10, DW80, DA16, Dog92, DB10, DAB11, DB11, DDZ13, DPK11,
DKG16, Dup96b, Dup96a, DW01, Dut99, DC99, EH92, EDASM17, El 82, Éri97, ESR98, Eve88, FH15, Fle95, FM15a, FS75, Fre12, Fro04, FM15b, Gan90, GG77, Gat09, Gen13, GI96, GAM09, GAB14, GdSC014, GDC011, Goo78k, Goo79g, Goo80b, Goo81z, Goo81-29, Goo821, GH83b, Goo83q, GH83a, Goo83x, Goo84a, Goo85r, Goo85s, GS86, Goo86a, Goo90j].

distribution [GC90, Goo96a, GR83, GV81, GA15, GW73, Gup73, GJ77, GN89, GK01, GWH14, GJJL02, GJJLGS06, Han17, HB78, Haq17, Har87b, Hz96, HS85, HK16b, Hay15, HN11, HK07, HC17, Ho12, Hol85b, Hor17, How95, Hua11, IK03, Ik03, IAEK11, Ism10, J.83, Jen82a, JGPF17, Joh79, Joh82, Jö07, KR13, KAT15, KTSR17, KC73, KM06, KAR13, KC96, KO02, KH09, KL14, KN15, KN16, KB85, KH04, KN89, KC97a, KK12, KJ81, KM12, KK13, KVK15, KD17, KR89, KL05, Kul90, KR15a, KS17c, KS04, KR15b, Kwo95, LLGP17, LH97, LM84, Lat82, LL91, LH72, LFC92, Law92, LB08a, Lee99, Lee01, LRV17, LSSP08, Lem77, LSCN08, Lem11c, LMFMA15, LP89, LZNLO8, LX16, LW17, Lia14, LB01, LHB11, LH12, LLN13, LHB13, LP92, LP85].

distribution [Luc08, LJO0, LTV90, Mal06, MJ16, Mar96a, Mar96b, MZ77, MK74, Mas03, Mcd74, MK08, Mol79, Muh16, MADASAM11, NKP14, NK15, NK07, NCO11, NCO12, NFR14, Nag75, NB3a, NB13b, NK14, NB15a, NB16, NS89, NL77b, NW09, NLD21, Nor84, NCT2, NA11c, NNB14, NP16, Nue08, OWLP16, OZ81, Ong95, Ö10, Pad82, PSEW75, PF04, PS16, POCD13, Par17, PPK77, PRS87, PGT09, PK16, Pie94a, PF16b, PT99, PB00, Pos94, PS14, PN98, PJJ15, PK11, PW83, QKY16, QQ82, RG93a, ROCH16, RA01, RM05, RAB16, RT14, RR93b, RASR16, RR77, RB12, RN14, RPN15, SJ15, SQ02, SB08, SBC03, dESM15, SKK12, SY08, SF93, SWK73, SKC75, SGG13, SN17, SBS14, SSD17, SA92, SL98a, Shi15, kSB90, SK16, Sho86, Shu12, SCM90].

distribution [SA04b, SSK13, STW15, SS92, SDP93, Sny88, Soh96, SEAEM13, SB28c, SW82, SW83, SW84, SC12, SI72, SAT16, SVW88, Tad81, Tak7, TAYO, TC94, TLRB14, TP15b, Tsa06, Tsh93, TKB16, TL96, Tza09, Tza11, TP13, UP01, UG10, Van93, Van05, VM00, Van94, Wan08b, Wan08a, WCC13, WW16a, WSLX17, WM12, Wes72, Wil75, Win75, WA72, WL90, Woz94, Wu03, WL07b, WCC07, WWL09, Wu10, WL10, WWCL11, WLL12, WZX13, WC14, WBE80, WS90, XDU09, Yan99, YL01, YXW07, YXC14, YXZ16, Zan79, ZK86, Zan08, ZW01, ZY04, Zha14, ZGW14, dABS16, BM14].

Distribution-Free

[PB02, AB09, MMR16, SBK13, Lem77, Par17, Pie94a, RR77, WA72, ZGW14].

Distributions [RB00b, AJFB14, Ahm88, AAME97, ARY16, Ahm92, Ait83, AOI16, ACN+17, Amo85, AR16c, AGM15, AJA11a, ABA16, AD12, BJM92, BG93, BL02, BCGJ12, BSS15, BHLH78, Bar79, Bar81, Beh72, Beh73, Bha01, Bho73b, BK16, Bon06, BSC14, BCY+17, BP92, BJ82, BT00, CCJ17, Cha94, Che94, Che14, CI15, CYL17, CC17b, CdC11, Cor13, CAM16, CAO+17, CF17, CM76, CBG16, Cro74, CM98, CM01, Dem06, Dev92, DH77, DF98, EG89, FB90, Fea79, FLDG16, FMB16, FGV14, Fou80, FJT82, FS81, Fro89, Fro95,
Fro04, GLLO14, GK00, GTB14, GB15, GH76, Gol77, Goo78g, Goo80j, Goo81e, Goo83z, Goo87e, GLB17, Gue78, Gue82, GT78, GJ79, GC03, GK04, GGAM10, pH78, Han79, HEB13, HV05, HANMA98, HH17, HBFSGD11, HM80, HD77, Hos78, HL09, Hut77. \textit{distributions} [IJP86, IMLG09, JO11, Jah05, JG80, JCKS09, Jen76, JWWdL16, J¨oc81, Jon86, JAK93, Kla15, KJ09, KP79, MB97, MY90, MISO4, Möh05, MM99, MR03, NCO15, Nie06, NK08, NGXZ14, Nou17b, NFFM12, OY15, OS14, Ouy06, PT03, Pak10, Pak11, PB13a, PS98, PP06a, Pat76, PK16b, RP01, RAK16b, RR82, RACSGJ05, Ron89, RS14, RW93, ST74, SB88, SB12a, SRG11, SB73, SDB16, Sha06c, SBK13, SHW93, SN83, SWZ15, SC09b, Str89, SG15, SH72, SAM13b, SAM13a, Tad81, TS17, TZC+16, Tan82, TNS14, TLCY14, Tse84, Tue01, VW78, VR92, WK03, Wel79, Wel16, Whe75, XHEMA17, Zae80, ZW01, dB15, lS96]. \textit{disturbance} [BH85]. \textit{Disturbances} [Van84, AAR93, Bar77, DM93, OR92, Poi92, SP00].

\textit{diurnal} [FFP16]. \textit{divariate} [Pie97]. \textit{Divergence} [MMP08, All12, All14, Ant95, BMPZ14, DR17, DI11, FP07, GB15, Goo84p, KL17a, MPPZ05, PD03, PB03, VK14]. \textit{Divergence-based} [MMP08]. \textit{divergence-type} [BMPZ14]. \textit{divergences} [LL10]. \textit{divergent} [Goo90b].

\textit{diversities} [LH78]. \textit{diversity} [GS83, HL84]. \textit{divisible} [PS98, Sin90b, WK03]. \textit{divisions} [Kha12]. \textit{DNA} [AGR06, FMD15, RRDU13, TM17]. \textit{DNA/RNA} [FMK15]. \textit{do} [FMC09, Koh81, PCMA13, WC91, WG92]. \textit{does} [Dam82, Goo81b, SRP11, Dav79, Goo77, Kru03]. \textit{dogs} [Goo98a]. \textit{Domain} [LLV+14, AGNS91, But99, Hal82, RReA13]. \textit{Domain-specific} [LLV+14]. \textit{dominance} [KAWA12, NP98, SP86, TZO4]. \textit{done} [Cor00]. \textit{Donoho} [BD01, VVW11]. \textit{dose} [ANPV97, CC11a, DS10a, DHP14, HHKD02, Hun02, JCS07, Kap87, LZNLO8, RS97, WDCK15]. \textit{dose-response} [ANPV97, DHP14, HHKD02, Hun02, Kap87]. \textit{doses} [HHKD02].

\textit{Double} [BC08, Cha15, CH76, FHSC14, Kuk89,ABA16, CT16, DW17, GV81, KL09, Lia10, PM10, sS16, WPXL14]. \textit{double-censored} [DW17]. \textit{Double-objective} [FHSC14]. \textit{double-truncation} [sS16]. \textit{Doubling} [AE87]. \textit{Doubling-up} [AE87]. \textit{doubly} [Ada96, Ada97, LB01, McC14, RM02a, sS11, sS12b, She12, She15b, TKJ13, YL15, ZZCS09, ZL11]. \textit{down} [JG83a, Ker87]. \textit{Downton} [BN01b, HN11, LLN13, SL98a]. \textit{DP} [BCLM17]. \textit{DP-Lasso} [BCLM17]. \textit{dragged} [Ano78g]. \textit{drawing} [Li94]. \textit{drift} [Car07, DC99, Goo91, KSM16, MKL13]. \textit{drifts} [ZST15]. \textit{driven} [Bog95, Bog01, IJW03, JY13, KTG17, KSM16, NB15b, SGMRC16]. \textit{dropout} [NLK11]. \textit{dropouts} [QZZ16]. \textit{dropped} [Goo81f]. \textit{drought} [MMP12]. \textit{drug} [SSW95, Sar98]. \textit{dual} [CM16, Gne97, LT16, LPS13, RB00a, Goo95e]. \textit{dual-frame} [LPS13]. \textit{dual-inflated} [LT16]. \textit{dual-record} [CM16]. \textit{Duality} [CCHM08]. \textit{dummy} [HA13]. \textit{duplicate} [SK90a]. \textit{duplicated} [Goo83]. \textit{duration} [CP76, LED16, MKW16, She10, sS16, TBT95, Van87]. \textit{durations} [DW17, FFP16]. \textit{Durbin} [AAL02, DS89, GL92, SA92, Smi78]. \textit{Dynamic}
E-Bayesian [Kiz17], each [JCS07, MTO08, NO10], earlier [Goo90i], earliest [Goo86m]. Easy [KH04]. EBLUP [GMLM+08, PC10]. Eccentricities [Mag75a]. econometric [BH85, Mae87, Owe77, SZM17]. econometrics [Sha09e]. Economic [FKS10, KPM16, NTG13, TPM17, FHS14, Goo87b, HL15, LMSX16, LL03, SFS15]. economic-statistical [TPM17]. economical [YR06]. ED [Kap87]. ED100 [PP06b]. ED50 [Ker87]. Eddington [Goo98a]. EDF [Fam99]. edge [Dog89]. edge-corrected [Dog89]. edges [SHLT17]. Edgeworth [KKBS85, PP80]. edited [Sha03e]. editor [Hog73, Ano06g, Goo88g, Kru12]. Editorial [Anoh15, Ano73c, Ano75g, Ano77f, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano78k, Ano78l, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano79k, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano80i, Ano80j, Ano80k, Ano80l, Ano80m, Ano80n, Ano81g, Ano81h, Ano81i, Ano81j, Ano81k, Ano81l, Ano82e, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano82k, Ano82l, Ano83a, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano85d, Ano85e, Ano85f, Ano85g, Ano85h, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano86i, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano88e, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano89d, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89i, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e]. Editorial [Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano100a, Ano100b, Ano100c, Ano100d, Ano100e, Ano100f, Ano100g, Ano100h, Ano100i, Ano100j, Ano100k, Ano100l, Ano101a]. Editorial [Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11k, Ano11m, Ano11n, Ano11o, Ano11p, Ano12, Ano13, Ano14a, Ano15b, GIP15, Goo89w, SS97b, ZT14, Goo90a, Goo84g, Goo86s, Goo90g]. Eaviside [HG85]. Effect [Cha75b, CW74, Edw95, HBMAO15, LDB10, AKBA05, AL02, BS94a, CR93, CCM12, EA78, Fur08, Gbs81, Goo81d, Goo84s, Goo86i, Goo94d, GSS87, HBC07, KSH73, MJ08, MW92, MH99, MC14, RASR16, Rhi86, RBC+15, SS75, SP00, Too72, WDCK15]. Effective [LL01, MC14, CC11a, DS10a, Gue89, HHK08, JCS07, LZN08, MTO08, PHCS11, WDCK15, WL07a]. Effectiveness [MC13, Cla96, LLV+14, Sha08a, WW12]. Effects
efficacy [Ano03b, DM91].
efficiencies [BE94, CH02, Hab92, Mar81, PR84, SSSB00, SNB07b, TMW73]. Efficiency [ADRA15, AD01, MA10, Nou17a, Van84, BS94a, BT09, BK96, GJJL02, Hal82, JR96a, JR16, KS87a, KM83, KA93, Liu86, Mar10, MS95, McL80, Mou05, Won95, ZL16, Jen05a]. Efficient [AHAM15, BF12, BS79, Chr15, Cla86, El 82, Gil07, GJJLGS06, Hua91, JLM15, PJ15, RJ06, SMBS10, TCLY14, WL16, YX03, ZA09, AM13, BU17, BL07, Bie03, BG07, Che06, Die93, Dio81, DSVY14, Fre16, GO90, GSF78, HRR+17, KM14, Liu08, MJ08, MH72, Nar96, PSK14, SR11, TTF07, VMN14, Wil79, WYX17, YW14].
elementary [GJJL14, SHTL17]. elements [KP99]. Elimination [Pin78]. ellipsoid [AH90, CH02]. embedded [KS91].
EM-algorithm [BSS17]. EM-Type [SL17]. embedded [KS91]. Embedding [SF12]. Empirical [AM87, Al84, AS04, Bal83, BRL82, BHK05, CS16, Ci13, CFOS02, JGPF17, KP09, KY93, LC02, Lai82b, Mou95, Tsu93, Wei11, Zha14, Zha16, Adi98, AL99, AGM15, BM01, BM16b, BNP12, CP76, C207, CS11, CM08, DH81b, ES86, FW13, FJ83, GHRAM13, Goo00, HL05, Ho16, HKT04, Hos87, JKL3, KC97a, KM99, Lev78a, Lev78b, Lev78d, LPS13, LPV13, ML74, MK74, Med16, Mei08, MY90, MMW91, NP98, SPSB03, PR878, Pie97, PL16b, RDC10, SJN15, Say12, Sco02, SK08, SI72, TW14, Tse84, WY79, W Zhou, WS00, XZ13, YS13, ZY15, pha95].
EMS [MW94]. encounter [BM92]. encountered [SC95]. encryption [DTZ712]. Encyclopedia [Sha09a, Sha09b, Sha09i, Sha11c, Sha03c]. End [DBVK02].
End-to-end [DBVK02]. endogeneity [RKKV17].
Endorsement [VC15]. endpoints [Don97, TAM+03].
Energy [BX2, ZA05, How85, RRCD97, SHTL17, SYL+14].
enforce [AK86a]. Engle [LL15a]. Enhanced [JR16, CS94, JR17].
enigma [Goo00]. enlightened [HS86b]. ensemble [HL05, MKL13]. ensembles [ZF11]. Entropy [AOH16, BRY17, CH06a, Che08, KR16, LK17, L00, MA10, Nou10, NA11a, NN13, NNB14, NP16, PP03, PK17, RASR16, ZA11, ZA12a, Zam15].
entropy-based [LK17, L00]. Entry [Ke94]. enumeration [Hen95].
environment [LS11, LYL17, MKL13]. environmental [DE06, Sha01].
Environmetrics [Sha03c]. enzyme [GHDB89]. epidemic [EKBO16, MT17].
epidemiology [Sha03a]. Equal [WNB07, ASY82, BBG86, LH97, LH79, Ng96, RRB10, RBHSL11].

Equal-precision [WNB07].

equality [Bai89, BM90, Bha01, CB07, DVA15, Hal72, Hay97, HH92, IPK10, IP86, JS02, KAS96, LL09a, Lev78c, LXZ11, LLM16, Loh75, LLL12, Mar98, Mar76, Mat79, Nag75, Pan99a, PA15, PGT11, Pie97, RML90, RA81, SK17, SHW93, SN83, TPW17]. equalizers [Käm13].

equation [BC94, BD84, CG91, Con10, DB84a, EP92, Güll10, JY13, Lye91, LA13, MB86, MB90, Rig95, SB92, SL16, TL07a, XPC03, ZP14].

equations [Flr97, Goo84m, HS77, HAS89, HL92c, Kha12, KMS17, MS99, MH07, Nic05, NHWT14, OR92, PYC93, Sha03e, SE02, VB10, West16, ZPL16].

equilibrium [Alw17]. equiprobable [GG77, GH83a, GS84]. equitable [FR15].

equivalence [Don97, LZ10, TA08, Wei16, WS82, Wil07]. Equivalent [LL08a, TGL12b].

Equivariant [TK15]. ER-Boost [YZ15].

Ergodicity [Cre89]. Erlang [FS75]. Errata [Ano72b, Ano73f, Ano75b, Ano81n, Ano81o, Ano81p, Ano82m, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano84e, Ano85i, Ano85j, Ano87j, Ano87k, Ano87l, Ano88f, Ano89j, Go01-28, Ano90a].

Erratum [Ano79i, Ano88g, Ano14b, Ano15c, Ano15d, BMM14, Pak11, Ano03b, Goo89o, Goo89n].

erroneous [NdCOP15]. Error [GK90, KMK87, ML80, Sch02, XPC03, AMH13, AR01, AKW92, Be193a, CCZ17, CS15, CB10, CH91, Edw95, FMC03, GMR82, GML+08, Goo79n, Goo81p, Goo81c, Goo82m, Goo84r, Goo87c, Han86, HBMAO15, HT99, Hon90, Jam01, JO85, KP09, Ken79a, KAST05, KL93, Kru88, Kru89a, KPS01, LMB08, LSL97, LKKL07, LAR09, LYZ11, MY01, MM05, MFP14, MY13, Oht98, PL08, PF16a, PB93, Ra12, SGR04, STL16, SL10, SOU04, SP86, GSB13, Tho06, TL07b, TC08, Tsa10a, VC78, WL14, YPL13, ZR14, ZA12b, ZLL96, pha95].

Error-free [KMK87]. error-prone [LY11].

Error-rate [GK90, Bel93a, MYS01].

Errors [GG11, HMS02, VB81, ADRA15, AAL02, AD01, AD03, Ana09, ANP07, CL11, CH97, CV88, DRR94, DB84b, EH01, EH07, FW15, FMC03, FHO15, GZB13, GM16, Goll2, Goo80c, Goo83j, GTS5, Goo90m, HAC16, HHC15, Jen93a, JL83, Kim07, KJ09, Kuo99, Lem12, LL15b, Loh75, Li15, LK13, Mak00, Mar78, McG89, MB86, MB90, Moll17, MK97b, NFFM12, OSN17, PO14, Pin78, QZZ16, RAN11, RBK16, SD15, SS86, SPK09, Sha07b, Sha09b, Sha10a, Sha87b, SCW16, Sma05, So09, SN93, THG15, TX14, VB83, WHF80, WW07, Wu11, XW09, ZA12b, ZCZ17, ZSL16, Ano03a].

Errors-in-variables [GG11, SD15, TX14, WW07].

establishing [Don97].

estimate [Co13, GR79a, Goo84b, Lai82b, RWD95, RR93b, SL87, Tay94, TK13, WH14].

estimated [AB10, BN95, BD82, CM10, CY92, Cha17, FW88, GM79, Goo82m, KKI85, Ke94, LS99, MM13a, NO10, Owe81, WL90, Woz94].

Estimates [Mag75b, Nar96, WW02, AAVG16, Akg92, BT14, BB96, CRM06, Cadj94, Ch91, Cao87, CCM12, CV89, CM76, DP06, DS10a, DHS14, Dic78, Die06, Dup96b, Dup96a, EP92, EN90, Far78, FRL17, GDR12, Goo87a, Goo89b, GDPH12, H91, HM80, JP11, Jon16, JAK93, KK05, Lai82b, LSS93, LL79, LM74, Lil01,
Estimating [AS15a, ANAA97, ASS04, AkBA05, BJM92, BGR94, BG07, Bur14, CDG +15, Dan87, Dup96b, Dup96a, Ebr93, Fra79, GC17b, Ham77, KL93, Kun98, LLK09, LL79, Llo05, MS99, MKDM94, PW15, PB01, RRP06, Rid80, RB88, RB00b, RM02b, SS86, SCAH05, SD01b, Van93, Van87, Ven89, Yu11, BLP09, BH82, Che11, EP92, EB90, FS03, FFP16, Fr905, GBdL16, Gen76, GM16, Goo78g, Goo81z, GA95, HT93, HV93, JMM +17, Kah93, LH97, LL91, LED16, MOS94, MRR84, McL78, MK97a, MH07, NB14, Pet80, Rhi86, SNGIRC16, Sha87a, SB92, SL98b, STS14, STW15, TK14, VBS07, WW06, Wes16, ZP14, ZPL16, ZL09, Har87a].

Estimation [ARY15, AHC15, AO11, AOR13, AS90, Amo85, AA11, Bar77, BB12, BS02, CM17, CA89, CSJ17, CCZ13a, CCZ13b, CH99, Coo89, CS97, CV02, Dam82, DryL08, DR94, DDZ13, DB84b, EDASM17, FS94, FNRCM17, Gen13, Gamo9, GV02, GR79b, GGAM10, GGAM13, HR07, Haq17, HV05, HSR15, HAS89, HWW16, HKST17, IJP86, Kap81, KTSR17, KS87a, KH09, KN15, KN16, KP87b, KC97a, KVK15, KDG17, KR89, KSM16, KR15b, LL88, Liu81, LP85, LPS13, McL80, NK15, OvP10, OB05, PS16, Per10, Pol89, Pol94, Pol04, QC03, RP01, RA01, RS83, Sah02, SF13, SN05, SM003, Sha01b, sS11, sS12b, sS16, SKJ86, SEAEM13, SP86, SAM13a, SCB07, Tah90, TAY02, TP15b, UY12, VS91, WHF80, Wu03, YP10, ZS16a, ZB10, Abd89, AA09a, AEL03, AL93, AL94, AMX7].

estimation [Ahm88, AMAE97, AJM11, Ahm92, Ahm99, AMAM12, AHAM15, Ait83, Akn13, AHO16, AC08, Al84, Al85, Al87, Al92, Ali15, AB16b, AH07, AD01, AI12, AGNS91, AR16a, Am11, ABM17, ABH82, AKW92, Atnk91, BR16, Bag11, Bak14, Bal89, Bal92, BN01b, BN01a, BZ14, BZ16a, BL09, BSS17, BA71, BK82, BBW17, Bjt8, BT16b, BDG04, BG11b, Bel93a, BW01a, BF08, Bi03, BBC10, BS12, BS14, Bor17, Bor15, BGB14, BV15a, BS92, BB84, Bu99, CDF05, CG15, CC05, CD92a, CZ02, CB11a, CMCH12, CS17, CJ13, CCS12, CQ12, CJ12, CM16, CS95a, CENN04, CM07a, CA12, CMQ03, CCK13, Co18, CVW17, Chr15, CR73, CC85, CDDCN97, CNZ01, CMH04, DD15, DM78, DN13, Dey84, DP93, DD12, DAP15, DFPT16a, DFPT16b].

estimation [Dia98, Die94, DRLP14, Dim08, DW80, Dog92, DW17, DV95, DFT17, DP11, DVY14, Ebb73, Ed83, EBA00, EL75, ES98, EW91, FPR92, FHS12, FKW08, FGHIRM12, FL82, FC89, Fon90, Fon92, Fri07, Fri79, FTS09, FTS10, Fur08, GGD17, G90, HCJ09, GH10, GD92, GG11, GTB14, GAB14, GO03, GRRP10, GRHAM13, Goo79, Goo79g, Goo79o, Goo81q, Goo82d, Goo82e, Goo83e, Goo84n, Goo85k, GL85, GL86, Goo86o, Goo87h, GL88, GHDB89, Grid, GMR15, GJLGS06, HT83, Han94, Har85, Hie81, HKK+16, HM13, Hoe89, Hon90, HH96, HZ03, HAH14, How88, HM98, HHKD02, Hua11, HW12, HL+15, HMZ05, HC10, HL92c, HL09, IC00, Ism10, JW11, Jan01, JP14, Jon75, Jos01, KSG01, KKE07, Kap83, Kap87, KX03, Kar09, KC14, Kim93, KPH05, KL17a, KF16, KS87b].

estimation [KH04, KRP87a, KJS8, KM12, KK13, Kru90b, W00, KP96b,
KPS01, Kuk89, KT94, LP13, LSL10, LY96, LY99, LS97, LB08a, Lee81, Lee85, LL99, LL10, LS14, LOK16, Lem11b, Lem11c, LW17, LWZ17, LXL17, LYL17, LLN13, LSA16, LLBL14, LSF+17, Llo10, LL90, LOR04, Luc08, MA10, MM13b, MAV17, MZ08, MRBR15, Mar87, MCBPF16, Mas03, MC91, McN87, MT17, Mi79, MR09, MAAM10, MADASAM11, NKP14, NB13a, NB13b, NB15a, NB16, NCÁHC+09, NP98, NL08, NW09, NLHD12, Nic96, Nie06, NLK11, PS99, PT89, Pak99, PL99, FB17, PHO05, Paw01, Pep93, PP06c, PMP14, PNW06, PL16b, PK11, PK16b, PW83, QL01, Qu06, QMZ15, RGMN13, RG06, RT14, RW95, RYS11, RKV17, RL14, RM96, Rol01, Ron89, RV98, SP11, SRP11, SJE93, SM15, SA12, San89, dESM15]. estimation [SKK12, SY08, SGGC10, SGG13, Sco02, Sen02, SL15, Sha16, SGR04, SPK09, ST09, She09, She10, SK11, SY15, SCW16, SAC06, Shi85, SA15, SA04a, Sim87, Sma05, Soh96, SB82c, SB13, SW90, Spi98, Sta16, SOU04, SL16, SR16, SWL15, SAM13b, SS13, SK17, SJ10, SVW88, SGB13, THG15, TP15a, TS14, TK15, TC10, TWLC07, Ts10b, TKB16, Tza09, VD08, VC78, VS93, VBL17, VNM14, VB81, WZ13, WV79, WCK11, WGC14, WBG15, WL15a, WK03, Weg72, W907, Wes16, WS82, WW03, Win75, Wu01, Wu10, WWW15, WS90, YL01, XY03, YZ16, YD16, YT96, YA16b, ZC80, ZK86, ZT01, Zha14, ZZ17, Zie11, ZNAEB98, ZAK13, dCOC16, dABS16, dCFOM12]. estimations [AHH17, BAJN14, FWF16, GK01, Han17, HHC15, Kiz17, SAC14]. Estimator [OVL02, AO16, AASAM03, Agu99, AKS+15, AN03, AD10a, AS11, Ame12, And80, AG78, BV16, BAKZ16, BD01, BS72, CLP93, CNZ01, CC12, Del83, DK10, DA13, EOD86, Fre16, Fur96, GFS15, GP07, HMP17, HY14, Kru86a, Lem80, LW12, LZZW17, jLP05, LGW16, Lu14, Man13, MGN99, MK74, MPP05, MB90, NO10, Non10, ÖK17, ÖKD17, Özk12, PD03, PP10, PL15, RBK16, RA17, STL16, Sha87b, SMH97, SS92, Smi89d, SKM14, TA92, Tsu93, TK13, Wan99, WCK11, WZ95, WW12, Wu16a, WXY17, XY11, Yt08, YW09, ZA11]. Estimators [ASY80, KB96, Kuk87, SS95, Van84, Abd95, Adk12, ADRA15, AG92, AFGP06, AAR93, ANPV97, AKV17, BP86, BDKM11, BR02, BB04, BE94, BRY17, Bow85, BS05c, Bra82, BS01b, BG07, Bru15, CC01, CHA03, CHH91, Cha15, CR03, CS11, Cla86, CC90a, CFOS02, CH90, CKT89, CNFO05, CNDG09, CH02, CC10, Dag89, Dag95, DN06, Dio81, DA16, Dog99, DM39, DI11, EE15, EOD86, FH86, FP07, FGH14, Fos95, FRG06, Fur91, GP15a, GMSS95, GRV08, GV81, GL96, GJL02, Hal82, HL07, HP00, Han78, HSB85, HBK92, HCA96, HA13, Hua91, Hwa11, IC80, JUP86, lJ93, KO99, KKH1, Ker87, Kib04, Kib12, KC02, Kim83, KR16, KL05, KTM05, LF16, LSCN08, LM74, LB08b, LS01, LF82, LJP05, LPS12, LP16b, Lon12, LTV90, Lye91, LK13]. estimators [Mae87, Mar10, MH72, ML74, MM80, MG89, MYS01, ML79, MB86, Mou95, NS89, NN13, NP16, Oga07, OHN93, OR92, Oht98, Owe77, Özk12, PC11, Par99, PP06b, Par80, PP10, PSB03, PV17b, PLD88, Pig91, PR84, PN98, Pru93, QXY17, Ru07, SMBS10, SCS86, STS94, SNB07a, SK80, She83, ST88, SCMS90, SA04b, SSK13, Soh94, TMW73, Tay90, Tse84, Tza11,
VVW11, VS94, Wil11, WLL12, YP10, YL15, YAAB87, ZA12a, Zam15, Zan79, 
ZL11, ZCZ15, ZL96, ZMW13. etc [Goo83-28]. Ethical [Goo78e]. Euclidean 
[SBO81]. evaluate [Con95, Hir11, LLP +14, MJ08]. Evaluating 
[HA13, HSC11, LCLP15, LC10, Mar10, Cla96, SL88, SGH75, dLHT17]. 
Evaluation [BAJN14, GA00, Gue78, GV16, HBC11, Kwo95, Par81, Par87, 
RW93, SFS15, Zhe88, CSC00, CAT78, CNFO05, DD77, DN06, Dha85, 
DCA03, FW88, Fis73a, GSL +14, GK00, Gle89a, Gol77, Goo89v, Goo94a, 
GS78, H88o, HL13, JG96, KY93, LX14, LH14, LPS13, MTO08, Nor84, 
SCW79, SCW81, SCM90, SA04b, TD14, TC92, TAM +03, TGL12a, MM93]. 
evaluations [Goo89q]. evanescent [SB96]. even [Goo98a, Han79]. event 
[Goo81x, KM14, MBL15, PV17a, RCL15, SCW79, SCW81, Soh94, Wu13, 
YYG16]. event-related [KM14]. events 
[BD96, BR81, CC11b, CMX17, DM05]. Evidence 
[Tsi02, Goo80c, Goo81c, Goo83m, Goo84h, Goo84x, Goo85l, Goo89a, Goo89i, 
Goo89b, JK89, Joh94, MV14, MB90, OSN17, Poi92, RR82]. Evidenceal 
[DSE16]. evolution [Bar72, MFD16]. Evolutionary 
[Nie06, Ang03, San12]. Evolving [MBG17]. Ewma 
[Gan91, AP15, AL02, CM10, CG94, Gan93b]. exact [Goo84o, Aok02, BL02, 
BLC04, BL05, BRF08, BZ16a, BD82, Cha17, Che97, Edw85, Eve01, FB90, 
Fra88, Gaf91, GH76, Hill6, IP86, Jen03, Lia14, LB01, 
LHB11, LHB13, LLYML7, Lio10, MSS14, SKC75, Sha15a, SMV76, SZ16, 
TNG +06, Zha11, AP17, Aut95, AT05, Ars86, BBV17, CLLN04, CBG16, 
Den77, For97, Fou80, FS75, Fre12, Gol77, Goo81-29, Goo821, GH83a, Goo83k, 
Goo85r, Goo96j, H88o, HAMMA98, Hut77, Hill15, Jsc81, KK99, KB96, Lam05, 
Lat82, Lee99, LPSL05, LLB12, Mal06, Mat79, MYF75, PGT09, Roy93, 
Sho77a, SGW94, TA08, TC92, TA92, Vau94, WWL09]. examination 
[Car16, LM74]. examinations [Arn79, Goo79e, Goo83m]. examinee [Hir11]. 
Examining [MA10, GYM +13, Wes85]. example 
[And92, And93, Edw89, Goo87i, Goo89c, Har87a, HJ85, YAEU13]. example-multiple 
[HJ85]. examples [Ell00, PL99]. exceed [Goo77]. Excellent 
[Ano06c, Sha06c, Sha14e, Sha14f]. Excel(R) [OO12]. Excess 
[PNW06, Goo89a, MH16]. excesses [GRPP10]. exchange [SP16, Tsi02]. 
exchangeability [Alb87]. exchangeable [Alb85, DAM98]. excluded 
[Goo85n]. excluding [SNB07a, SNB07b]. exemplary [AL96]. Exhaustive 
[KL15, KW96]. Existence [NB16, EFMPD13, Goo94g]. existing [BD96]. 
exit [Kel94]. exogeneity [KM17]. exogenous [Mae87]. exogenous 
[AHC15]. expansion [Day87, Liu08, Oga07, SB82a, Shu12]. expansions 
[Bar81, Kat78, MMK14, Nab83, OP00b, PS80, PP85]. expectation 
[Cha17, JK14, MBL15, SWLZ15]. expectation-maximization 
[MBL15, SWLZ15]. expectations [BG93, Law92, WJ17]. expected 
[GC17a, Goo83n, Hab92, Har03, MP15, PLD88, Vau94, Wan92]. expectile 
[YZ15]. Expedient [Tso16]. expenditure [Joh78]. Experiment 
[SB82b, Goo86m, LN77, Moh17, NL77a, PN86]. Experimental 
[RR82, VW78, CCD96, Hun02, JR96a, JR96b, KKE07, MTO08, May06,
Mih74, SP16, VB83]. experiments [BB99, CL97, CH97, CB11b, FC96, Ker87, Khe08, KT94, Mac83, MP96, NPJ14, Pas03, Phi91, RELW09, SD01a, San12, SJ07]. expert [Edw89]. experts [Li14]. explanatory [KS91, LGP90, Goo85q]. explication [Zor15]. explicatum [Goo84h, Goo89b]. explicit [Zör15]. exploitable [Zim89]. exploration [FH11]. Exploratory [WK90a, Goo90n]. exploring [DDS06]. explosive [FBC09], Exponential [JG10, OS02, TYY02, ZLW16, AHA15, AA09a, AMB12, AYR16, AR16, Altm99, ASSY79, ASY80, ASY82, AR00, BAJN14, Bak14, BN01b, BN01a, BL02, BLC04, BL05, BRF08, BDKM11, BZAZ15, BG94, Bal95, BCJG12, BSSC10, BSS15, Beh73, BLP09, BS01b, CCMGA14, Chel, CYL17, CCZ13a, CCZ13b, Chu80, Coi13, CCNAF95, CC97, COL14, CBG16, DN13, DAP15, DB10, DB11, DKG16, EDASM17, EG89, EBS86, FUOCN97, FM15b, GS07, GVW17, Goo83p, GMG13, Gk01, Gk04, GWH14, HM88, HN11, HBFG11, Ili15, Ilih05, JKM16, JS00, Joh79, KAR13, KN15, KK13, KDG17, KL17c, Kna92, LK17, LY13, Lia14, LB01, LH911, LH12, LL13, LHB13, LCB14, MSS14, MJ16, Mar76, Mei08, MK08, Ng96, NA11c, OvP10, PS99, Pak10, Pak11, Pau92]. exponential [PO05, RP01, Rak16a, RG10, RA01, RM05, RAB16, RB12, RPN15, RS17, JR06, SB88, SB08, SB12a, SKK12, SY08, SBA14, SBS14, SL98a, SCAH05, SC09a, SN83, SSK13, Son97, SZ16, TCL14, TKB16, VD08, Wan08a, WSLX17, WY11, WC14, Wu16b, YST90, CM17]. exponential-generalized [GWH14]. exponential-geometric [BZAZ15]. exponential-Poisson [BAJN14, BSS15]. exponential-Weibull [COL14]. exponentiality [AD10b, AB14, Bal83, BL03, DS14, DH81b, NA11a, NA11c, NA11d, PB13b]. Exponential [Gan93a, DH14, Gran, GWX14, Haq14, HBMAO15, HL15, HK84, LPJ14, MMR16, McF16, PB17, Rig95, Shu08, TA94]. exponentiated [AHA15, CC17b, COS11, CGdS13, GTB14, GG16, NCO15, OPC12, RT14, RB12]. exposition [Goo87f, PV93]. exposures [PW86]. expressed [LM16]. expression [Ch17, OSM13, SFC08]. expressions [GJ82]. Extended [FMK15, Hou85, RBK16, ASH16, BG78, CGdS14, CSP014, Goo79j, GF89, Grl92, GGAM10, GV12, Haw79, KM06, LL06, PZY+14, dESM15, STH09, TKB16, Var81, ZS16a]. Extending [FR15, FRS06]. extension [CF10, Grl04, Li14, LLY17, NFFM14, RKV17, TO04, UGMK13, VP16, YR06, Dan80b]. Extensions [CMD74, Kia10, BGS07, GHH12, MGR15]. extra [Gou93, HK16b, Lu99, Mog11]. extra-binomial [Gou93, Lu99]. extraction [CS15, Goo83l, Lee02a]. extremal [MR17]. extreme [ANM09, AO11, AsY86, AB16b, BG93, BKLW04, BDG04, BSK90, CKW73, CH14, Dup96a, DF98, FP14, Ghia16, LS14, LS99, Nam99, Pak10, Pak11, PV17b, PF16b, PW83, SWK73, Tav77, YW11, YCN14]. extreme-value [Dup96a, DF98, FP14, LS99, PW83]. extremes [BG93]. eye [Goo81m]. eye-ball [Goo81m]. Eyraud [Joh82].
factor [AS00, AB13, BS05b, CA89, CB03, cDJgS93, EE15, Goo84p, Goo86q, Gup84, Hab84, HKK+16, Hos87, Ism10, LN77, MS15, NL77a, Ouy06, Pas03, RG06, Str89, Vir07, VB81, VB83, XZY13]. Factorial [PT02, AB03, Fan17, Gup84, LZ92, Mac83, PN86, SB91, Sta10, SC00, VFLR10, Goo90f]. factorialization [Die93, Goo93d]. factors [PT02, AB03, Fan17, Gup84, LZ92, Mac83, PN86, SB91, Sta10, SC00, VFLR10, Goo90f]. factorization [Die93, Goo93d].
fisherman [Goo98a]. fitted [JG92, QQ82]. Fitting [AR16c, BD96, CK01, FS10, GI17, Han86, Kan17, Vir07, WW16a, Cel81, FH09, HR8±17, HK07, HTZ±16, KB87, LEE02b, LWT±17, MA14b, MMT16, Pat76, RAI12, SA95, TTF07, TGL12a, ZC13]. Five [SHH85, NA11a]. Fixed [NFFM14, AHAA10, ABH82, DM78, DON97, Goo83b, HZ96, HH74, KRU88, KRU90b, KSK93, LZ11, PMP14, WOR89]. flat [KEM84]. flatness [TS16]. Flexible [BK17b, MA14b, SC02, UYL95, CW16, CF17, GHJC10, Goo86n, LIWY15, MMT16, PB12, ROCH16, WTJW17, WCW15, Goo81z]. flights [MOl99]. flock [OBW05]. floods [ESRV98]. Floor [SD02]. flow [CBPW97]. Fluctuation [Kk05, CLL10, Lin16]. flux [CG97]. flybutter [Goo94d]. Fmax [Yan99]. focus [DS09]. focusing [MMK10]. fold [BE06, BBG86, GH82a, GH82b, LDB10]. fold-change [LDB10]. folded [CC16a, SMM83]. Followed [RG02]. Following [LJD15, CH99, GSL±14, HU14, HYP79]. Food [LSL10]. footpaths [LF16]. footrule [SQ02]. forcing [WSPC09]. forecast [DCA03, FW13, TA94, VG10]. Forecasting [AI16, FK04, LGP90, MKK10, SK87, XKR09, AMY07, BHK05, GC17a, GT90, GB86, Gue89, Her11, LL11, RWCD17, RMH88, YAE12]. forecasts [L14, LL15b, VG01, WG92]. forensic [CA98, OSN17, SH11e]. Forest [CAC17, HBL14]. forgotten [FRI85]. form [AS01, ARN07, AD16b, BV16, CH79, GHJC09, Goo86g, KL12, QQ82, SK11]. forms [CH179, FJ182, GBCS16, Goo86r, WKR09]. formula [BAR84, BR84, COR13, DAN80a, Goo83f, Goo84o, Goo84q, Goo85e, LEM11a, SM189c]. Formulae [WM90, FC94]. Formulas [HP80, GLY84, JK89, KTB82]. Formulating [CZ02]. formulation [War74]. Forsythe [Tan82]. forthcoming [A073a, A073b, A073c, A073d, A074a, A074b, A075a, A075b, A075c, A075d, A075e, A076a, A076b, A077a, A077b, A077c, A077d, A077e, A078a, A078b, A078c, A078d, A078e, A078f, A079a, A079b,
Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano80e, Ano80f, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c.

Fortran [NO75]. Forward [Ber80, Ho93, dB15]. foundations [Ano06b, Goo86l]. four [DW01, NSR14, OPS82, Sha03e, Soh94].

four-parameter [DW01, NSR14]. Fourier [NO75].

foundations [Ano06b, Goo86l]. four [DW01, NSR14, OPS82, Sha03e, Soh94].

Foutz [Edi83, Goo81h, JL88].

fractal [CY92]. Fractiles [Bar79, Haw79]. fraction [CLDB16, DM05, FOC14, HL98, SB85]. Fractional [AR01, CGA10, CGA03, Cor97, GA01a, Goo89p, Goo89n, KSM16, Mar10, NHWT14, RL14, RReA13, SF13, Sta10, SC00, TH09, XZZ15, Goo79s, Goo83u]. fractionally [GA01b, GA02, GA09]. fractions [Goo83u, Goo83t, Goo83y, Goo89p, Goo89n]. fracture [SDP93]. frailty [AO13, CK04, FRL17, GSH04, HP15, WXF11]. frame [LPS13]. frames [Goo80l]. framework [ABA12]. Francia [MP15]. Fréchet [GG16]. Free [PB02, AB09, CC17a, CH76, Goo83n, HP79, KMK87, Len77, LWZ17, MMR16, Par17, Pie94a, RR77, SGGC10, SBK13, SYL+14, WA72, ZGW14].

Freedom [LPZ02, FC96, Han79, VG05]. freemium [CLC17]. frequencies [BLP09, Kah93, MOS94, MK97a, Zo15]. Frequency [Tak17, AA11, But99, CGA10, CMX17, FPG13, Hal82, KX03, LFC92, LLBL14, RReA13, SMP+06]. frequency- [RReA13]. frequentist [JMM+17, LB11, Yao15]. frequently [Dan80a]. Friedman [AS00]. Frobenius [BDF97]. frog [YPAC11].

Frontiers [Sha10a]. Full [HKK+16, UP01]. Fuller [CL98, DG95, MK12]. Fully [vBBGOR06, MHA10]. Function [LC02, RB00b, SW83, Ahm87, AN03, ARB13, AS01, Ami11, Amo85, And95b, AB97, Ans80, AD16b, BP15, BA77, BN95, BVP90, BDF97, BMP12, Che78, CCZ13a, CCZ13b, Chi08, CFSO02, Day87, Den77, Ebr93, Ed94, Eo89, ES86, FGH14, Fis73a, GM79, Gk90, GD92, Goo81j, GJ82, Goo83v, Goo84n, Goo87c, Goo88c, Goo90h, GR83, Haq17, HK07, HBK92, HG85, HZL16, H15, HWZ16, IP14, JY14, GJF17, Jon75, JL83, Jos01, Kat78, KPH05, KC97a, KM99, LH72, Mar86b, MS99, MS05, Mct74, MYS01, Mei09, MW04, MR03, Mou05, DMV17, NO10, Nue08, OHLH82, OO12, ÖH10, Par11, PRS87, PLD88, PB00, Pos94, RY13, RR93b, RB88, RACSGJ05, Ros06, Ru07, SfdGCM08, ST09, Sh10, SK11, SS16, Sho86, Shin12, SSK13, SAM13b, SAM13a, Tah90, TC92, TC75].

function [UA16, WM91, WS00, WWL09, XZ09, YK04, Zar17, ZP14, ZZXS17, ZMW13, pha95]. function-based [Mei09]. Functional [MG15, Ab89, AS15c, BAI09, BCT16, HBC07, H13, JSM13, KM14, LAGM11, LW08, Mal16, Pat76, SOH13, YBA15, Zie11].

functional-coefficient [Zie11]. functionals [CSS83, Goo85j, OP04].

functions [Ahm94, Ahm99, AHJ92, AFPG06, Arc80, AÖ13, AA16, BAKZ16, CJ95, CH15, DE74, EI82, Goo78h, Goo81t, Goo82c, Goo83d, Goo95e, Gue82, GW73, Han17, KAWA12, KW94, LÆ97, LKLJ09, LP92, LPVI13, MS87, MC14, Ong95, Pap80, PP85, PL16b, RASR16, RM96, RCL15, SRG11, SMI94, SVW88, VVNTVD+17, Win75, YBA15, ZW01, ZAK13, Goo80j].
functors [JG83a]. fund [MV14]. fundamental [LDR92]. further
[Goo83m, Goo92e, GL88, Goo92c, HK07, LM74, Poi92, WCF79, Goo79t, Goo83x, Goo92b]. Fused [CKP15]. future
[AVK15, AR00, DDD17, Lee99, Pad82, RAJ16, VDBA14]. Fuzzy
[GB17b, Saf13, Goo78g, JY14, MBG17, WTJW17, WyT17, YAEU13, Goo94c].

game [Wec94]. games [AE87, Goo90f, Rod06]. GAMLLSS [CNL17].
Gamma [BS02, HP15, AD12, BG93, BSS15, Bha01, BB75, COBH11, Che05, CMX7, CKT89, COS11, COP14, COP15, Dag78, DTRB11, Dod00, Far90b, Fis73a, FKM13, GY16, GW01, Goo79r, GK04, GG17, Hat16, Ill16, IJP36, KWW8, Kim83, Kla15, KC97a, LM84, Mar86b, NK07, Nad10, NB15a, Ong95, OPB08, OCPC12, PB17, Pep93, PB72, PK11, RB12, SB12a, SY89, Sim93, TR75, Tad81, Tza09, Tza11, WBGJ15, WM12, Whe75, WWS04, YL01, YAAB87, ZY04, vdAvA15].
Gamma-exponentiated [RB12]. gamma-linear [COP14].
Gamma-Lomax [OP15]. gammuma [kSB90]. gaps
[Goo80b, Goo85s]. GARCH [DGW10, FNRCM17, HR07, HKL17, JGPF17, LL11, MRBR15, Men00, TC08, TC10, ZH12]. gas [Alw17]. gauges [CGO6].
Gaussian [Fal16, AG92, AOH16, ABP16, Amii11, Amo85, AG78, BBI12, But99, CP76, CSS83, CL15, Cha79, DFY08, DY16, DN94, Gal02, Gup73, GN89, GV12, JG87, Jen76, Jen93c, Jen95b, JWWdL16, KTB82, KR13, K15, KM06, KKE17, K12, KK12, LY99, Lee99, Lee01, LL11, LP10, MA10, MC13, NB13a, NB14, NP09, OP00a, Pad78, Pad82, PY99, PL15, RL14, Ros06, SY08, SdFDcCM08, Sim00, Sma95, SC12, TC94, TD14, TXJ97, VAW15, XSF17, YL01, ZL07, Zha16, ZB10].
Gaussian-quadrature [KTB82]. Gaussiannity [LW15]. GEE1 [BL09].
GEE2 [BL09]. GEEs [PA14]. Gehan [HH74]. gene [HTC07, PZY+14].
General [CNO13, CSP014, NCO11, NCO12, NA13, STS14, Van84, Alw17, A11b, BPH12, BLO2, BLOC4, CS97, De 81, FS94, GTB14, G85, G87, G88, GA15, Her11, KL12, LC92, Lem11b, LGPP96, MFP17, PK17, Pes80, PR84, Sh10b, TC75, Tso16, WLL12, XHEM17, ZR93]. Generalised
[Ar86, PO06, JL96, KL94, OPB08]. Generalization
[Ya99, BB80, BTL93, Dia10, GL83, GC90, Hsu02, PL15, SN17].
Generalizations [Fel02, Goo85p, Goo86q, PF16b, Goo79u]. Generalized
[Agu02, CCMG14, CGP15, DKG16, DH77, Fam99, GA15, GK01, KK15, Kuk99, LX14, LL17, NK02, PT02, San89, SSD17, Tsa10n, WS16, W903, YFT10, AE11, AA09a, AAR15, AY15, AN03, ADRA15, AAHA10, ANAA97, AC08, ACN+17, AKA15, Ano81f, BAJN14, BS95, BH07, BS13, BSSC10, BA15, Bor17, CYC99, COBH11, CW16, Che06, CCZ13a, CCZ13b, CT14, COS11, CCd11, Cor13, CAO+17, DSP15, DN13, DM79, Du96b, Du96a, DF98, EDASM17, EP92, FC96, Fam98, Fro04, Fuk16, Gil95, GdSCO14, Goo79r, Goo81y, GL83, Goo86, GK04, GV12, GWH14, GG17, HH74, Hin97b, HTZ+16, Ill15, Joh82, Kall14, KR13, KHA04, KAST05, KN15, KK13, KDG17, KR15b, LSSP08, Li01, LW12, LW17, LL08b, LZX11, LV17, MSS14,
Mas03, Mei08, MK08, MH07, NC96]. generalized
[NP09, NL08, NFFM12, OY15, OCPC12, ODBT15, ÖKD17, Pak10, Pak11, PB17, PA14, PB03, Paw01, PW83, QMZ16, RA01, RM05, RPN15, RVZRZP08, RZ13b, SM15, SL15, Sha16, SA04b, SLM16, SZ16, SJ06, SB11, TTF07, TH09, TKJ13, TKJ13, VRC13, VBS07, VNM14, WM15, Wan99, WCC13, WW16a, WH17, Wes16, WAP84, XW07, XW09, XM09, ZS05, ZP14, ZPL16, ZL96, ZST15, Zim89, Ano81f, Goo81y]. generalized-least-squares
[Fuk16]. generalized-order
[BA15]. generating
[WD93]. generated
[BA09, LL83a, RACSGJ05, ZB10, Zör15]. Generating
[Ahm87, AL96, Bar78, Ber12, DN94, HS86a, Lak81, OS14, Son97, AL01, BP15, Chi08, CYB90, Dea90, HBC11, McF16, McL14, Pap80, PS98, PB72, Rya80, SP16, TR75, YST90, MG80]. Generation
[Cha75a, Che85, hL92b, Pol79, Sch78, Sim93, YD16, AD15, AD16a, Arc80, Dem06, Dev82, Dev84, Dev92, Fam98, FS75, Hör93, Joh79, JW80, Joh82, JL96, KS85, Kk90, KC97a, Lou84, Nar90, NC72, Pad78, PSS15, RT78, RJ06, Sah79, SL93, WC91, Wi98, dABS16, GL84]. generator
[AA09b, Bay90, Pes80, Zur93]. generators
[BH85, DM05, Fle95, KW96, LSSP08, NO75, Pau84, RH76, Tan01]. genes
[LM16]. Genetic
[Aku11, KKE07, BC08, Çel09, Goo81k, Hig97, PHO05, SD15, Sha03a, VVNTVD+17]. genetics
[Ano05d, Müh05, Sha03a, Sha09h]. genome
[XZY13]. genome-wide
[XZY13]. genomics
[Sha09h]. Genstat
[Ban78]. geometrical
[Goo86f, Sin90a]. Geometry
[Goo83z, Sha04n]. germination
[CMQ03]. germination-growth
[CMQ03]. get
[AG81]. Gibbs
[BTR16, CI15, CK14, DRB17, DSVY14, Har04, KK11, NC96, Pan99b, SDC12, Shi07, UP01]. Gini
[HL78]. Given
[Van84, BP15, Bon81, Cha75a, Che85, Dem06, Goo78g, Goo84a, Hol85b, JO12, Jen91, hL92b, MG80, MB97, Pol79, Sim93, Son97]. gives
[Goo83s]. glance
[HL84]. GLMM
[YM96]. Global
[Da 15, BCO13, LZ92, SJS16, WYZK16, WC17, XG11, YK04]. Globally
[Gau11]. glossary
[Mih72]. GLS
[Cho98]. GM
[Adb95]. GM-estimators
[Adb95]. GMM
[WLT08]. God
[Goo85g]. Godambe
[Goo80k]. GOF
[DY16]. gold
[RZ12]. Gompertz
[AHADA00, AJAH07, Bor17, GAB14, Ism10, KA13, MR03]. good
[Mag75a, Sha13e, Mar90b]. Goodman
[ydAvA15]. Goodness
[AE11, ABE83, ABE85, BRT07, Fel02, Mei09, Nou17b, PB13a, QHB15, VK14, Wan08a, WS00, WL90, ZA11, ZX14, Agu02, AOH16, Ali14, AS15b, Aly90, Ant95, BMP12, Bow92, CW01, Cho08, DS15, EA78, FH16, For97, FJ83, FJS4, Goo78n, Hab80, JS00, JL88, JV14, KK12, Lac90, LK17, LS99, Luc08, LJ00, MA10, NA13, PP03, PP73, RDC10, SJD15, SB08, SY89, Sp06,
Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[UY12, WD16, Woz94, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[UY12, WD16, Woz94, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[UY12, WD16, Woz94, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].

[UY12, WD16, Woz94, ZC03, Zör15]. Goodness-of-fit [ABE83, ABE85, Fel02, Mei99, Pel01, QHB15, Wan08a, W000, WL00, ZA11, ZC03, Zör15].
Heteroscedasticity

Heteroskedastic

Heteroskedasticity-consistent

Heuristic

Hidden

Hierarchic

Hierarchical

High

High-dimensional

Higher

Higher-Order

higher

High-energy

Hypothesis-dependent

hypothyroidism

hysteretic
IBM [Li14]. ICM [Gle89a]. idea [Goo96a]. ideas [Ano05e, Goo89q, Sha10d]. identical [AR16b, Goo80j]. identifiability [McD74]. Identification [CC11a, De 97, RG93a, CY92, DK05, eE89, FR15, Gal02, KP99, KC16, Ros06, SZ20, Shi15, SP97, WL17, WS92, ZZZ15].


Immaculating [STL16]. Impact [AHH07, FRL17, Pau84, Yuc17, CR93, Goo07, GZB13]. impacts [RL15]. Implementation [AG78, Fan03, NO75, OO12, PGV04, Li94, LZZ15, PK72, SS15, VNM14, ZL07]. implementations [HTZ16]. implemented [JV14]. Implementing [WH14, VC15]. implication [OO12]. implications [GSL14]. Importance [CD92b, Con95, Kuk99, Lee02a, Goo79c, OB92, RC98, SDR01, WL16, XSF17, YK04]. important [De 97, Goo94j]. Imposing [CHO6a]. impracticable [Goo81o]. imprecise [HSC11]. imprecisions [Han94]. improper [Kem84, OS14]. improve [HTC07, Hnn02, Lee89a, Wes16, WG92]. Improved [ABA16, BN01a, BR06, BH95, BV15a, CHH91, CC97, FP11b, FCC08, HHKD02, JP11, KP87a, Lenn11b, Lem11c, LX14, LL15b, LT95, MFP17, RG06, SG13, SY17b, WM15, AH90, AH16, An79, BZ14, BAT11, CLML04, QHC17, FC94, Goo89x, Goo89p, Ha41, LSC08, Loh73, MW94, WyT17, YGX14, ZCW17]. Improvement [BR16, Cho08, Goo78n, Goo82i]. Improvements [CLLP93, NP98, DM16, RL15]. Improving [Aok02, BS17, CMCN12, Dor08, GH07, JC92, CS08, Goo87a, PLD88, Por88, SSW95, Sar98, Wby90, Cho98].

Incomplete [SP01a, AP17, Ang03, AT05, Bho73a, Bho84, CR73, DSP15, 
Day87, EH92, FPR892, Fis73a, HN11, KKY15, KK93, LP13, LW82, LC92, 
LNC17, Mar86b, OMY12, SFSS85, Shi85, TP98, Tay72, TC73, YI01, ZR07].
incomplete-data [LC92]. inconsistent [STL16]. incorporates [MTS14].

Incorporating [HTC07, NC06]. incorrect [CW74]. increase [GW94].
increases [Goo80h, Goo83b]. increasing [WWL09]. incremental [WW12].
increments [Kun93]. indefinite [SA79]. Independence

independent [Bak07, BS01a, CS05, Fre07, Goo94f, HB78, JG83b, LCLP15, Mat79, MBH91, 
Mel80, MK97b, SB3, Sha15a, SWZ15, Sum83, Vir07, WEHCC14, WPC15].

Index [LC14, AWJ+13, BU17, Bia15, CK96, GO03, GP07, GRPP10, Goo79k, 
Goo82f, GS83, Goo85i, Jer13, KHA04, LH78, MR09, NS17, PV17b, PW15, 
PX02, PX05, Smi84, TL96, Wri95, WSPC09, WL10, WC14, ZL15]. indexed

[Lau79]. indexes [Goo82]. indices [CGP15, Cox13, HC16, HAB12, Per10, SGTKBL15, TP15a, XG11, Goo87b].

Indirect [Cor97, SM15, GC17b]. individual

individuals [MA17, SR00]. induced [CRR99, Pak99, Pin78]. induction

inexactification [Goo93b]. inexpensive [NCA+00]. Inference

AHA15, AD16b, AD12, Bak07, Bak08, BKLW04, BH07, FLB15, FKM13, 
IS13, KYF08, LMB08, Lee17, Mou01, PS14, Say12, Sch83, SCA07, AAJ07, 
ABP16, Amel2, BS95, BL02, BLC04, BL05, BRF08, BS13, BS94a, BN96, 
BZ16b, CS86, CCZJ17, CL97, CC09, CL14, CM05a, Cor97, CF17, CNS12, 
CNQ14, CNL17, DSE16, DA14, DSP15, EA78, Edw85, EKBO16, Eve01, 
FB90, FP11b, FP14, FFCN08, GC17b, GA15, GV12, GID15, HC17, HS13, 
Ism14, JKL, JYML13, KAT15, KS91, LRV17, LMFMA15, Lem16, LY71, 
LX16, LZZW17, LB01, MB16, Man15, M14, Mar92, MKW16, MH99, 
NTK09, PB03, PF16a, RM05, RJ95, SN17, SBAA14, Sha11i, kSB90, SK16, 
ST87, SWZ15, SZ16, SAT16, SB11, TS09, TS03, TK16, TP13, WL15c].
inference [Wes16, WW04, WCC07, YXCN14, Yue17, Sha15i]. Inferences

YML14, ATH12, BBA15, CT14, GZ13b, LW08, Rod06, SY17b, SR11, 
WWCL11]. Inferential [SRK13, GB17a, GLB17, SSD17]. inferiority

[Llo10]. infinite [Bar81, DHP14]. infinitely [PS98, WK03]. Inflated

[Alm04, FI17, KNM+15, KL17a, KR15a, Li11, LT16, LWT+17, MH16, 
MGR15, PCN14, PCMA13, SB15]. inflation [FS15b, GZ14]. Influence

[Alm95, L1L15, Soh96, XYT08, XW10, AFGP06, DFT17, Ema16, Gra86, 
Gra88, Kim92, LMB08, MG06, ZT01, dCO16]. Influential [Hos91, ZH12].
influentiality [Goo79k]. informal [Goo86m]. Informatics [Sha09j].

 incomplete-data [LC92]. inconsistent [STL16]. incorporates [MTS14].
Information [Beh72, Beh73, Dod00, HHI90, HD77, Sy01a, Adk96, ASS04, AKU11, BHK05, BS12, Cha17, CL98, DBC12, Dha85, GHJC10, HK16a, HKK+16, HSC11, KE03, Kun92, LG09, Lin14, Lye91, MMD10, MFD16, MB86, MB90, NCAH+09, NA13, PB12, PSL14, PK17, PF93, RW96, Sco02, Sha10h, SL98a, SY01b, XY16, ZR07]. information-based [CL98]. Information-statistical [Sy01a]. information-theoretic [Sy01b].

informational [GL83, Goo81e]. informative [KLK14, MB97, SSK13].

inheritance [SS15]. Initial [DI11, HV93, HB06, Mou05]. initiating [TJKB00]. INLA [TD14]. innovation [JGPF17, SP97]. innovational [Pop08]. innovations [DGW10, KL17b, TZA10].

input [CH97, DMV17, PCS09, WL16]. inputs [CJS10, CL15]. insect [TBT95]. insight [RZ13b, TB86]. inspection [SKJ86, WCW15]. Instead [YW02].

instrumental [Adk12, FAS82, Owe81]. instruments [Han78, Han94]. insurance [Sha13a].

integer [HKL17, KL17b, PB72]. integer-valued [HKL17, KL17b]. integral [DW90, Hut93b, Rig95, TL07a]. integrals [DD77, Goo80m, LM84, Möh05, RS90b, SMI99c, XPC03].

Interacting [GS01b]. interaction [FR15, Gen76, Hab84, HB93, HSSY04, Hos87, KKM16, O’N82, PR84].

interactions [CKP16, Goo82]. intercept [MB90, MJ16, RKV17, SA92].

interchanging [HI93]. intercomponent [Tho92]. interesting [And95b].

interests [Goo81f]. interface [VP89]. interior [Win75]. intermediate [Goo83s, SK90b]. intermittent [UM14]. internal [Din08]. internally [CY89].

International [Goo81g]. Internet [Sha06d]. interneuron [TBT95].

interpolation [Goo81b]. interpretation [Goo84r].

interquantile [Goo03]. interrupted [RR03, RR06]. intersection [CP95].

intersubject [Zim04]. interval [Bak14, BBW17, BST8, BEBG14, CH99, EBA00, KBS11, MZ08, RYS11, SP11, SY08, She10, TYY02, Wu10, WS90, AYR16, AH16, arc12, BZ16a, BJ99, BF08, Bon05, Bon06, Che97, Che14, CC85, CNDGAL09, DG16, DTZZ12, DYT10, DT13, DKB17, Ede94, Gh095, GIBD15, HCY16, HHHK10, HWWW16, HMZ05, Kar09, KA13, KJ81, Mas03, MADASAM11, NY16, dALNCdATc11, NW09, OM88, PT89, Pad82, Pan98, PP06c, Pot81, QY95, Roy93, SB88, STS94, She12, She14b, She15a, SWL15, SL88, Tsa10a, TP93, TKW95, WK90b, WYW12, WM12, WW03, YHX14, YXW07, YP10, YCD15, YW09, YGX14, YXZ16, ZMW13].

interval- [KA13]. Interval-Censored [KBS11, BBW17, CH14, DG16, GIBD15, She14b, She15a, WYW12, XHYX14, YCD15, YW09].

interval-valued [dALNCdATc11, SWL15]. Intervals [LJDK02, PB02, AB09, AR10, AB10, AR00, BA15, Bia15, BG01b, BBC10, ...
FJT82, GA01a, KNM+15, KC97b, Ma97, MA17, Par87, PRMM12, SWK73, Shel0, sS16, SZ16, Teo72, WZX13, XZY13]. jointly [SBA14]. Jolly [HS13, YPAC11]. JSCS [Ano03b, Mar90b, Sar98]. judgement [Ano82d, Fre16, Goo89t]. judgements [Goo79g]. gatherings [Goo87a]. judicial [GT85]. jump [AGR06, Gle97, ZZ15]. jumps [MS15, Mol99]. Jupiter [Goo84b, Goo85f]. Just [YW02, Goo84s].


Koheleth [Goo85f]. Kolmogorov [BHLH78, Fel02, Fre12, GS78, Goo78c, Loh73, OO12, SY17a, WKB06]. Korean [LLP+14]. Kotz [GJLL06]. KPSS [KE10]. Kruskal [vdAvA15].

Kullback [DR17, NA13, PB03]. Kumaraswamy [CM17, COS14, GdSCO14, KN16, Lem11c, NP14, NCO12, POCD13].

Kumaraswamy [NCO12]. kurtosis [Bur14, CR93, HL92a].


lagged [LH94, WHF80]. Lagrange [Fur08, Ser92, SB82a]. Laguerre [SB08, SB12a]. Lake [KT85]. lambda [WW16a]. Lanchester [KMS17].

Langevin [SLM16]. language [JM72]. Laplace [G17, AOH16, B26a, BOG15, Goo84b, GMR15, Kuk99, NP16, SW82, TZ10]. lapses [Goo87f].

Large [EGM*04, Gho95, And97, And80, AGS1, Cha15, FWF16, Goo83e, Goo89f, Gri04, Har04, Hin97a, HKK+16, Ism16, Kru03, Lau79, LXL17, Moc90, PF16a, PN98, RGMN13, RWCD17, SHLT17, WZ95, ZCW+17, ZF16]. large-scale [ism16, RGMN13, SHLT17, WZ95]. larger [MKM94, SMO03].

largest [CT82, Fon92, KS16]. Laspeyres [Bia15]. Lasso [AY14, FWZ+15, Wu13, YW14, FP17, Fu16, LPSR16, BCLM17].

Lasso-mixed [AY14]. Latent [RBC+15, ARY16, Dre08, LL88, Lin14, Sha10c, TAY02, VNM14, YY15, ZL09]. latin [LLXY17]. lattice [Alw17, SM11]. lattices [Nor91]. Lavallée [GH07]. law [Goo81-27, Goo85n, Goo85g, Goo93e, Kru03, MA10, Sen02, ST87, WL15c, Zör15]. laws
Least [AR16a, Ceb18, Die05, MA77, QFG87, RR01, RA17, SVW88, Car07, CCHM08, CKP15, DSL06, Dec76, DR94, DR02, Die06, DM79, DM93, EN90, FC96, Far78, Fuk11, Fuk16, Goo79c, Goo83v, Goo84v, GM77, Hie81, HH06, JR16, KC89, KMK87, KS16, Lee02b, Ma11, MM80, MSA12, PV93, RR03, RR82, RKB16, Sun89, SMH97, SA04a, SB82c, SESY13, TA92, Tsu93, VM96, Wei79, Wat77]. Least-squares [RR01, SVW88, GM77, PV93, RR03, RR82, SESY13]. Least-trimmed [RA17]. Left [CHT16, DN13, FM15b, KA13, MK08, Pan98, She10, She14b, She14c, She15a, Ter87]. Left-censored [FM15b, KA13]. Left-tailed [CHT16, She14b, She14c, She15a]. Legendre [RR93b]. Lehmann [Cla86, HPY79, ODBT15]. Leibler [DR17, NA13, PB03]. Lemma [Goo80]. Length [CW99, PO05, FH15, Gan93b, JH01, LZGW14, Mac92, Rig95, SB82b, SHST13, TGL12b, WN11c, Zan08]. Length-bias [CW99]. Length-biased [PO05, FH15]. Lengthened [And95c]. Lengths [CCP12, CI81, DRLP14]. Leone [BCY+17, Gen13]. Lepage [BT00]. Leptokurtic [AD12]. Letter [Hog73]. Level [BF87, CM04, FWZ+15, HCW07, JH97, KPM16, NJ13, RR03, RR06, Rod07, SNGMRC16, Sta10, TC08, TC10, WR94]. Levels [ET81, JR83, SW90, VB81, VB83]. Levenberg [GVW17]. Levene [yL87, Mar11]. Lie [Goo90c]. Lie-detectors [Goo90c]. Life [HJ95, Wan08c, AHAH08, AS15a, Ahm88, AHAH06, Ano14c, AHA11a, AJA11b, AKJ16, ABA16, BJ73, BSC14, DP93, DYT10, DT13, EH92, EM86, HANMA98, HW17, Ihs10, IA10, IAGEK11, Ism14, LSL10, LXL11, LSF+17, Mou95, NB16, PL99, WGC14, WBGJ15, WBG15, WSLX17, ZS16a, Lha11]. Lifetime [AH17, AHADA00, ASH16, AS12, CLDB16, CK04, COS11, COL14, EXH16, GSOC14, GIDB15, HC17, HSC11, KS04, NRJ13, NSR14, NOL17b, PB17, PY99, PS14, ROCH16, RN14, WC14, ZAR17]. Lifetimes [TYY02, CSJ17, HK84, YT96]. Lifetime [AHm99]. Like [ASS97, WA72]. Likelihood [ABP16, BG11a, BS02, CCMK01, CNV02, GTB14, HC17, Ihs14, MK02, Sch02, Sha06a, SN83, Tsi02, WWS04, ZGW14, Ad98, AH09, AGNS91, AG78, AK85, AN95, AV16, BTR16, Bal98, BRF08, BZ16a, BSS15, BCV98, BB04, BJ78, BB74, BZ16b, B017, BOG15, BS72, BS05c, BB84, But99, Cad94, CH91, CC05, CD92a, CHAS03, CS16, CG93, CS17, CZ07, CMQ03, CI14, CR73, CDDCN97, CC97, Cor04, CL10, CCC10, DAM98, Den77, DFPT16b, Dic78, Die94, DGK12, eDjg93, DMF83, EF6GMD13, FH86, FHS12, FP11b, FP14, FFCN08, GG77, GAB14, GR79a, GO03, Goo78a, Goo79f, Goo82g, Goo92e, Goo93-28, Goo83e, Goo86], Goo86p, Goo87h, GR04, GN89, HN80, Hie81, HKK+16, Ho16, Hoe89, HC10, Hut77, JW11, KK99, Kha12, KA85, KG80]. Likelihood [Kru86a, LP13, Lai82b, Lam05, LY96, LY99, Lee85, LSS93, LSS95].
Lem11b, Lil01, LZ10, Luc08, LP00, MM13b, MB16, MZ77, MMP15, MH72, McN87, MFP14, Men00, Mil79, Nag75, NBB15, NLK11, OHLH82, PCN14, PGT09, PT99, PW83, RGNM13, RML90, RL14, Ron89, RV98, Rud86, Rufe7, SJ15, SBC03, SGG13, Sco02, SL15, SY17b, Shi85, SZS16, ST88, Smi89d, SB28c, SDWL17, SZ16, SAK14, SB93, SJ06, SB11, TW14, Tsa09b, Tso16, Tza09, VNM14, WFX11, WPXL14, WK72, WO93, YX03, YS13, YK04, ZK86, ZY04, Zha16, ZST15, ZY15, ZNAEB98, Joh90a.

Likelihood-based [ABP16, Tsi02, BZ16a, CC05, SDWL17, ZNAEB98].

Likelihood-ratio [Goo86j, Lam05, ZY04].

Likelihood/minimum [GL85].

Likelihoods [CLLN04, FFCN07, FT96, GVW17, JK89, LPV13].

Likert [MTS14].

Likert-type [MTS14].

Lilliefors [GSF78].

Lilliefors limit [Bar78, HC06, Mac92, Pas03, PPK16].

Limited [MB90, Dem90, Lye91, MB86, Mo199, ZST15].

Limited-information [Lye91].

Limiting [Har91, WK90a].

Limits [AL02, DH14, Eri83, Gau10, HS73, Har87b, Har89, Hi189, KA03, KP15, KS04, Lee99, Lee01, NHGS14, RS89, RVZRP08, TC94, TG73].

LIML [Mcd74].

Lindley [AAR15, Ali15, GAM09, GDCO11, HBFSGD11, OY15, QKY16, dESM15, SAT16].

Line [EL75, EB90, FF14, FG13, KYF08, MT01, QLW16].

Linear [HMS02, How88, Kuk15a, Kuk99, LS11, MGG78, NK02, PT02, RG02, TKB16, Van84, ZY15, Abd89, AØ16, AH00, AJFB14, AC08, AS81, Ali12, AD01, AR16a, AKAW15, And95b, AL99, ATH12, Arc80, AW17, Bag11, BCD16, BA09, BP86, BL02, BDKM11, Be93b, BF08, BVP90, CYP99, CL11, CG91, CHM09, CCMGA14, Che06, CT14, CBS06, CVM17, COP14, CS97, CJ73, DSP15, DK10, Dor01, Ebb73, Edw95, FH86, FS10, Fie93, Fra74, Fr79, Gan91, GM79, GKO0, GO90, GG75, GA01a, Gil95, Gil97, GSV1, GLP72, GM77, Gri92, GIJL02, GJJLGS06, HZ96, HSB85, HL13, HV05, Hm97b, HN13, Hou85, HM98, Hsu02, HH93, HY16, Hua01, HTX15, HTZ+16, Hud83, HKST17, HZ15, JR13, Joh78, JMY96].

Linear [Kal14, KHA04, KAK16, KMK87, Kib12, KF16, KL94, KL12, LY99, Li01, LB08b, LP09, LL09b, LW12, LK83a, LB01, LJZB05, LWH08, LP16b, LGW16, LP00, Man15, MC16, MS95, MYS01, Mee93, MMWM83, MMW91, Moli7, MMP12, MC14, NC96, NW83, NSG91, NJJ92, NL08, Nie05, NS08b, NF00, Oht98, PK72, Pat76, PZ10, Pao01, PYC93, PMP14, Pes80, PAP12, PR84, QMI16, Qu96, QFG87, RY13, RHH80, RKV17, RB17, RS88b, Rol01, RAN11, RZ13b, SK08, SRP11, ST13, SD15, Say12, SCA07, Sha10b, SI12b, Shu12, SA95, SOh92, SLL00, SOU04, SU11, SMV76, SfJ06, SS13, Sc97, SCB07, SB11, SPF0b, TS09, Ta90, TT88, TTF07, THG15, TAM+03, TBG+90, Ts10a, VRC13, VG01, VNM14, WM15, Wan92, WL15b, WL15a, WW16b, WBA15, Wei79, We16, WCEC94].

Linear [WECC00, WO07, WO93, Wu16a, XY11, YM90, Yu15, ZR14, ZC13, ZZ17, ZL96, ZST15, dCFOM12, Ken79a].

Linear-bilinear [CS97].

Linear-by-linear [Ali12].

Linear-statistic [Gil07].

Linearity [CG06, Fur07, Goo87f, L10, Li15a, Zue96].

Linearly [MM13b, MN15].

Lines [CM76, HP11, RR03, TT86, Wil10].

Lineups [PDS16].

Linex
[IP14, AN03, NO10]. link [Lac90, MH07, NMPR14, QHB15]. linkage
[BS72, FS81]. LISREL [BF87]. little [Goo94r]. Liu
[AD10a, ADRA15, Kib12, M˚an13, Wu16a]. Liu-type [AD10a]. LM [Kib04],
load [Dav93]. loadings [BS05b]. Local [AGM15, Bag11, CWM17, Ema16,
JO12, KBS11, NBB00, ZT01, BAKZ16, CCHM08, CL16, Coo07, DFPT16b,
DKY17, EK03, FH09, FMK15, Hoe89, LMB08, QL01, WMDO11, Jen95c].
local-to-unity [Coo07]. Locality [LMRW17]. Locally
[Che14, SNG12, SY92, CJ13, JG83b, XYR09]. location
[BP86, BW01a, BK96, BT00, BR03, CC09, Che11, Cla86, Fri07, GV81, GA15,
Jen89a, Jen89b, Jen89c, Kap81, LF83, Lem87, LMSX16, LCB13, LP16b,
MADASAM11, NB13b, NB14, Nat82, Ng96, PB13a, PQ84, PL16b, RA01,
RR77, SRAO11, TMW73, TAY02, Tho92, Wan90, WGP00, Wil15, WA72,
WZX13, Wu16b, XHEM17, Zha14, ZX14]. location-based [LP16b].
location-scale [BT00, Che11, PB13a, ZX14]. locations [DC15, SK17]. Log
[TNJ17, ABHS2, BCJG12, BB74, BCY+17, CMC13, Che97, CAO+17, DPK11,
GRPP10, GGAM13, HK16b, Hud83, VF16, KG80, LDC17, Lem12, LCB13,
Lon12, MMP12, NL08, NFDO0, OWLP16, OPBO8, OCP12, PP15, QHB15,
RAK16b, Rufo7, SJF06, SP01b, TD14, VP16, XHEM17, ZXS17, dCO16].
log-Birnbaum [LDC17, Lem12]. log-concave [Ruf07]. log-excesses
[GRPP10]. log-exponential [BCJG12]. log-exponentiated [OCPC12].
log-gamma [OPB08]. log-Gaussian [TNJ17, TD14]. log-likelihood-ratio
[KG80]. log-linear [HUd83, KF16, MMP12, NL08, NFDO0, SP01b]. log-link
[QHB15]. log-location-scale [LCB13]. log-logistic
[BCY+17, Che97, CAO+17, OWLP16, RAK16b, dCO16]. log-normal
[CMC13, DPK11, GGAM13, Lon12]. log-odd [dCO16]. log-rank [PP15].
log-skew-normal [HK16b]. log-symmetric [VP16]. logarithm
[Far90b, Hut77, ZL07]. Logarithmic [AZS15, GA02, Goo83f, KR15a, MP16].
logic [Goo85n, Joh90a]. logistic
[Ada96, AsY86, Ba15, BP86, BS05, BH07, BS13, BL09, BAB15, BCY+17,
BB89, CDF05, CL13, Che97, CB97, CAM16, CAO+17, DPS01, DC02, FH16,
FTS09, Gao04, GI17, Ham77, HSB85, HMP17, HAH14, Hsu02, HHHK02,
Jai85, Jon75, KP09, Lam05, LSS93, LYQ+15, LB96, LSA16, MJ16,
MADASAM11, Nor84, NBB00, OHLL82, OWLP16, PK16a, PT14, RAK16b,
RT14, RV08a, RELW09, SL17, Sch66, STG+01, SB05, SW84, Sum83, SJ10,
Tho06, TL07b, VW78, WZ13, WL07b, dCO16, vdTGL97]. logistic-normal
[LB96]. Logit [YM99, GC17b, GMR15, Mcl78, SB110]. loglinear [FP07].
lognormal [GIDB15]. lognormal BET16. Che82, DDZ13, EBB73, GH83b,
Goo83q, Goo83x, GGSR09, J.83, KH04, LW17, NB13b, OM88, Pou04,
RFGE86, SRG11, SB87, STW15, UP01, WM12, Win75, WN13].
logistic [AZS15, COP15, GGAM10, HSR15]. Lognormal [AZS15]. Log
[TBT95, AA11, BBC10, Bor17, COBH11, CGA09, CR03, CRO05, DN06,
FRB06, Her11, JK17, Kus11, MAEP14, NM98, PL15, RRP06, RL14, Shao10,
SB12b, SB96, WW06, Wan08d, WGP00]. Long-duration [TBT95].
long-memory [AA11, CGA09, DN06, FRB06, RRP06, RL14, SB12b].
long-range [PL15]. long-term [Bor17, COBH11, NM98, SB96]. Longitudinal
[HLN\textsuperscript{+15}, UM14, AI16, BS05a, BG11b, CWM17, DFT17, FW15, Fan17,
Hua16, Kar09, LTL2, Mar14b, MBL15, QMZ16, QZZ16, Sha10c, SJ06, SJ10,
SR11, TX14, WnGT95, WL15a, YLG15, YYG16, ZP14, ZPL16]. look
[And93, IHM78, LDC73, WCF79]. look-up [LDC73]. loops [Koh81]. Lorenz
[OS02, SSD17]. low [AN03, AYJ11, Goo88c, Han17, HL15, IP14, NO10,
RASR16, STH09, Van99, WsPC09, WCW15, ZZZS17]. loss-based
[WSPC09]. losses [KC16, NdCOP15]. lot
[ABJR13a, ABJR13b, MMR92, NS17]. low [JSM13, Kk90, PX97, SH10].
loss [AN03, AYJ11, Goo88c, Han17, HL15, IP14, NO10, RASR16, STH09,
Van99, WsPC09, WCW15, ZZZS17]. low-dimensional
[JSM13]. low-parameter [Kk90]. low-sample [SH10]. Lower
[PT03, BC94, KS17a, KL17c, PT89, WEHCC14, Jen93c]. LR
[BE94, BD12, Ki04]. LR-estimators [BE94]. LRT [MMP12]. LS

M [AFGP06, Ano14c]. M-estimators [AFGP06]. MA [Chá803, SZ02]. machine
[KP90, KKL\textsuperscript{+15}, LYL17, HZL16]. machines [CKPS11, Erd13]. macro
[Ahm16, BBV17, KK91, Kel94, LV17]. macro-financial [Ahn16]. magnetic
[KM14]. magnitude [CMX17]. main [MJ08]. maintenance
[AD16b, Sha03]. majorant [BF12, Car07]. majorants [JR17]. majorization
[YZ14]. make [ATH12, Dav79]. Making [Har04, BAB86].
Malliavin [JK14]. Mallows [CM98]. management [OBW05]. Mann
[AS15, Lem87, SL89a]. MANOVA [KL10, OPS82, RR13a, Hos91]. Mantel
[AB82, BF01, BA77, Leg90, Lev82, Sie78]. many [Mac83, Mal79, KT88].
Maple [BS05c, CS08, SC09b]. MAR [JvBF13]. Marginal
[NK02, VNM14, AI16, Dem06, FHS12, Goo81f, GDPH12, Joh78, MPPZ05,
PO14, RFOMGR17, TK14, WS90]. marginal-likelihood [FHS12].
marginaly [AI16]. marginals [AD15, DL81, Ebr93, JO12, Sim93]. margins
[ABH82, GG80, Son97]. mark [YP10, YPAC11]. marked [CM07b, HEB13].
Market [WT06, Cox13, LGP90, RHM88, Sch75, YAEU13, YNTN14].
Marketing [GLC99, GW94, Sha09e, Soh00]. markets [GC17a]. Markov
[AGR06, AT05, Cai09, CDG\textsuperscript{+15}, CCK13, DRB17, DL80, Fan95, FP15b,
Gly84, Goo89m, Har93, Har89, Har91, HP80, KK85, KS87a, KK91, KS91,
KK93, Kel94, Kim93, LP13, LL10, LF04, Lev05, Li88, LZZ\textsuperscript{+15}, LED16,
Mar14b, MC16, MS80, MO91, PSW75, QT92, RRT99, SB86, Spe06, TNN17,
TH09, UG10, WM90, Wu16c, Zan08, ZB13]. Markov-chain [Zan08].
Markov-chain-based [ZB13]. Markov-process [KK91, KK93, Kel94].
Markov-switching [TH09]. Markovian [CM05b]. Markovity
[Goo83u, Goo89a]. Marquardt [GVW17]. Marshall
[ASH16, GGAM10, LLGP17, MS11, dESM15]. martin [Aza73]. masked
[WWY12]. masking [WWY12]. mass
[BAYZ16, Goo84b, Goo85f, Goo89v, ZB13]. masses [Goo89u, GJH90, Mal06].
massive [CP14]. matched [Goo85r, Phi91]. matching [BBV17, Tue01].
Mathematica [SC09b, Tza09]. mathematical [BPP00, Goo79c, LAGM11].
Mathematically [Goo85p]. MATLAB [Wan15]. Matrices
[ KP87b, AvR15, BDS2, BHWH95, CP91, Cha75a, Cha15, CYB90, FWF16,
GH76, Goo86r, Hen95, JS02, JW80, KP99, hL92b, MJ93, PCS09, PGT11,
RML90, Rya80, SN95, Wes16, WM95, YBA15, Zim89]. Matrix
[ FC94, LK88, Beh72, Beh73, BDFR97, CCNA09, Che85, CA12, CKW73,
CH82, CNZ01, CNFO05, Dan80a, Dec76, Dha85, Die93, DN94, Dut99,
FPR92, FS94, Fur96, Goo88b, Gup73, Hen81, HK92, Ho16, Len11a,
LZZW17, LS01, Liu08, Mai77, MM13b, McCl14, MS80, PGT09, SWK73,
SKC75, SA79, Sco02, Sim93, Tre94, Tre95, VS15, ZL07, Jen91]. max [CS17].
max-stable [CS17]. maxima [CSS83, Hoe89, YK04]. maximal
[ BF12, WD16, YR15]. maximization [BOG15, GVW17, MBL15, SWL15].
maximizes [Goo86p]. Maximum
[ Bj78, BS02, CMQ03, CNV02, GMR82, GO03, LP13, Lee85, Lee11, Luc08,
MM13b, MAV17, MH72, Mil79, PW83, RGN13, Ron89, RV98, SS95, Sco02,
Shi85, SO10, Tsa09, WB02, AGNS91, AG78, AAVG16, Bal89, Bal92,
BS72, BS05c, BB84, Bu99, Cad94, CH91, CD92a, CH06a, CHAS03, CG93,
CR73, CH88, CDDC97, CCC10, Die78, Die94, eDJg93, FB86, GR79a,
Goo78a, Goo82e, Goo83e, GL85, Goo86q, Gri04, HN80, Hoe81, HKK+16, Ho16,
Hoe89, HR12, JW11, Jin15, Ku90, Lai82b, LY96, LY99, LSS93, Len11b,
Li10, MB16, MZ77, Men00, OHLH82, PP16, RL14, Ruf07, Sch78, SGG13,
SL15, Smi89d, SB82c, SC00, SA14, WDCK15, ZK86, Goo87h, McN87].
Maximum-likelihood [RGN13, Goo78a, GL85, Len11b, SGG13].
maximum-likelihood/minimum-discrepancy [GL85].
maxima
[ COBH11, HOR17, KM12, KVK15, KW94, TP15b]. may
[ Kru88, Kru89a, MF02, Phi91]. MCEM [TTF07]. MCMC
[ BMK14, CR99, DR17, PD13, RRT99, TD14, Vir07]. MDEWMA [AM13].
MDIC [MMK10, MK12]. MDS [AAJ16]. Mean
[ FH15, FM16, AF17, AHM13, AG92, AO11, AOR13, AS90, AWJ+13, AA16,
Bak07, Bak08, Bal89, Bal92, Bho73a, Bho73b, BLP09, Bon81, Bon05, BTL93,
CCNA09, CT82, Che94, CN04, CL16, Che85, CM07a, CKN01, CSG81,
CV07, Cro74, EBA00, FB90, Fon92, Fre12, Fre16, GSW01, Gau11,
GMM+08, Goo84u, Goo84e, GBSS84, Goo84f, Goo84t, Goo92a, GR79b,
Haq14, HK16a, HP80, HT99, HMZ05, Jön07, KC02, KJ81, KR98, KL05,
Kru86a, LH79, LFC92, LAAuS+15, LP17, hL92b, LW14, LLBL14, Mac83,
MRR16, MF02, MG80, MK74, NY16, Nic96, Oht98, OWKC15, OBW05,
Psd2, PBWU78, PB93, PRR15, Pul79, QMZ16, RRR13a, RSR90, SGTKBL15,
SRP11, SRAO11, SL09, SB87, kSB90, STS14, Sun11, TS16, TK15, VC78,
VS91, WV79, Wan92, Wan08b, Wan08d, WN11c]. mean
[ YL15, Zar7, Zha00, Z11, ZMW13]. mean-adjusted [Jön07].
mean-covariance [QMZ16]. Mean-shift [FM16]. mean-square [PB93].
mean-variance [PR15]. meaning [Goo79]. meaningfully [Goo81a].
means [Alb83, Alb85, Auc86, BCX93, BW01b, BB96, Bho84, BR84, Bre93,
BHG01, CSAR93, CH06b, CH82, Fon90, GHDB89, HH92, HS86a, HH93,
JG83a, JUP86, hJ93, KKE17, KG80, KL13a, KTM05, Mar76, MK97b, Nag75, PA15, Pep93, PQ14, RRB10, RHSL11, Ros95, Roy93, SB88, SM003, SS95, TB88, TPW17, WM12, WN11b, WS04, WWS04, YP17. Measure [LP16b, AB11, Bic03, BS12, Goo83c, GL83, Goo85b, Goo93c, NdCOP15, SOU04, Tan01, WK03, Wil15]. Measurement [Sch02, SZS14, CCZJ17, CB10, CHH91, CG06, Edw95, GZB13, GM16, Goo82h, HBMAO15, Hol85a, HAC16, HHC15, Kim07, LMB08, Lit15, MFP14, PF16a, QZZ16, RS88b, STL16, Tho06, TL07b, Tsa10a, Wu11, ZR14, ZCZ17, ZL96]. measurements [CW74, DE06, DH14, GHDB89, LC10, Mar86a, MTS14, MC14, WDR86]. Measures [Kim92, AS00, ASS97, BS14, BZB08, BBG86, CBPW97, Da 15, DM16, FS94, FP07, GB15, Goo81d, GL83, Goo84p, Goo85p, GS87, Gra88, HT93, HL92a, HTZ+16, IM82, Jen93c, MH16, MC91, PC10, PY99, Pol94, PB04, SE90, TA11, VAI4, Wan90, Wei11, Wil75, WM95]. Measuring [Jon16]. meat [DV95]. mechanics [Goo82b]. mechanism [JY13, LL03]. media [Kel94]. Medialized [Goo89i, Goo90i]. median [AHO97, AOR13, CC16b, Gan93b, Hii87, HMP17, KJ81, MAEP14, MAAM10, PB01, RS15, SAD03, SMH97, WDCK15, ZZ15b, SB87]. Medians [PB02]. medical [Ell00, Goo84x, IHM78]. medium [Her11]. medoids [VPB03]. Mee [BVZP08]. Meh [MG15]. Meier [CC11a, CFOS02, Lec11, SKM14]. Mellin [Me08]. membership [GC17b]. memetic [WTJ17]. memory [AA11, BBC10, CGA09, CCY04, CR03, Cra05, DN06, FRB06, Goo86m, JK17, KKL+15, Kus11, RRP06, RL14, Sha10k, SB12b, WW06, Wan80d, WGP00]. Merging [SLA17, CC17a]. Mersenne [Goo80b, Goo85a]. Merton [Guo17]. Mes [Oh98]. meshes [SHLT17]. Meta [Sch00, CDJ02, JCKS09, JB15]. meta-analysis [JCKS09, JB15]. metamodel [KT94]. metamodels [SN05]. metaprinciple [Goo89i]. Method [Nic05, PT02, Wu02, ATH12, BZ14, Bel93a, BCT16, BCO13, CHTZ14, CCY04, CHe11, Cot13, CCMV07, Dem06, Dia10, EZ12, FS03, FR15, Fou80, Fra74, GL16, Gha01, Goo78g, Goo78j, Goo81o, Goo82d, Goo84n, GL85, Goo87a, Gai10, GA15, GK01, HT93, HK07, Her75, JL16, Jun08, Kah93, KX03, KKKM16, Kia10, Lee81, LAR09, LX14, LYL17, LLP+14, Man13, Mar81, May06, Med74, MKL13, MT80, MK97a, MADASAM11, NB13a, NB14, NHWT14, Ov10, PGV04, Rya80, ST13, SL98b, Sni89d, Sol90, Som85, TR75, TPM17, Tso15, Tso16, VA08, WyT17, WL07a, WD93, XY16, YP10, YPAC11, YL14, YM96, YST90, Zan08, ZCW+17, ZL09, dLHT17]. Methodology [Jer13, FGHRM12, GS78, JP14, RAN11, Sha10l, ZC03]. Methods [SHH85, Ait83, AB05, AY13, AL99, And07, BP15, Bay90, BG01b, CC05, CMC12, CGP15, CH98, CHT16, CM06, Cha96, CB03, CNZ04, CM01, DS11, DSL06, DL13, DAP15, DW80, Do92, DSS06, DHS1a, eE98, EK03, FC89, FS75, GSL+14, GHCJ09, GG75, GAM09, Goo80i, Goo82b, GS85, GL86, GSC87, HT93, HL05, HT12, HK92, HSW75, HZ93, HM98, Hum87, IGR13, JMM+17, JL96, Jou15a, Kar09, Ken79a, KF16, KEW13, KK11, KT94, LY99, Lee98b, Leg00, LN77, LW14, LX17, LW95, LYLM17, LOR04,
Lou84, LED16, MJ08, MRR84, Mei09, MH99, Mur78, MMT16, NL77a, NL08, NPJ14, Pap93, PPRW06, PQ14, JB15, RV08a, Roy93, SNGMRC16, dESM15, STG*+01, Sel08, SJZ17, SW83, Tay94, Tsa11, VKK14, VM96, WinGT95, Weg72, Wet96. methods [Wor89, WSPC09, Xic14, YS13, ZK86, ZZCS09, Zha16]. Metropolis [CS05, KK15, Lia10, VNM14, ZWCK16]. MEWMA [LL03]. MGARCH [CQJ12]. micro [KK91, KK93]. microarray [HTC07, LDB10, PZY*+14, SFC08]. Microsoft [OO12]. microwave [RB17]. mid [LPSL05]. middle [Goo85n]. midpoint [AH16, YGX14]. military [KMS17]. min [SSW95, Sar98]. mineral [Goo79g]. minima [BC82]. Minimal [WD16, Goo78l, TC75]. Minimal-maximal [WD16]. minimal-vocabulary [Goo78l]. MINIMAX [LL03]. minimax [CCHM08, DM78, Goo94k, PM02, STS94]. minimization [PM10]. Minimizing [VC78, YL14]. Minimum [EW91, PD03, PB93, WKL06, ANPV97, AZ05, BS94a, BW01a, CC11a, CH02, DI11, JCS07, MB16, MPFZ05, Oht98, Pak99, Sch78, SNP93]. minimum-discrepancy [GL85]. mining [PZY*+14, Sha09d, Sy01a]. minorants [JR17]. minus [Hut77]. mis [tKY95]. mis-specified [tKY95]. miscellaneous [Goo90k]. misclassification [FMC09, MG06, MMP08, NMCR14, RSY11, WL14]. misclassified [CB10, RZ13a]. mismeasured [Hu16]. Missing [VKK14, ASM*+11, AL94, Bho73b, Ciu13, CYPGM16, DK17, DM12, FVB13, FTS10, FHO15, HKK*+16, HLN*+15, Hua16, JY13, Jon16, Kal14, KAR13, Lin14, LLWY15, Mac83, NJdC14, STG*+01, Seo11, Shu12, ZM17, WL15b, YL15, ZL11]. missingness [JM05, UM14]. Misspecification [Fur08, DB84b, HKT04, LCLP15, MH07, PNW06, RB00a, WB94, Yan98]. misspecified [BJM92, ESI11, FRL17, Lye91, XWZS15, Jen89a, Jen89b, Jen89c]. misstatement [Goo83w]. Mixed [HBL14, Kuk99, AC08, AY14, AD15, AD16a, BCY16, BS05a, BV15b, CL11, CB10, Che06, CB03, DFT17, FH86, FHS12, FHO15, Goo81v, Goo83-28, GC17b, GMR15, HZ96, HCW07, HTZ*+16, Hua16, HKST17, JWWIL16, JSS09, Kri77, KP15, LW12, LLWY15, LP00, MBL15, Mog11, MC14, NL08, Paw01, Pes80, RV08a, Rol01, SRP11, SL17, SH16, Sp100, SBD10, SBI11, TFT07, VHV*+16, WL15b, WSLX17, WBS15, WO93, XLW10, ZR14, ZC13, dCFOM12]. mixed-effect [MC14]. Mixed-effects [HBL14, HTZ*+16, Hua16, LLWY15, MBL15, VHV*+16, XLW10, ZC13]. Mixture [BCY16, GZB13, PBM16, AHAH08, AJM11, Aku13, AHO97, AHADA00, AHAH06, AJAH07, Am085, AL96, Atk92, Beh72, Beh73, BZB08, CG93, CCD96, Cha16, CCK13, Cor00, CMH04, DP15, EG89, Eve88, Fall16, For97, GM79, GDR12, GY16, GYV*+13, HEB13, HMK00, Jalo5, JM10, JG92, LB08a, LL11, LNC17, LZZ*+15, MA17, MR03, Mou05, NM98, OZ81, Pap83, PT99, PJS15, RC98, SL15, SAM13b, SAM13a, SJF06, SCK01, TS17,
TGL12a, WPXL14, WH14, WW16b, WYX17, YL14, Yao15, Zha02, Zha06, ZF16, vdTGL97]. Mixture
[SHH85, AMAE97, Ėri97, FS10, FLB15, FMB16, GLLO14, Gne97, Hat86, HD77, Hos78, HL09, IMLG09, Jen95b, KX03, LDCL17, MAV17, WL07a]. MI
[AL93, AL94, Atk92, CR03, McG89], MLE [Dut99, MR03, WLT08]. MLEs
[CBG16, TN16]. mobile [DRC+16]. model [PP06a, YLG15]. modal
[PP06a, YLG15]. mode [And80, Bic03, NS89, War74]. Model [AW95, BCP02, CL13, CYPGGM16,
CY89, FP15b, HMO02, HHZ14, HAH14, LP16a, Lin14, LT14, LSA16, LZZ+15, LT95, MK14, OS02, PT02, PH95, Pet02, PBM16, RB00a, Sah03, Sch02, Van84, XWS15, YM09, AHAI14, AHAI5, AH90, AHAM15, Ahn16, AHJ92, AHADA00, AJAH07, AL15, Alw17, AR01, Ame12, AS12, AKAW15, AC00, AL99, ANPV97, AK16a, AAGV12, Atk92, A27, ABA12, BR16, BV16, BC08, BS94a, BD96, BH85, BG99, BH05, BBL13, Bor16, Bor15, BB89, CDF05, CG15, CB11a, COBH11, CLDB16, CCZ17, CGA09, CHR03, CJ10, Cel81, CW16, CY92, CL14, CT16, CC17b, CA12, CCK13,
CH14, CSC00, Con06, Con10, CB03, CG14, CSP14, CY91, Dag95.
DM98, DRYL08, DK05, DL80, DB84b, DW17, DBL10, RDD17]. model
[EB00, EKBO16, EBS86, FOC14, FH86, FW15, FI17, FH12, FP07, FF14, FRL17, FMB16, Fok07, FM13, Fri85, FTS09, FTS10, GBD16, GGC17, GJ16, Gao04, Gat00, GY16, G09, G95, GB17a, Goo86, Goo86b, Goo86c, Goo89m, GG16, Guo17, GL90, GV12, GG17, GSSN90, GDB15, HK00, HRR+17, HZ96, HPP97, HBRS11, HCA96, Hr11, HR12, HP95, Hsu02, HSC11, Hu02, HW12, HY14, HS13, HK07, HL92c, HHC15, HJH88, Ill15, Ism14, JP17, Jai85, JOS85, JY14, JYML13, J29, Ju16, JKL11, Kal14, KHA04, KN14, Kha12, KM06, KA13, Kib12, KW04, Kiz17, KA85, K15, KT85, KL09, MB10, LM15, LB08a, LF97, L91, Lec02a, LL06, LKK10, LL12, LCL15, LW82, Lem11b, Lem12, Lem13, LL07, LB08b, LS11, LW17, LXL17, LXL15]. model
[Llo93, LZ10, Man13, MSS14, MJ08, MJ16, MMP08, MC13, MC16, MBE00, Mc17, MS15, MFP17, MTS14, MM08, MG15, MCC04, Mou95, NC96, Nan98, NTC11, NCA+00, NL08, NM98, Oga07, Oht98, OWLP16, OCPC12, PSV11, PB17, Pap93, Par00, PO17, PRMM12, PD13, PNV06, PN98, P14, QM16, Qv92, RGNM13, Rai12, RYS11, RBC+15, Rod07, Saf13, SRP11, SB86, SS97a, SGCC10, SGR04, SP09, STL16, S01, S12b, SCW16, SY17b, Shi15, SKJ86, SYL+14, SRK13, Soh92, SB00, Sch7, SD92, Sy01b, TAY02, Th92, TX14, TGL12a, T10a, T5, T92, Ts93, VBL17, V07, VB81, WK09a, tKV95, WB09, WFX11, WY12, WZ17, WC17, WBAS15, WK06, WW03, WW07, Wu01, Wu16, Wu16c, WYX17, WX07, Xio99, XZ13, XZD15, YK06, Y06, YCD15, YYW15, YH85]. model
[Zha02, ZS05, Zha06, ZZXS17, ZLQ+17, ZF11, ZB13, dCOC16, vdTGL97]. Model-averaged [FP15b]. Model-based
[LP16a, Pet02, SM11, AKAW15, BG99, LXL17]. model-free
[LW17, SGCC10]. model-robust [MB00]. Modeling [BZB08, Law01, Sch02, Bow01, Gue85, Hun02, NK08, RB00a, Sha03e, Sha15c, Sha15i, Wet96].
Modelling [DRC+16, GY16, HEB13, KSJ16, MFD16, MR17, Pan99b, SCW07, WCC13, ZPL16, BAB15, CCNA09, CM05a, GHJC10, GG16, JY13, LS14, LLV+14, MBG17, MMK14, MBL15, MWL14, Mug16, PK16a, Par17, RPFOGRM17, SZ10, Sha15i, Sta16, SB96, TS04, dCOC16]. Models [BS02, HM95, Kuk99, OVL02, OS02, Sab02, AH09, AH13, AO16, AM87, Ahm99, AHC15, AD10a, ADRA15, Ako07, AH09, AHAH06, AsY86, AC08, AIf16a, AD01, AD03, AR16a, AAR93, AL96, ASB14, AI16, AMY07, AO13, BK17, BT14, BCY16, BJK16, BG11a, BS05a, BSS17, BC98, BBA15, BAMW14, BG11b, BB96, BG99, BT09, BK17b, Bon05, BEBG14, BV15a, Br92, BS01b, BG07, BV15b, CC05, CD92a, CYC09, CL11, CDG+15, CG91, CS15, CBPW97, CCNA09, CCMG14, CCM14, Cha16, CH91, CQ12, CR03, CW01, Che06, CLH14, CT14, CBS06, Cho98, CMW17, CDJ02, Cin13, CR73, CCNA05, CVS98, Cor04, CAO+17, Cor97, CS97, Cor00, CML17, CMH04, CCC10, Dag89, Dam82, DSP15, De97, DP15, DY16, DHP14].

models [BSS02, HM95, Kuk99, NK02, OVL02, OS02, Sab02, AH09, AH13, AO16, AM87, Ahm99, AHC15, AD10a, ADRA15, Ako07, AH09, AHAH06, AsY86, AC08, AIf16a, AD01, AD03, AR16a, AAR93, AL96, ASB14, AI16, AMY07, AO13, BK17, BT14, BCY16, BJK16, BG11a, BS05a, BSS17, BC98, BBA15, BAMW14, BG11b, BB96, BG99, BT09, BK17b, Bon05, BEBG14, BV15a, Br92, BS01b, BG07, BV15b, CC05, CD92a, CYC09, CL11, CDG+15, CG91, CS15, CBPW97, CCNA09, CCMG14, CCM14, Cha16, CH91, CQ12, CR03, CW01, Che06, CLH14, CT14, CBS06, Cho98, CMW17, CDJ02, Cin13, CR73, CCNA05, CVS98, Cor04, CAO+17, Cor97, CS97, Cor00, CML17, CMH04, CCC10, Dag89, Dam82, DSP15, De97, DP15, DY16, DHP14].

models [Dha85, Dic78, DRLP14, DGW10, DM79, Dod00, DP13, DS09, DFT17, DA13, Ebb73, oE89, Edw95, Ema16, EW91, Eve01, FH16, Fam12, FW13, FW15, Fk04, FP15a, FUOCN97, FCN99, FP14, FLB15, FNRM17, Fon90, FV13, FHO15, Fur91, GLLO14, GHCJ09, GS07, GDR12, GYV+13, GG75, GW94, GA01b, Gil95, GM16, GS73, GC17b, GS01, GLP72, GA95, Gri04, GM15, GI17, GSH04, HR07, HE00, HN80, HP15, HHI90, HV05, HK00, HT85, Hie81, Him97b, HM13, HMP17, HA10, HA13, HAC16, Hos91, Hou85, HCW07, HM98, HH93, HY16, HLN+15, HTZ+16, Hua16, Hud83, HKL17, HKKL17, JM10, JG87, Jen93b, JS00, JvBF13, Jou15a, JSS09, JHH09, JLM15, Kaj14, Kan17, KKE07, KKY15, KS87a, KK91, KS91, KK93, Kel94, Ken79c, Km93, Km98, KK14, KL17a, KF16]. models [KL94, KP04, KL12, KP15, Kum15, Kun92, LDL17, LP13, LY15, Law01, Lee81, Lee90, Lee98a, LG09, LL10, LC92, Lem11a, LCM12, Li01, LP09, LL09b, Li11, LZ11, LW12, Li15a, Lia10, LNC17, LK3a, LB96, LL08b, Lin14, LSA16, Liu81, LW04, LWH08, LLWY15, LZZ+15, LGW16, LWT+17, Lot82, Lou95, Lu97, LTL12, Ley91, LK13, LP00, MCZ17, Mah96, Mak00, Man15, MMK10, MRB15, MH16, Mar14b, MC13, MBL15, McG98, McK86, MS17, ME15, MFP14, MKW16, Men00, MT17, MGR15, Mog11, MGG78, Moi17, MMP12, MP96, MC14, NJR13, NJG88, dALNCdATc11, NS08a, NLK11, NFD00, OR92, OP00a, OP00b, OPB08, OS14, Ouy06, Owe81, ÖK17, PV17a, PK72, PM02, PZ10, Pan92, Paw01, PMP14, PAFPM12, PR84, PT99, QMQ16, Qu06, QQ82, QHB15, RRC97, Rid03, RV08a, RK17, RS17]. models [Rol01, RS90b, RVZRZP08, RAN11, RBK16, RA17, RV98, RWL95, RZ13b, SM03, SK08, SM15, SL17, SK87, SH16, Say12, SB05, Sco11, SL15, SF12, Sha10b, She09, Shi14a, Shi15b, SAC06, Shi07, SBO18, SC09a, Sma05, Son97, SB12h, SW90, Spe06, Spi98, Spi82, SN95, SC12, Su16, SZM17, SJF06, SS13, SCK01, SCB07, SO10, SBD10, SJ10, SR11, SB11, SP01b, SS88, SGB13, TS09, TT88, TTF07, TNG+06, THG15, TL07b, TAM+03, TNM17, TZA10, TC08, TC10, Tsi02, Tsi15, UGK13, UM14, VG06, VHV+16, VRC13, VP16, VG05, VS93, VS94, VG01, VNM14, VAW15, WM15, WLT08,
models
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motion
motions [CM07b].
motions [CM07b].
moving-average [Cho98, Del83, Jou15a]. mRMR [BCT16]. MSV [CQJ12]. much [BCL93, WG92]. Muller [Dia10]. Multi
[Cha14, GR08, KGA12, MH78, RAB14, UA16, WTJW17, XX15, AR10, AB03, BAL83, Coa95, DBVK02, DH81b, GIW80, GB17b, IMLG09, JSS09, LF83, LZNLO8, PP06a, PAS03, RWC17, SQ07, TB82, WyT17]. multi-armed [Coa95]. Multi-attribute [GR08]. multi-dimensional [JSS09, LZNLO8]. multi-factor [Pas03]. multi-factorial [AB03]. multi-modal [PP06a]. Multi-objective [KGA12, RAB14, UA16, WTJW17, GB17b, WyT17]. multi-sample [AR10, Bal83, DH81b, LF83, TB82]. multi-service [DBVK02]. multi-Smirnov [GIW80]. Multi-stage [MH78, RWC17, SQ07]. multi-state [IMLG09]. Multi-step [Cha14, XX15]. multiattribute [HWA’14]. multiclassification [TS04]. multicentre [NS09]. multicollinear [YA16b]. multicollinearity [BKR17, BAT11, IC80, Jur12, SM96]. multicomponent [AP06]. Multicovariate [NS08a]. Multicovariate-adjusted [NS08a]. multidimensional
[Bai16, CC90b, Cox13, FTS09, FTS10, Goo81q, KC16, QX12, SBO81]. multifactor [HK92, TQP10]. multiflicative [GH82a]. multigamma [MH12]. multilayer
[BB99]. Multilevel
[SNC09, CC05, GM16, GI17, Yuc17]. multimodal [AB10]. multinomial
[AB15, BN96, Fre09, GG77, Goo78g, Goo81-29, Goo82i, GL85, Goo86p, HSC16, HAH14, Hut77, JSS00, Kwo96, Law92, Ma97, Nan98, Pap83, RGNM13, RV98, SH72, ZS05, Goo86p]. multinomials
[Goo79j, GL85, GL88]. multinominal [Jon75]. multinormal
[BH073a, Dea86]. multinormality [GS87]. Multiple
[Ano06d, AHJ16, CSAR93, DG16, GG17, LPZ02, AASM03, AA09b, AKU11, Arn79, BK17, BG11a, BCLM17, CSJ15, CB07, Che01, CB97, CH88, DS11, DC02, DS89, DDD10, DYX15, FC96, GB99, Goo79e, Goo83a, Goo84c, GC17b, GL90, Haw79, IJI85, HT07, Hut93a, JIn15, KKL17, KS17b, KK15, KL17c, Li15b, LP05, LJJZB05, LL16, MMW91, NP81, NTTG13, NJdC14, QXY17, SA12, San89, SC95, SFS15, SLA17, sS12b, SP00, SGS85, Som84, SOU04, SU11, Tan01, Tho06, TKJ13, TK16, WK75, WDCK15, WDR86, WGP00, Will15, WPC15, Wu16b, Xie14, XS17, YZ15, YYG16, Yuc17, Zha15]. multiple-choice [Arn79, Goo79e, Goo83m, Hut93a]. multiple-group
[CB07]. multiple-membership [GC17b]. multiple-point [KK15]. multiplications [Goo85d]. multiplicative [BLP09, KW96, LLBL14, O’N82]. Multiplicity [cDJgS93, Hwa11]. multiplier [Fur08, Lee81, Se92]. multipliers [JGPF17]. multiply
[DFY08, FM15b, KH09, SBS14, WY11, WLL12, WC14]. multiplying
[Goo85d]. multipopulation [KT94]. Multiresolution [MN15].
multisample [Mur12]. Multiscale [WGP00]. multiset [RS89]. Multistage [PB00, PNW06]. multistate [DDD17]. multivariable [ZCW+17].

**Multivariate**
[Ban78, CF10, CP91, ESRV98, Gat00, HHR02, KS17b, LJDK02, Lem13, LMFMA15, PJJR15, Sha11d, YR06, AJFB14, AS89, Ahm92, ASY82, ABP16, AS90, ARB13, AD15, AD16a, Ano06a, Ano06d, AI16, AZ05, BCY16, BN01b, BPP00, BGS07, BAKZ16, BW01a, BP78, Bho73b, BD01, BS12, BS14, BJ82, CD92a, CLDB16, CGA09, CP95, CT82, Che85, CA12, CKPS11, CH82, DS11, Dem06, DFY08, Die83, Dog15, DC13, DC15, DCA03, EP92, ES88, Eve88, FSB07, FJ84, Fun88, GSL+14, GB99, GBCS16, Goo82d, GH83b, GV16, GR79b, GN89, GB17b, HR07, HL97, HT12, HZ14, HS04, HL92a, Hut93b, J.83, JH01, JV14, KGA12, KL05, Kwo95, LC92, hL92b, LZNLo8, LNC17, LLWy15, Loh86, LK83b, Ma99, MM13a, MA17, MK74, MM05, MV14].
multivariate [MFP14, MFP17, MHS04, Mur15, Nad99, Nat82, Nom14, OvP10, PC11, PJ15, Par87, PRS87, PK16b, PL15, RAB14, RFG86, RWC17, Rig95, RS90b, SMO03, SL5W15, SKC15, SFS15, She91, SA15, SGH85, Sol90, SW90, SLD16, SR16, SKTC11, TD13, Tsa10b, UA16, WL15b, Wan15, WBG15, Wil08, Wor89, Yuc17, ZZ17, ZL09, vBBGOR06, Goo90d].

**Multivariate-multiple** [KS17b]. municipal [YFT10]. muscle [DV95].

**Multiverse**
[BH96]. mutation [WyT17].

**Multiverse-multiple**
[KS17b].

**Mutual**
[BS12].

**Mutually**

natural [BS16, Goo85p, WL15c]. Naval [Goo00]. NBUE [AB14]. Near [May99, GB15, May06]. Nearest [GD92, Dog89, Dog92, KKL15, LW95, Whi94]. Nearby [CV02, VO08, Kem84, Sin90c]. nearness [CH90, KC89]. necessary [BMPZ14, Goo93a]. need [Goo89k]. needs [Con10]. Negative [JS00, AJ82, CC01, DLS06, Fam98, FI17, FDGD16, Fu16, GGD17, GY16, HY14, Jon86, JJJH09, KS17b, LI15a, LP85, Ma99, Mán13, MS17, MW04, Mog11, Pap83, PA15, SP11, SB82b, SL89b, SP01b, TTNCO9, Yan93, You14, YXZ16, Zac80]. negative- [Jon86]. negative-binomial [Zac80]. negatively [EG89]. neighboring [SNB07b]. neighbour
[Dog89, Dog92, GD92, GS01, KKL15, LW95, Whi94]. neighbourhood [RD8F16]. Nelson [CFOS02]. Neologisms [Goo81u]. Nested [GI17, TW14, BJM92, BE86, BBG86, CNL17, EBA00, GMR15, HOF12, Kan17, McN08, Whi95, XMC+14]. Nesting [AB13, Koh81]. nests [Gup84]. net [PK16a, XX15]. net-type [PK16a]. nets [Goo81k]. Network [Aok02, DSS06, DE06, HP95, KBL+15, SZS14]. networking [PSS15]. networks [AMYY07, DBVK02, DSS06, LH14, STG+01, SL98b, VC15, YFT10, dB15].
neural [AMYY07, HP95, STG+01, VC15, YFT10, dB15]. neuro [JY14].
nuclear-fuzzy [JY14]. neuronal [Dog93]. neurotransmitters [CMQ03].
neuron [Goo89u, RS97]. Newcomb [Goo86l]. newly [Goo86k]. News
[And79, Ano79m, Ano80o, Ano80p, Ano80q, Ano80r, Ano81q, Ano81r,
Ano81s, Ano81t, Ano82n, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ger78,
Hel78, HA78, HN83, Hel86, HZ88, SF77]. Newton [BR84, KC97c]. Neyman
[Bog91, Goo82a, Goo83r, Goo84r, LL13, PSV11, QD83]. Nielsen [Goo83v].
no [Hab84, Hos87]. Node [WB02, LH14]. Noise
[LLBL14, BLP09, CR03, RL14, WHX+17]. nominal [LL08b]. Non
[CNL17, DG02, Fur07, KKL14, Med16, MBH91, Mun06, SD02, SJK06, Wei79,
AP85, AO12, AAR93, AR16b, And95b, BJM92, Bak07, BCJG12, Bar77,
Bar78, BRL82, BD82, BEBG14, CHTZ14, CHM09, CS95a, Che05, Chi79,
DDD90, DFY08, DB84b, DFT17, FDGD16, Fie93, Fri79, GSL+14, GYV+13,
GK05, GH83a, GS84, Gri09, HBT12, HY16, Hua16, JG10, JG16, JYML13,
Kali4, Kel16, KSJ16, KP79, LW15, Lei83, Lev78b, LEG85, LL15b, LW95,
LJY15, Llo10, LOR04, Ma59, Mak00, MF02, MS17, MW04, MK97a, Mye98,
NJ13, NTG13, Nic05, OSdVM13, PC11, PO14, PYC93, Pet80, PBT2, RAB14,
RR10, Rhi86, Rod76, SK08, SRP11, SPK09, SA92, SP00, Sim00, SSK13,
SS92, Sma05, Spe06, Sta10, SR00, SKJ17, Tan82, TT86, Tsu93, TK16,
WBGJ15, WYK16, Wes72].
on [Wil10, WN11a, WN13, XY16, Yuc17, ZA09, Zue96]. non-[Bar78].
non-Bayesian [HBT12]. non-binary [GSL+14]. non-central
[Che05, Fie93, Ma99, Rod76]. non-distinctness [Yuc17]. non-equiprobable
[GH83a, GS84]. non-Gaussian [DFY08, Sim00, Sma05]. non-Gaussianity
[LW15]. Non-Homogeneous [SD02, Spe06]. non-identical [AR16b].
non-ignorability [Yuc17]. non-ignorable [LLWY15]. non-ignorably
[Kali4]. non-inferiority [Llo10]. Non-informative [KLK14, SSK13].
non-integer [PB72]. non-isomorphic [Sta10]. non-iterative
[HY16, MK97a]. Non-linear
[SJF06, Wei79, And95b, CHM09, Fri79, Nic05, PYC93, SK08]. Non-linearity
[Fur07, Zue96]. non-monotone [JM10]. non-monotonicity [GK05].
non-negative [FDGD16, MS17, MW04]. Non-nested [CNL17, BJM92].
non-normal [AAR93, Bak07, Bar77, BEBG14, CS95a, DFT17, GYV+13,
Hua16, JYML13, KP79, LL15b, MF02, Mye98, NTG13, PO14, RRB10,
SPK09, SP00, SSK92, Tan82, WN11a]. non-normality
[AO12, DB84b, Lev78b, Rhi86, SA92, SP00, TT86]. non-normally
[Mak00, TK16]. non-null [Wes72]. non-orthogonal [LEG85].
Non-Parametric
[DG02, Med16, MBH91, Mun06, AP85, BRL82, Chi79, DDB09, Gri09, Lei83,
LW95, OSdVM13, Pet80, SRP11, WYZK16, Wil10, WN13, XY16, ZA09].
non-positive [BD82]. non-random [PC11]. non-regular [BCJG12].
non-repairable [JG16]. non-response [NJ13, RAB14]. non-standard
[Kel16]. non-stationary
[CHTZ14, Gri09, KSJ16, LOR04, SKJ17, Tsu93, WBGJ15]. noncausality
noncentral [Cha94, CS94, CJ95, Éri97, GJ82, Gue78, pH78, Han79, Lee92, Mar96a, Mar96b, Pos94]. nonconforming [HL97, HL98]. nonconvex [LOK16]. nonfeasible [Dup96b, Dup96a]. nonhomogeneous [Har89, KW00, SL93]. nonignorable [FTS10]. noninferiority [Wel16]. nonlinear [BPH12, BV15b, CCNA09, Ciu13, CVS98, Cor04, CCC10, DH77, DH82a, EKBO16, FG13, GLLO14, GV16, HS77, HL92c, KKE07, Kar99, KMS17, LCM12, LS11, LL08b, MBL15, ME72, MR03, Mou05, NCAHC+09, Par12, Pau92, RAB14, RS17, SN05, Sel08, SC09a, SR16, SS88, TS09, WB15, XLW10]. nonlinear-multivariate [WBG15]. nonlinearity [TY90]. Nonmonotonic [CV07]. nonnegative [Wat77]. nonnormal [Bon06, CY99, DM93, Hon90, Sch83]. nonnormality [Bur14, DS89, KKB85, KEW13, RBHSL11]. nonnull [GN89]. nonorthogonal [EL75]. Nonparametric [AR10, ACNT05, BDG04, BS14, CH6803, CC90a, CMH04, DM12, Kap87, KS97, KP79, KP82, Ned11, PL16b, RS77, SK11, She12, She15a, TPW17, VDBA14, WK03, Weg72, Woo85, YZ15, ZC15, ASY81, Alt92, AB97, AGM15, BP78, Bow85, BR00, CJ00, CYPGGM16, CM01, DS11, DP06, DS10a, DFPT16a, Die83, Dio81, DC15, DC16, DMF83, Far90a, Goo84s, Goo84n, HMSC89, HT93, HB06, JG96, KC73, KSS7b, Lai82b, LMSX16, LT90, Lu14, Mar92, NY16, Neu07, NA09, PP06b, SK17, WBAS15, WM91, WDB75, WWW15, Xu17, ZC03]. nonrandom [MS95]. Nonregular [BCP02]. nonresponse [JvBF13]. Nonstationarity [JH90a]. nonstationary [KS91, MKL13, Rid03, SP97]. nonsymmetric [Bar79, Cro74]. nonzero [KP99]. Norm [Wu02, OP04, SA95]. Normal [Gue97, ARY15, Ahm92, ASS04, AL15, AS90, AB16b, AD15, AAR93, AAVG16, Attk2, ABA12, BMM14, Bak07, Bal89, Bal92, BPP00, Bar77, Bar78, BCX93, BCL93, Beh72, Ber73, BGR94, BB96, Bho73b, Bon81, BD09, BEB14, BG07, Bre93, Bru75, BS94b, CP95, CMC13, CCNA09, CC16a, CT82, CS95a, CBN04, Che85, Cho88, CMK01, CH06b, CSP14, CAT78, Dea86, Dia10, DM93, DC13, DW90, DFT17, DPK11, Dut99, DL75, EW91, Eti81, ES88, Eve01, FB90, FL15b, FMB16, Fis73b, Fon92, GSN14, GM79, GsW01, Gao04, GLLO14, Gat00, GK00, GYV+13, Goo78k, Goo81z, Goo87c, GA15, GT78, GC03, GGAM13, HS73, HL97, HL98, HK16b, Hat86, HH92, HL13, Hay15, HD77, Hos78, Hua16, Hut93a, JYML13, KL17, KP79, KP82, KN89, KR89]. normal [KL05, KTM05, Kwo95, LMB08, LH97, Lev82, hL192b, LW14, LL15b, LB96, jLP05, LZ11, Lon12, MAV17, MB16, MF02, MG80, MK74, Mat79, MK7b, Mye98, NTG13, Nom14, Oga07, PO14, PP06c, PT99, PJR15, Pull97, RR10, RA81, RS90b, RJ06, RW93, SM03, SMO03, SB73, SSM95, SL15, SP09, SP00, SS92, Sol90, Som85, SW83, SLL00, SG15, Sun11, Tan82, TW91, TK15, TKS78, VS93, VS94, WK90b, Wan08b, Wil11, WN11a, WN12, WZX13, XZD15, ZA12b, dABS16, vdTGL97]. normal-theory [Oga07]. Normality [HHR02, SD02, AO12, And80, BM86, BN95, BRY17, BDB08, CF10, CS95b, DFY08, DB84b, DL92, EA78, EEÖ88, Eve88, FRS06, FSBN07, Goo96b, Han10, HT12, HL92a, JPe14, KR16, Lev78b, Loh86, MP15, MM05, Mei09, Mei11,
Nou10, NA11b, Nou17a, Par92, PZ10, PRS87, Poi92, Rhi86, RDC10, RA17, SNG12, SA92, SR00, TTT86, Val07, Wan15, YS11, YY07, You93, ZA12a, Che03]. normalization [Str89]. Normalized [Aly90, CS95b]. normalizing [GA95, Lia10]. Normally [Goo89k]. Normals [JS02]. normative [Goo89k]. Norms [WM99]. northeastern [FcC05]. notation [And92]. Note [Jam01, MM80, WM90, AN03, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano06g, AK86a, BF87, BM14, BA19, BC94, BR92, BD84, BP92, Che94, CY91, CH02, Dev82, DFPT16a, Die94, Ebb73, Fls73a, Frel7, Frel79, GGdC17, Goo83j, Goo84q, Goo85f, Goo86s, Goo92c, HT83, Han94, Hoe89, HSSY04, HSWF07, Kla15, KA82, Kru12, KL90, Kwo96, Lac90, Lam05, LL99, Lee99, LS86, LRV17, Lei83, Lev05, LPV13, Mad77, MG00, Mar98, McK86, Mur78, PT99, PS09, Rid80, SAJ08, SL87, SA83, Smi78, TS17, Tho89, TKT89, Wan99, Wec94, Wil98, WL10, Wu12, ZL16, ZR93]. Notes [YKB86]. Noticed [Goo84r]. novel [AP17, Ism16, LLXY17, WHX17, Wu11, YAEU13]. Novick [RPN15]. nowcasting [MFD16]. np [HWA14, Wel82]. NP-hard [Wel82]. NSGA [SFS15]. NSGA-II [SFS15]. nuclear [CC89, RT88, RT90]. nuisance [CRV15, JP17, Li10, Mug16, Pep93]. Null [Fra88, CRV15, Cou07, Fon80, Goo85b, Goo94g, HT80, Hwa11, Joc81, LMB80, MY90, PGT09, QYX17, SA92, West2, ZY04]. number [Bay90, Cha16, DM05, Fle95, GY16, Goo80a, Goo81-29, Goo82, GH82b, Goo83j, Goo85j, Goo85l, Goo86f, Goo89d, HM88, HSK16, HT80, Hwa11, KW96, Kun92, Kun98, LSS08, MBH91, NO75, Pad78, Pau84, Pes80, RH76, RDUR13, Sah79, SSS90, Tan91, WL07a, Won85, dABS16]. numbers [AAR93, Goo79b, Goo93d, Goo94c, Goo98a, GB17b, HJ85, Kru03, L97, Lak81, McF16, PX97, SC95, Son97, WD93, YD16, Zur93]. Numerical [Bar72, BH82, CAT78, CNFO05, DL18, DD77, Dutt77, DH81a, GB99, GK00, GS73, KS87b, LDR92, PS85, She91, TL07a, TA92, C84, CBPW97, CGP15, DS11, DLS06, Dec76, Goo85d, LPS12, Mal06, Mur12, Nor84, PX97, PP90, PQ99, PV93, Rod76, TA08, Dan79]. numerical [Goo89t, Goo89u]. numerology [Goo92c, Goo94a, Goo95a, GJH90]. nutrition [Goo78b].

occlusion [LLP+14]. occupation [DDD17]. occurrence [She09]. occurring [Dan80a, Goo84w]. Ocean [CG97]. odd
[BCY+17, CAO+17, Goo83t, dCOC16, ACN+17]. odds
[Alb87, ABH82, Pig91, ZRH15]. oedemology [GG78]. off [BS94a]. offences
[CW16]. offs [GA95]. old [LM74]. Olkin
[ASH16, GGAM10, LLGP17, MS11, dESM15]. OLS [Sha87b]. omissions
[Goo80a]. omitted [Oht98, SGW94]. omnibus [ES86]. Omnitab [JCM72]. On-line [EL75, FG13, QLV16]. One [Abb95, HS73, Kru88, RZ13a, RR77, RVZRP08, SS99, YW02, AS15c, AT95, ABH82, AW17, BEBG14, BE86, Ca087, CR93, CG94, Cic89, CCNAF95, DHP14, DS15, Don97, DC16, Dow02, Edi83, EEO88, FBC09, Goo78c, GL83, Goo86j, HK00, HK84, JO85, KP15, Kwo95, LKKL07, LS86, Lem77, Loh73, LZ10, Mar92, NO75, Nat82, PO14, PHCS11, PCMMA13, PQ84, Pie94b, Pos79, SB15, SK11, SL09, Tan01, WB73, WW03, Wu16b, XM09, YML14, YCA15, Goo84e]. one- [Nat82]. one-fold
[BE86]. one-parameter [CCNAF95]. one-regressor [DHP14]. One-sample
[RR77, CR93, Cic89, DS15, DC16, Edi83, EEO88, Goo78c, LS86, Lem77, Loh73, Mar92, PQ84, Pos79, WB73]. one-sided
[HS73, RVZRP08, SS99, AW17, CG94, Don97, KP15, Kwo95, PHCS11, YCA15]. one-stage [Wu16b]. One-step [Abb95]. One-way
[Kru88, RZ13a, BEBG14, Dow02, Goo86j, HK00, JO85, LKKL07, LZ10, PO14, Pie94b, RVZRP08, WW03, XM09, YML14]. Online
[EK03, Akn13, Gau11, SGGC10, YL14]. only [Goo84s, Mug16]. only-just
[Goo84s]. open [HS13]. operating
[kky15, LYQ+15, PSB03, Sha15d, Sho86]. operation [War74]. operational
[HFSGD11]. Operations [Sha13b, Sha05f]. operator [CKP15, Gri92]. operators [Hig97]. ophthalmologic [AB08]. opposition [Dav79]. optical
[GS78]. Optimal
[Alw17, ABJR13a, ABJR13b, CG94, DA16, DB10, DB11, Hua11, HW17, IC00, IA10, KS17a, KW04, LY13, LXL11, PDS16, Pot81, RW77, Wor89, YBA15, ATH12, Ang03, BABB86, DBC12, Gm93b, HH92, HMK00, Hir11, HP95, HS91, JP17, Jm82b, KIA12, LSL10, LY15, LiT95, LGPP96, LLB12, MJ16, MRR84, PT14, RK81, SP16, SNG12, Sin90b, WN11a, Won95, WL14, Aio14c]. optimality [Jen83, WPXL14]. optimization
[CMCH12, GZ17b, Hua85, KGA12, LOK16, PK72, San12, WC79, SCW81, SY01b, WH14, Wt17, ZCW+17]. optimizations [Sha11b]. optimized
[LLXY17]. Optimizing [RS88]. Optimum
[AEGK11, RM02b, CZ02, GB17b, Jai85, JG83b, KGA12, MM08]. Option
[Guo17, MS15, SJZ17]. optional [Goo91]. options [CCYO4, JK14, Meh15]. Orcutt
[Alt92]. Order
[Bal85, GAL02, GV02, LB07, LT95, OS02, Ros06, Sch72, Ada91, Agg87, AJFB14, AHA10, AC00, And92, BS95, BS13, BZA15, BT16a, Bar77, BA15, BHZ08, CRV15, CG15, CL11, Che03, CHL14, Chi00, CVS98, Dag95, DL80, EN90, EK98, FP11a, FP15a, FP17, FUOCN97, FGRM12, Fre07, Fur07, Gha16, GP07, GRPP10, GV81, HS85, HS86a, HP11, IMLG09,
JKM16, JR96b, Kim98, KL17b, KP99, LL10, Llo10, MMP15, Mas03, Mye98, NSMFR15, Nic96, O’N82, Par81, Pol94, Rai12, RT78, RA01, RS88b, SZ02, SGTKBL15, SAB15, SMO03, SBS14, She83, SWZ15, SH72, SAT16, TP15a, Tse84, TA92, UY12, Van94, VDBA14, Wil79, YL85, ZS16b, ZNAEB98.

ordered [AR16b, BB96, BK96, GYV 13, GBCS16, HM85, KAS96, KTM05, Law01, LB08b, LiT95, MW84, Mar76, Poo80, RM96, SAB15, SH72, TC11, TB85, WL07b].

Ordering [RB00b, BN96, KG80].

orders [Goo80a].

orders [Tan01].

Ordinal [Pet02, AB08, BD96, BZB08, DP15, Dem06, FH16, MGG78, RWL95, TAY02, TH05, XYT08, BF87].

ordinary [Lee02b].

organic [Goo98a].

oriented [MN15, Wu01].

original [YM90].

Ornstein [HKST17, Zha11].

orthant [Di 05, DL75, RW93, Sol90].

orthodox [Joh90a].

Orthogonal [Tay90, Abd95, Agg87, DN94, Gup84, JP11, Jou15b, LEG85, SB91, TP15a, ZCW+17].

orthonormal [hL92b].

other [And80, AE87, BAB15, CSS83, DRB17, Dow02, Goo83e, Goo93b, MH72, MP15, ML79, TR75, VC78, WNB07, WLL12].

Outcome [BS16, GG17, TK16, YYG16].

Outcome-adaptive [BS16]. outcomes [BS16, CB10, DFY08, EP92, JM10, MA17].

Outlier [CC17a, DE06, DC13, IM82, Jur12, Par17, PMP14, SS12a, Sim87, AKU11, CP91, CK04, DS11, Haw79, HMM13, MH09, Pop08, SM96, SDWL17, SCB07, Wil08].

Outlier-free [CC17a].

outlier-multicollinearity [SM96].

Outlier-resistant [Par17].

Outliers [LH93, AHM13, Ano78g, BG94, CP95, CB97, CBS06, FMB16, Fun88, Hou85, KE10, KL17c, RBHS11, SB12a, SC12, SO10, SB11, ZY04, ZLW16].

output [DP13, kSwXR93].

Outsourcing [Sha06d].

Outstanding [Sha07].

over-dispersed [CYC99, HK16b, SKJ17].

over-dispersion [PA15].

over-relaxation [Hum87].

overall [BH95].

overcome [Win75].

over-dispersed [KKM+15, PCMA13, vdTGL97].

overdispersion [HH97b, Joh95, JJH09, Lu97].

overestimations [KC16].

overflows [Goo78j].

overparameterized [HH93].

overshoot [CP76].

overview [LZGW14, MBE00].

Owen [RVZRZP08].

ozone [DE06, PAFPM12].

P [BBHW95, ACG+16].

P-splines [ACG+16].

P-values [BBHW95].

package [Sha03e, Wan15, YS13].

packing [JT80, Lot82, Zhe88].

Page [Hol85b].

pair [Alw17, Dia10, Phi91].

pair-approximation [Alw17].

paired [AOH16, AP17, DA87, Jun08, LLM16, Mun06, O’G09, SHP12, SCAH05, Goo84f].

paired-comparison [DA87].

pairs [GL84, GL88, HA10, Shi85].

Pairwise [FHS12, RBHS11, RR13a, BH95, FMK15, HM98, KKM16, LPV13, MG06, Ng96, RR10, Zha15].

Pairwise- [FHS12].

Palm [Chi08, NHGS14].

panel [AB16a, Fük16, GOS09, Jön07, Kim07, Mei11, PPRW06, SS13, SBD10, YK15].

paper [BMM14, Bru75].

papers [Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c,
Ano78d, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano80e, Ano80f, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, Bro74, HL84].

parabolic [GB17b]. parachute [GZT14]. paradox [Goo80k, Goo82a, Goo86f, Goo89h]. paradoxical [Goo94h]. paragraph [Goo83-29, Goo83-30, Goo83-28]. Parallel [PK92, SA16, AHH17, Con06, HC17, KS04, PSW98, PS14, WZS17, Goo84t]. parallelism [SFSS85, TS16]. Parallelizing [MMW91]. Parameter [ABA12, BS92, BS02, DPK11, Kap88, Liu08, NB13b, NLHD12, RT14, Sho95, SWLZ15, XZZ15, Ada97, Adk12, AP15, ASH16, AY15, AS15b, AHH07, And97, AKV17, BT14, Bak14, BLC04, BG94, BB12, Bha01, BG07, CG15, CH06a, CMC12, CCMGAA14, CCM12, Che97, CC09, CA12, Chr15, Cobs98, Coi13, CCNAF95, CVS98, Dag89, DHP14, DAB11, DB11, Dvp96b, Dvp96a, DW01, FWF16, FRL17, FFNC07, FFNC08, FL82, FRB06, FTS09, GZB13, GRPP10, Goo86p, GA15, GGSSR09, Han17, HAH14, HY14, HKL17, Ill16, JK08, JP17, Jam01, JKM16, KKE07, Kk90, KPH05, KH09, KH04, KC97a, KC16, KR15b, LSC08, LS99, Luc08, Mar10, ML74, Mug16, NSR14, NB13a, NB14, NB15a, NB16, Ng96, OK17, PV17a, PSK14, PK16a, Par17, Pep93, PB72, PS14, PK11]. parameter [PW83, RP01, RL14, Rod76, Rol01, SP11, SF13, San12, SGG13, STL16, SN83, SA04b, SSK13, SC09b, SJ10, TH09, Tza09, Tza11, UP01, Van03, WK90a, WW06, Wan08b, WJ05, WLK06, Win75, WL90, Woz94, Wu03, WWL09, WY11, WWC11, WLL12, WC14, WBE80, Xio99, YK15, YX03, YXW07, YAAB87, Zan79, ZK86, ZZXS17]. parameterization [KH04]. parameterized [PV17b]. Parameters [YT96, AE11, AS15a, Ada96, ABE83, ABE85, AHJ92, ANAA97, AB16b, BP86, BZ14, Bha01, BS01b, CRV15, CDG]+15, CM10, CM17, Che11, Dav93, De 97, DRYL08, DN13, Die94, DA16, DA13, Fro95, GAB14, GZP05, GM16, HV93, HH96, HZ03, HS91, Ism04, JKM16, KSM16, LL91, LB08b, LS99, Lii01, LGW16, Lou95, MW84, MM13a, MTO08, MS99, MKDM94, MADSAM11, NB13a, NB14, NB15a, Ng96, NW09, Nie06, PA15, Pes80, Pol94, PL16b, Pou04, PW83, QC03, RA01, RYS11, SS86, SM94, SRA01, SPK09, SB82a, STW15, SAM13b, SAK14, TAY02, Tay94, TK14, Tue01, VM00, VB81, WM15, WH14, Wor89, WL90, Woz94, Wu16b, ZS16a, ZY15]. Parametric [CT14, Chi10, DG02, HL90, PP06b, PN86, XMC+14, AP85, BT16a, BRL2, BG01a, BCLM17, Bz15, CG97, Chi79, CWM17, CMH04, DDB09, Dey84, FRB06, GG75, GC17a, GO03, GRPP10, Goo87h, Gri09, GSH04, JK17, KL10, Lei83, LP09, Li11, LP92, LW95, MYS01, Med16, MHB91, ME15, Mun06, OSVM13, Pet80, QQ82, RB00a, Saf13, SRP11, WYZK16, WU10, WZS17, XY16, Xie14, YPAC11, YA16b, ZA09]. parametrization [Lem11b]. parent [Pro89, VW78]. Pareto [LL93, ST87, Ts02]. Pareto [AS15a, AS12, AKJ16, BS01b, CC17b, DAB11, Dvp96b, GB17a, Han17, HSC11, Hua11, IAGEK11, Lon12, Mou01, Nad10, RASR16, SSD17, SA04b, Wu03, Wu10, WLL12]. part [AKS+15, And95c]. Partial [Bén94, Sho95, AL99, BCO13, Fuk11, Goo83t, Goo83y, Goo92e, JAK93,
Leg00, LM13, Mag75b, MP81, Mal16, MS95, NHWT14, QX12, RAN11, RW96, TC73, WL15a, Wu16a, Goo79q, Goo92d, Goo92e, Kru79]. partially
[AAH808, AS15a, AR16a, Ano14c, BCJG12, DL80, Goo89v, Ism10, IA10, Ism14, KHA04, LP09, LGW16, PK72, QMZ16, Qu06, ZZ17]. partially-censored [DL80]. particle
[CM07b, Ned11, RS97, SLHT17, Sel08, WH14, WyT17, YTN14, dSdS17]. particles [How85]. Partitioning [GW94]. partition [TO04, WYW12]. partitioning [GT90, Mur78, RZ13b, VPB03, Goo79f]. passing [How85]. past [AAGV12, Li14, Zar17]. Path
[Aok02, CP12, Goo80m, DF80, Goo78h]. patients [RL08]. Pattern
[ASB14, Ant95, Bog95, CM14, DH77, Goo81j, Goo82o, Goo82a, Goo83k, GS84, Goo90j, GJLL02, KG80, Pos78, Pos79, Pos82, PO06, Ray85, RS17, Rud86, SC09a, Wes72, YAAB87]. Pearson-
[Zha17]. penetration [NB00]. Penrose [AG85, KMK87, Ken79e, Tre94]. pepper [WHX+17]. Percentage [BCX93, Bho73b, SWK73, CT88, Dan87, HB78, KC96, Kwo95, Mat79, Par92, SKC75]. Percentiles [CL91, BM92, GIW80, HP11, KW78, LP10, PT03, ST74, SHST13, Kru86b, Kru90b]. perceptrons [BB99]. Perfect [Đog01, CS05, MH12]. perform [BBV17]. Performance
[BP01, CC05, Cor95, DDD10, HSM02, Kib04, LF16, LG09, LS13, Moh17, OVL02, SHH85, Var81, WLT08, WM12, Wu16a, ÁGR06, Atrk92, BG78, BF83, Be93a, BS01b, CS17, CM98, Dag89, Dag95, DS11, DK05, DFPT16b, HA13, HSW07, HSC11, Hua91, Khe08, Kun98, Lac92, LS14, LK13, MM13a, Mar83, MB86, Moo90, NO10, Oht98, RV08a, RReA13, STG+01, SHW93, SL88, Tar12, WB09, Wu11, WC14]. Performances
[Kal14, Don97, Fro89]. period [Fuk11]. Periodic [TC75, AH09, Sm805]. periodicity [AH07]. periodogram [Gle97, McS06]. Permanent
[RH88, McC14, SD01b]. permanents [GL83]. permutable [Goo86h]. Permutation
[AB03, AL99, CM06, Dow02, GBCS16, Gil07, Goo82f, GP95, JR83, KEW13, Leg00, Too72]. permutations [Goo81d, O’G06]. Permuting
[AP17]. personality [MTS14]. perspective [SP01a, TP06]. perspectives
[SLA17]. perturbation [Gü10]. perturbations [RL15]. perturbed
[DRB17]. Petersburg [Rod06]. pH [DV95]. pharmacokinetic
[CL14]. Phase [Con95, SOH13, LL09b, PV17a, Sch83, AKAW15, YYW15]. phenomenon [PSV11]. Philos [Goo89p]. philosophy
[Ano06b, Goo83-29, Goo93e, Goo94f, Kru89b]. Phylogenetic
[AP12]. physical [Goo88f, Goo92c, Goo95a]. phytoplankton [KT85]. piece
[Goo88f]. pieces [Goo89a]. Piecewise
[SB12b, Arc80, HV05, SA95, WmGT95, Wel16]. Pitfalls [BB75]. Pitman
[AC11, BDKM11, CH90, KC89, RAB16]. pivotal [MADASAM11, XM09].
pivotal [Lio10]. Pivots [GV02]. plan [AR10, AS12, AJA11b, AWJ+13,
ABJR13a, ABJR13b, ABA16, Jen03, NS17, YCA15]. plane
[CM76, HQ00, VGD06]. Planning [EM86, LCB13, LCB14, Ano14c, IA10].
plans [AJA11a, AYJ11, AW17, Bal95, CYL17, DYT10, DT13, Gov17,
IAGEK11, LY13, Lia14, LHB11, LHB13, LCB13, RW77, SSSB00, SNB07a,
SNB07b, TCLY14]. Plausibility [DFY08, Goo83v, Joh90b]. play
[CI81, Li14, WC91]. play-the-winner [CI81]. pluing [Goo86e]. plot
[EE¨O88, EH07, FC96, RJ95, SGTKBL15, SJ07, Sta10]. plots
[KK12, MT01, QH80, Wet96, Won95]. Plotting [Por88, Han10, LG84]. plug
[ACNT05, FFP16, PB00]. plug-in [ACNT05, FFP16, PB00]. poem
[Goo86k]. Point [ARY16, GV02, PS99, Stå16, ACG+16, BT14, BTR16,
BZ16a, BK98, BHG01, CH98, Chi08, CM07b, Dog89, Dog92, Goo82g,
Goo83g, Goo86c, GS01, Har85, HH74, HEB13, Kel16, KK91, KK15, Len11c,
Len11, LLC17, Mal06, MN15, NS08b, OP04, Pet80, RG10, RS15, SR16,
WO97, Wu16e, YP10, YTNT14, ZGW14]. point-object [Dog92]. Points
[RG02, Ano06d, BCX93, BS79, Bho73b, Che82, CT88, Dan87, EFGMD13,
FeC05, HM88, HB78, KPSW83, KC96, Kwo95, Mal06, Mat79, MBH91, Par92,
SWK73, SKC75, Will15]. Poisson
[GF89, AL93, AL94, ANAA97, Alb83, Alb85, AD15, AÖ13, BK17a, BAJN14,
BSS15, BB74, BRT07, BV15a, BVR16, Brä92, CC01, COBH11, CW16,
Chi10, CJ73, Fam99, FGSV09, Fre12, Fro04, GBdL16, GW01, GAM09,
GBSS84, GWH14, HEB13, HK16b, HQ00, HBFSGD11, HM80, Ho93, HR12,
HKL17, JSS09, hJ93, KC88, KX03, KC73, KK90, Kha12, KSJ16, KL17a,
KL13a, KW00, Li11, LWT+17, Lu97, Mel80, MM99, Nue08, OWLP16, Ô110,
Pb17, Pap38, PPK77, QKY16, RYS11, SM94, Sha15a, SL93, Sim93, Smi89c,
Soh94, TZC+16, WV79, Wei12, WO97, WX07, WX09, ZST15].
Poisson-distributed [CJ73]. Poisson-gamma [GW01].
poles [YKB86]. policies [AD16b]. Policy [Ano88e]. pollution [DRC+16].
polychoric [Alb92, Lee85, LL88]. polygon [SHLT17]. polygons
[CM76, HM80]. Polyhedral [SS95]. Polynomial
[KP87b, AR01, AD16b, Co13, DN94, FH09, Gle89b, JP11, KP99, KSM16,
LWH08, MMT16, SB08, SB12a]. polynomials
[BR84, Goo85d, GT78, MM15, WmGT95]. polypeptide [Goo82k].
polytomous [GYV+13, WZ13]. pool [DHP14].
pool-adjacent-violators-algorithm [DHP14]. Pooled [Tza11, LLB12].
Pooling [AS89, Ahm94]. Popper [Goo89e, Goo89g]. Popper/Miller
[Goo89e]. popular [ABA16]. Population
[SG96, AASAM03, AOR13, ASS04, AkBA05, Bak08, BM90, BMM15, BF83,
CR93, CM16, CT82, CM01, Fro89, Goo84a, GR79b, HS73, HSW75, Hon90,
Kri77, LXL17, Moh17, Möh05, NY16, OBW05, PO05, Rhi86, SA12, SRAO11,
Population-averaged [SG96]. populations [Bak07, BF08, BN96, BD09, CG77, Chu80, Cla96, GM79, GM77, GH07, GN89, HPY79, HM85, HS13, JKM16, LXZ11, Mat79, Mou05, RRB10, RA81, SBA14, SW75, Som85, Stå16, SZ16, TK15, TKS78, VS91, WV11]. PORT [FGHRM12, GHRAM13]. Portmanteau [FMOR06]. position [Han10]. positions [LG84]. positive [AKS15, AS01, BD82, DSL06, Ebr93, FS94, FL82, Goo81v, Goo83n, GR79b, MMP08, PV17b, QFG87, SVM91, WY11].

positive-definite [QFG87]. positives [XX15]. possibilistic [MBG17, WH17]. Possible [CRR99, GS84, Goo84j, Kim00, Liu86, NTK09, RSD14]. possibly [Goo86k]. Post [KC97b, Pet88, Fre16, LSA16, SLL00, SOU04, Sun11]. post-change [Sun11]. Post-processing [KC97b]. post-stratification [Fre16]. posterior [FT96, FM15a, HZ96, HH17, Lat82, LRV17, TPG93, UP01, WJ17]. posteriori [MAV17]. posteriors [DL81]. postmortem [DV95]. postulate [Ano82d]. potential [Goo79g, Goo83w]. potentially [C15, S0h00]. potentials [TBT95]. Power [CL98, DC15, HH92, Li15b, Pet88, MQM77, SY17a, SJR07, SK17, SD02, Woz94, AAL02, Ali12, Ali14, Ano5e, Ant95, Bal83, BMPZ14, BK82, BK84, BB74, BA77, BL78, BMP12, BDB08, BHW01, Chou80, Coi13, CLAH17, CV07, CJ73, DD99, Die83, Dod83, DII11, DHI1b, FMOR06, FP07, GB09, GA01b, GA02, Goo78i, Goo83d, Goo85q, GS86, HK07, HTC07, Jen95c, JV14, JG83a, Joh79, Kan75, Kap93, Kat78, KC73, KL17a, KW04, KAST05, LL10, BK17, Lev82, Lev78b, Lev78d, Lio05, Loh73, Mar86a, Mar87, MY13, NP98, NS08b, NNB14, Owe81, PD03, PP85, Poo80, Pos82, Rod76, RDC10, RS14, RR79, SJN15, SAD03, SB05, Sen02, SDS16, SA92, SM78, SSM93, Tay77, TC92, TKB16, WL15c, Wes85, YH85, YST90, ZZXS17, dABS16].
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 probable
PA15, PHCS11, QX12, QFG87, RAB14, RGNM13, RS86, RS15, SM96, SH10, Ter90, Wan08d, Wil89, WS92, WPC15. Problems [BS02, CYC99, CSS83, Dut77, EL75, Goo79s, Goo90b, Hua85, Kem84, LF83, LK83a, Mur12, NSMF15, PD13, SGH75, TA08, Wel82, Wu16c]. Proc [Goo89p]. procedure [Alt92, AB82, BF83, CH76, CHQ17, FH11, Fro95, GR79a, GMG13, GSH04, KK05, KHG83, DDJ16, Lev82, Lev78c, Li94, Mad78, MC74, MA74, PB17, RVZRZP08, Ros97, SC95, STS14, SA95, Som84, SB96, TT88, Tho74, TP15a, TWLC07, Won85, WC14, WL14, YI01, You14]. Procedures [PB72, AD01, AR01, BK82, BH95, CB07, CH06b, DA87, Dea80, DR02, Don97, DB11, Dow02, DBL10, FKM13, Fro89, Goo84s, HG85, Hon90, Hua85, Hwa11, JG96, KP79, LL91, LF83, Li15b, MMWM83, MGG09, PN86, Pot81, Rai12, Rj95, SFSS85, SSD17, Sha15a, Sha01b, kSB90, Spi06, TB86, TT86, TB85, TP15b, TK785, UY12, VC78, WZ13, Wil04, Wil79, Wu16b, XPC03, ZA09, ZMW13]. Proceedings [KS15]. Process [Wei12, AM13, ANAA97, Ami11, AG78, Ans80, AK85, AY11, AWJ+13, AO13, AA16, BT14, BKJ16, BU17, BVR16, CP76, CW16, CG94, Cha17, CK96, Chi08, CKPS11, Del83, Den77, Dre08, EN90, Fro04, GR08, Gau11, Gle91, Goo82i, Goo89m, GG90, GV16, Haq14, HK16a, HM80, Ho93, HKT04, HCY16, HAB12, Jer13, JK14, JW97, KAT15, KS17a, KK91, KK93, Kel94, KSJ16, KL17b, KA82, LAaaS+15, LSF+17, LD87, LL03, Med16, MI17, NS17, Nic96, Nor84, OWKC15, PWW15, PX02, PX05, Per10, Po94, RA14, RS09, RB88, SB86, Sen02, SOH13, SL93, SC16, Shu08, Soh94, TL07a, TWLC07, TH09, WGC14, WL15c, WBG15, WO97, WR98, WR94, Wr95, WL10, Wu11, YL85, YA16a, Zha00, ZL07, TL96]. Processes [KP87b, ACG+16, BTR16, BK17a, BG01b, BBC10, BK98, CS17, CSS83, CL15, CMQ03, CM07b, Cra05, Cre89, DSE16, De 81, Dog89, Dog92, DCA03, GA02, GS01, HT83, HEB13, HP80, HR12, Jen83, JY14, KP99, KW00, LOR04, MAV17, OHN93, PBSZ13, PV17a, PX05, Per10, PL15, RR06, RGBOMGR17, RMS14, SF13, SM11, SfDfGCMM08, Sha13c, SL89b, SP97, SB13, SL16, SB96, SKTC11, TD14, TN17, Tsu10b, TA94, WBG15, Wei12, XYR09, XSF17, YYG16, Ye16, Zha11, ZST15, ZB10]. Processing [Pii97, KC97b, RS88b]. product [AASAM03, BS95, BS13, BZAZ15, CAT78, Nad10, PF04]. production [FF14, MMR92]. products [CLC17, DD77, Goo88b, PBSZ13, Sha87a, VS15, WC14]. professional [Goo88h]. profile [BF78, FFCN07, YX03]. profiles [AKAW15, AW17, CW74, GV16, KAK16, WW16b]. prognostic [NCA+00]. program [How85, NC72]. programming [BPP00, DIH77, FMK15, Goo90f, Kim93, NJJ92, QX12, RAB14, UA16, WCEC94, WECC00]. programs [Dee76, KM83, KKL+15, NSG91]. progressive [AHANG14, AHA15, AHH17, AS15a, ARY15, AB16b, BKLW04, BH07, BB12, BBA15, CM17, DBC12, DT10, DT13, DKG16, HSR15, HW12, HW17, KTSR17, Liu14, LHB11, LHB12, LHB13, RT14, SKK12, SBK13, SEAE13, SAK14, TN16, TP15b, Wu03, WWL09, Wu10, WWCL11, YXCN14, YT96].
progressive-censored [AHAH14]. progressive-stress [AHAH14, AHA15].
progressively [AMB12, AYR16, AR16b, BL02, BL03, BS13, CBG16,
EDASM17, GTB14, GAB14, GP15b, HC17, Ism14, KM12, KK13, KDG17,
Mou01, NW09, NLHD12, PB13a, PS14, RAB16, SB08, SK16, STW15,
Wan08a, WCC07, ZS16a]. Projection [AF12, SS95, Goo82d, MW94].
Projection-based [AF12]. projection-tomographic [Goo82d].
[TJK13]. Proper [Goo79e, Goo79m]. Properties
[CC01, NL08, TQP10, AHH17, Agu99, AB10, AR16b, And90b, And95c,
ANPV97, and80, Bar78, BR92, BG11b, BS12, BS72, Bra92, BB89, Bru15,
CGA03, CR03, CMD74, CGdS14, Cspo14, CAO+17, Cll10, DAP15, Dio81,
EP92, Fj83, GL92, GDCO11, GD82a, Goo84p, GM08, Kib12, KMS17, KB96,
LMFMA15, Loh73, Lye91, OWLP16, PQ84, Rid03, Sds16, SMH97, Seo2,
SL16, TYS6, Tak7, Wil08, JH90b, JH90a]. property
[GJJ02, Jen82b, Par80, Sha87b]. proportion [HL97, HQ00, MZ08, PX02,
PO06, QXY17, SB15, TW08, TTNC09, Tso15, YG14, AH16].
Proportional [Kuk87, She11, She14b, AAGV12, Atk91, BMM15, BBA15,
CSC00, DW17, Gho95, Goo87c, Kiz17, Kuk89, Lou95, OS14, Qt92, SB05,
s11, Smi84, ZRH15]. proportionally [EH92]. proportions [ATH12, CCS12,
Hab92, IP86, KP87a, Kwo96, PT99, RS77, RW13a, Tso00, TA08]. proposal
[Goo79, Goo82, SU11]. proposed [PQ84, Wil08]. propositional [KW94].
proton [Goo89u, Goo89v]. prototype [RGNM13]. provided [Goo81x].
Pseudo [CS11, CS05, Alb83, AL96, BH85, DK17, DDD17, Fle95, JH90b,
Lak81, PX97, TGL12a, W93, YD16]. pseudo- [JW80]. Pseudo-Bayes
pseudo-likelihood [WO93]. Pseudo-perfect [CS05]. pseudo-random
[AL96, Lak81, PX97]. pseudo-replicated [TGL12a]. pseudo-value
[DDD17]. pseudorandom [Mac92, McF16, Pes80]. psi [Kat78].
Psychometric [Sha07j]. public [DSVY14]. publication [Goo88a].
pupillary [SMP+06]. purposes [GG16]. puzzles [VS15]. PVAR
[Akn07].

QH [Goo96a]. quadrant [Ebr93]. Quadratic [Chi79, ARB13, AS01, Bel93b,
Car07, Cha79, DC99, Fan03, FT82, GJ82, GS83, GV81, GB17b, KGA12,
Lee98b, OMY12, PLD88, QX12, RHH80, SLL00, UA16]. quadrature
[KT82, PB93]. qualitative [PK72]. quality [QLW16]. quantal
[CC85, CC90a, DSW01, Goo90o, HSS04]. quantification [OSN17].
quantifying [HH17]. Quantile
[CH16, HH15a, Hua16, MSA12, QZZ16, RB00b, AR10, AY14, AY15,
CRM06, Cha14, CS17, Fur04, Fur07, HSB85, HC15, HXT15, HKK17,
JLM15, KBJ16, Kar09, KM17, KPK+13, KKL12, MP81, NB13b,
SRP11, SB15, She14c, Tar12, Tsi03, Tsi15, VM00, WK06, Yu15, ZL15, ZL16].
Quantiles [TB82, Adi98, AB09, AR10, BDG04, BSK90, CSS83, Cor13,
Gho95, Goo79g, HT93, Har87a, Lon12, Mag75b, MMPP05, NB14, NB15a,
quantitative [AD01, AD03], quantities [XM09, YXW07], quantization [FG13, FS15a, Sel08], quarter [VGD06], Quasi [SH16, Wu16c, FP07, FGHRM12, Kha12, MPPZ05, NBB15, Ned11, Rod07, ST88, SJ06, SB11, Tsi15], quasi-Bayesian [Tsi15].


quadratic [AD01, AD03]. quantities [XM09, YXW07]. quantization [FG13, FS15a, Sel08].
Nat82, PN86, PP15, SJR07, SMV76, Tho92, WB73, WA72, ZQ97.

**Rank-based** [HMI13]. **rank-like** [WA72]. **rank-sum** [DD15, MMR16].

**Ranked** [AMB15, BK16, AMAMS12, ANM09, AO11, AOR13, AOH16, Haq14, HBMAO15, HMB16, Haq17, HMZ05, HSWF07, LB08b, MA10, MMR16, Mel80, MAAM10, Nou17a, OBW05, SAB15, SAD03, SDC12, SY17a, SRAO11, STS14, SKM14, TW08]. **ranked-set** [HSWF07]. **Ranking** [Fon90, RW96, TP98]. **rankings** [CG77, Mar81]. **ranks** [HB06, MH78, Mun06, PR84]. **Rao** [SB93]. **Raphson** [KC97c]. **Rapid** [SDWL17, YTNT14, TC92]. **rapidly** [Kat78]. **rare** [DM05]. **Rasch** [FHS12].

**Rate** [McL80, AHJ92, AR01, AAGV12, Bag11, Bel93a, COP14, FVB13, GBdl16, GGDcl7, GK90, GS83, Goo84a, Goo89c, Guo17, JG10, JG92, KP09, KAST05, Kiz17, LSL97, LPJ14, Li15b, LH14, MYS01, MY13, PT89, PLDD88, RYS11, RBC+15, She09, SRK13, Soh94, SLL00, UGMK13, WWL09, YKB86, YL01]. **rate-estimators** [KP09]. **rates** [AB10, Hon90, KL93, KP87a, Lee98a, MM05, Shal5a, SBK13, Tsi02, VH+16, ZA09]. **Ratio** [CH99, NHGS14, PB02, AHB82, Ant95, BTR16, BG11a, BSS15, BCV98, BB80, BB74, Bon06, BEBG14, CS16, CZ07, CKM01, CC97, Cor04, CL10, DAM98, DMF83, EFgMD13, Fok07, GG77, Goo79f, Goo86j, GN89, Gws15, Hut77, JL96, KK99, KN99, KG80, Lam05, Lat82, LL79, LZ10, Mar11, MMP15, MFP14, MKDM94, Nad10, Nag75, NBB15, OWKC15, PK17, PNM83, PCN14, Pig91, PT99, RML90, Roy93, Rud86, SJN15, SBC03, SF93, Shi85, Szs16, SN83, SB93, tKWy95, WPXL14, WM12, WK72, WN11b, WWS04, WW12, YST90, Zy04, Zst15, ZGW14]. **ratio-based** [ZGW14]. **ratio-of-uniforms** [JL96, YST90]. **rational** [Mar86b, OWKC15].

**rationality** [Goo89k, Goo94k]. **ratios** [Alb87, CSJ17, DGK12, Her75, JG80, LH72, LL17, NK07, RG93a, SB73, WK90a, Wil75, Yb01]. **raw** [CL91, LFC92, SSS88]. **Rayleigh** [AE11, AHAH14, Ada97, DD12, FH15, GdSOC14, Jen76, KH99, KR15b, NNBN14, RAK16b, RM02a, SJN15]. **Re** [SCW16, Goo79o]. **re-use** [Goo79o]. **Re-weighting** [SCW16]. **reactor** [CS89, Goo88d, RT88, RT90]. **Read** [Rud86]. **ready** [Ken79a]. **real** [GGSNR09, PL99, Sha15c]. **real-world** [Sha15c]. **realistic** [RBHSL11].

**reality** [Gup73]. **realization** [Cao87]. **really** [AG81, Goo94h, Kru03].

**recapture** [ABM17, CL97, HHC15, Llo93, Moh17, YP10, YPAC11]. **Receiver** [Shal5d, KKY15, LYQ+15]. **recently** [Wil08]. **receptor** [RB92]. **reciprocal** [AJM11]. **recognition** [LMRW17]. **Recognizability** [Goo86h].

**Reconstructed** [Mac83]. **Reconstruction** [AAGV12, Gle89a, KAR13, Tay94]. **Record** [BG01a, AR10, AMB12, AR00, CM16, DB10, DAB11, DB11, Jah05, KN15, KN16, Kiz17, NK15, RAS16, SAB15, Shal10c]. **record-based** [DB11].

**Record-breaking** [BG01a]. **records** [AB09, AB11, Bak14, DDZ13].

**Recovering** [Gou93, Jen82a]. **recovery** [AB10, ABA12]. **rectangle** [WK90b]. **rectangles** [Agg87, Dea80]. **rectangular** [Fre09, Hen95, SSBB00].

**Recurrence** [BS95, BS13, CJ95]. **recurrent** [BD96, Wu13]. **Recursive**
resampling-based [PC10]. research [And90a, DV95, Hor97, NJ13, Sha05f, Sha13b, TP06]. research-estimation [DV95]. reset [SE02]. Residual [LSF+17, WGC14, WBGJ15, WBG15, Ana09, Bon05, CSJ17, FH15, FRL17, HKKL17, LH94, Lou95, RAJ16, RASR16, dCOC16]. residual-based [Ana09, HKKL17]. Residuals [ZR14, AsY86, ASB14, DV86, Eri83, Gil95, HK704, MS17, NS08b, O’G06, OPB08, PA14, QQ82, RS17, SC09a]. residues [Goo83y]. resistance [ZQ97]. Resistant [BW01a, Par17]. resolution [SC00]. resolvability [SK90a]. resolving [JF80]. resources [Goo79g, LYL17]. respect [Goo84a, HM80, Lev78b, STS94]. respondent [NB15b]. respondent-driven [NB15b]. Response [SAh02, ANPV97, CL97, CTC17, CS11, CCK13, DHP14, EB90, Fan03, FH11, Fan17, FT510, Gbu81, GW94, Goo90c, GSC87, HSSY04, HKKD02, Hun02, Kap87, LAR09, MTS14, MG978, NJ13, PV17a, Par99, PW86, RAB14, Rid03, SH16, SC79, SCW81, Sha101, TAY02, TA11, TH05, VM96]. responses [Bho84, CB10, Ciu13, KBS11, LS14, LiT95, PA14, SMP+06, Spi98, WL15b, ZPL16]. restoration [CC16b]. restricted [AG85, Bha01, BB84, CH91, CD92a, Die94, Gil95, Goo92b, Hoe89, KS ¨OG11, ¨OKD17, RCL15, Wan08b, XY11]. restriction [SM003, tKW95]. restrictions [CH06a, JKM16, QFG87, SK08, STS94, SCA07]. result [Gri04].

Results [KHA04, ARs86, BCJG12, CL10, CNO13, GM79, Goo83-30, JB91, Jw78, J72, Krz82, Krz83, Lee90, Lev78d, MGN09, NCO11, NCO12, PX97, Pet80, PN98, PV93, Rol01, RB92, SB92, S0h00, S0i98, SB00, TZ97, WK90b, WBE80]. retain [Car16]. RETRACTED [Ano14c]. Retraction [Ano14c]. retrieval [Lau79]. retrospective [Hin97a, MW92]. returns [Rai17, SJF06]. reuse [Kap83]. Reverse [Dem90]. reversed [AGV12, Kiz17]. reversible [A068, LZZ+15]. Review [Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, IC00, Sha01a, Sha02a, Sha02b, Sha03b, Sha14d, Sha15f, Sha15b, Sha15d, Sha15c, Sha15e, Ano72a, Ano75f, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano08, Che87, Goo80o, Kle97, Mye83, Pie97, PF16b, Sha04n, Sha04a, Sha04b, Sha04c, Sha04d, Sha04e, Sha04f, Sha04g, Sha04h, Sha04i, Sha04j, Sha04k, Sha04l, Sha04m, Sha05c, Sha05d, Sha05e, Sha05f, Sha05a, Sha05b, Sha06, Sha06a, Sha06c, Sha06d, Sha07, Sha07h, Sha07c, Sha07d, Sha07e, Sha07f, Sha07g, War84, ZK86]. reviewed [Ano06a, Sha07a, Sha07b, Sha08a, Sha09a, Sha09b, Sha09d, Sha09e, Sha09f, Sha09g, Sha09h, Sha09i, Sha09j, Sha09k, Sha09l, Sha10a, Sha10b, Sha10c, Sha10d, Sha10f, Sha10e, Sha10g, Sha10h, Sha10i, Sha10j, Sha10k, Sha10l, Sha11b, Sha11a, Sha11d, Sha11e, Sha13b, Sha14c, Sha14b, Sha14a, Sha14e, Sha14f, Sha15f, Sha15d, Sha15b, Sha15d, Sha15g, Sha15c, Sha15e, Sha15h, Sha15i, Sha15j, Sha14d]. Reviews [Mye79, Sha02c, Sha15g, Sha15b, Sha15i, Smi89a, AC99, Bor75, Kru73, RS96, Sha08b, Sha08c, Sha09c, Smi89b]. revised [BKR17, RWL95]. revisited [GO03]. reweighted [SA04a]. Rho
[Fra88]. Ridge [FW88, Fr97, RAN11, AO16, AN03, AY15, AR16a, AKV17, DM93, DK10, EL75, Ema16, Fan03, HE00, KSOG11, Kib04, Kib12, ML79, NO10, OKD17, Wan99, Go92a]. ridge-type [Kib12]. ridge [FW88, Fir97, RAN11, AO16, AN03, AY15, AR16a, AKV17, DM93, DK10, EL75, Ema16, Fan03, HE00, KSOG11, Kib04, Kib12, ML79, NO10, OKD17, Wan99, Go92a].

Riemann [Phi97]. right [AK16, BL03, BZ16a, BMP12, CHT16, KA13, Li14, MAEP14, NB15a, NB16, PP15, PPK16, She10, She14c, sS16, Stã16, Su16]. right- [KA13]. right-censored [BMP12, CHT16, NB15a, PP15, PPK16, She10, She14c, Su16]. right-censoring [sS16].

Risk [FS15b, NO10, SS95, SR97, BR16, BG78, BA77, CLP93, DK17, DS09, FGH14, Go88q, Gus15, HBFSGD11, IS13, JMM+17, KY93, LL11, PNW06, JB15, RZ12, Sha10f, Sha15j, SNC09, She09]. risk-related [Sha15j]. risks [AE17, Agn99, AYR16, ARY16, BK08, Bor15, CLC17, DG16, GK16, HU14, HHI15a, HW17, Iii15, Lee17, MSS14, NM98, QC03, WY12].

Rissanen [GC90]. riverflow [Lun06]. Robbins [McL78]. Robinson [CGA03, GA00, GA01b]. Robust [Abd89, ANM09, AO12, AB15, AI12, BJ99, BBP04, SS02, BW01b, BB96, Bic03, BSK90, CB11a, CM05a, FKW80, Fri07, Gri09, IPK10, KL17a, KF16, LF83, LL10, Lem16, LP89, LH94, LMSX16, LNC17, LP92, MW84, M14b, NLK11, OVLO2, Pak99, PK14, PK16a, RR06, SB11, VBL17, W10, YLG15, AF17, AM13, AO11, AY13, BV16, BD01, BS01b, CC01, CZ02, CT14, CJ00, DA16, Dut77, D18a, F106, HM85, HMP17, IM82, Jam01, Kap93, KM17, Kidm83, Lev78a, Lev78d, LS01, LL90, MCZ17, MBE00, MJ93, MSK14, PC11, PB03, PMP14, PQ84, PGV04, RS86, RA17, San12, SGGC10, Sim87, SM96, SB00, TG87, TB86, TT86, TB88, Tso15, Tso16, TKJ13, VM96, WS82, Wil15, Wil11, WS04, WXY17, YL15, ZL11]. Robustness [Ano03b, BG78, CL13, CC11b, CB13, CM04, CM05b, DN94, FRB06, J107, Lev78b, LhKN05, MK12, Pop08, You08, ZS16b].

root [CL16, CM04, CM05b, DN94, FRB06, J107, Lev78b, LhKN05, MK12, Pop08, You08, ZS16b].

Rukhin [MMPP05]. rule [Auc79, Bog01, Go88q, Go88s, Goo84f, Goo84t, Goo89g, Go92a, J97, Kri77, MAEP14, PZY+14, ST09, ZXXS17]. rules [Ano03b, BG78, CL13, CC11b, CB13, C81, Coa92, Coa95, JKM16, RA14, Rak16a, She91, SLL00, Var81].

run [C81, Gan93b, Her11, JH01, LZGW14, Rig95, SHST13, WR98, Zan08, ZWCK16]. run-length [SHST13, Zan08]. runs [CC11b, CB13, GR08, Go92a, JW97, RA14, Rak16a]. Runtime [KKL+15].

S [Ken79e, Dan80b, GH82a, Jen82b, Ars86a]. s-fold [GH82a]. Saddlepoint [BBHW95, Gat00, GP15a, Ma97, OHW97, PPRW06, Ye16, AE17, BSBS08, McL14]. sales [GT90]. SALSA [WMDO11]. salt [WHX+17].
salt-and-pepper [WHX+17]. sam [Goo86e]. same [Gan84]. Sample
[BL78, BK96, CCMV07, GSC87, HMS02, Jun08, KJ81, SD01a, Sho95, Su16, Van84, AF17, Agu99, AR10, AHAA10, ASS04, AS15c, Amo85, And90b, And95c, And95a, And80, ABH82, Ant95, AAJ16, AZ05, ABA12, Bal83, BLC04, BL05, BRF08, BAF86, BA15, BG11b, BB74, BW01b, Bon81, BS72, Brä92, BS01b, Bru15, BT00, BR03, CGA03, CR93, CTC17, CH76, CR03, Che80, Che82, CY99, Che01, CGN04, Che85, Chi79, Cic89, CC85, Cob89, CRT07, CG84, CH02, CM98, Dag89, DPS01, De 81, DK05, DS10a, Dha85, DS15, Die83, Dio81, DW80, Don97, DB10, Dor88, DC16, DL92, DH81b, Ede94, Edi83, EE15, EDASM17, EEÖ88, EP92, EOD86, ES86, FKS10, FS96, FP14, For97, Fur96, GM79, Gat09, Gho95, GP15b, Goo78c, Goo79o]. sample
[Goo80h, Goo82m, Goo83b, Goo84d, GSS87, GC03, Hab80, HP80, HP95, HW17, HK84, IP14, Jum03, Jum07, JAK93, Kap83, KAK16, KH90, Kö06, KB96, KK13, KL17c, LF80, LF83, LL08a, Lee11, LS86, LL79, Lem77, Lem87, LN77, hL92b, Loh73, Loh75, Lon12, Lye91, LK13, MMP05, Mar81, MG80, Mar92, MY90, MB86, Moo90, MK97b, MR03, Mur12, Mur15, NL77a, Nat82, Neu07, NW09, Ouy06, PLD88, PQ84, PP15, PF16a, Poo80, Pos78, Pos79, Pos82, PL16b, PN98, PB01, Pru93, Pul79, RAB14, RR08, RRB10, RBHSL11, RR77, Rid03, RRe013, Rod07, Rud86, RW96, Saf13, SGTKL15, SAD03, SE90, SB05, SBA14, SBS14, Sha16, SB92, SMH97, SJR07, SHP12, SB82b, SE02, SW88, SH10, Spi08, SZ16, SI72, TY86, Tar12, TB82, TW08, TO04]. sample
[Tho92, Tre95, Tse84, Tsu93, UA16, VW78, Wan08a, WB09, WB73, Wes16, Wil08, Will11, WS04, Wu10, WWCL11, WLL12, WC14, ZY04]. sampled [AR10, PH03], sampler
[CI15, CK14, DSVY14, Har04, Lia10, NC96, SDC12, Shi07, UP01]. samples
[Ada96, Ada97, AOR13, Bak07, Bal89, Bal92, BL02, BZ16a, BMM15, BBA15, BE94, BP78, BS79, BK16, CYL17, Che85, CMD74, DC02, DVA15, DM91, FM15b, Gan10, GAB14, GA00, GWX14, HS73, HL97, HP00, HN11, HZ03, Kim83, KG80, KP96b, LL09a, LB08b, LY13, LB01, LLN13, MF02, MG78, Mon05, NLHD12, NFFM14, Pie97, PW38, RR13a, RAB16, SB12a, SBS14, SB87, SN83, SS92, SKM14, TB86, TB88, TCY14, WL07b, WCC07, WY11]. Sampling
[And97, Dag78, HS77, Kuk87, Kuk99, McN08, SS92, TL96, AMAMS12, ABE83, ANM09, AO11, AO16, Ali14, AS12, AMB15, AL96, AJA11a, AJA11b, AYJ11, AW13, ABJR31a, ABJR13b, ABA16, AAJ16, AW17, BU17, Bal95, BG01a, BK16, BM92, CS11, CYL17, CSAR93, CB97, Con95, DYT10, DSB17, Dos83, FM15a, GW01, Goo83-31, Goo86m, Gou11, Gov17, GL96, GB17b, Haq14, HBMAO15, HBM16, Haq17, HSC16, Hin97a, HSW75, Hof12, HY16, HMZ05, HSWF07, KK73, KGA12, KK11, KRZ82, KRZ83, Kuk89, LF16, Lee02a, LAuaS+15, LL79, LLXY17, LY13, Lia14, LHB11, LHB13, Liu08, LZ11, LK83b, LB07, MA10, MS11, MMR16, McN87, MH12, Moh17, Möh05, MAAM10, Ned11, NB15b, NS17, Nou17a, OB92, OBW05, Pan99b, PP06c, PO05, RC98, RW77, Rod76, RA81, SMBS10, SAB15, SA12, Sch92]. sampling
[SB73, SSSB00, SNB07a, SNB07b, SFS15, SY17a, SRA01, SB82b,
SW75, STS14, SD01b, SG15, Tho74, TCLY14, VC15, WDR86, Wil75, 
WN07, WCY15, WBE80, XSF17, YCA15, ZWCK16. sandwich [LS01]. 
SAR [LPS12]. SAS 
[BBV17, KHSG83, LV17, PYC93, Sha06d, Sha09f, Sha15g, UM14, Whi94]. 
satellite [CW74]. Saturated [Goo86c, May99, May06]. Saunders 
[AJA11a, BZ14, DRYL08, LDCL17, LSSP08, LSCN08, Lem11a, LCM12, 
Lem12, Lem13, LMFMA15, Lem16, LX16, NGXZ14, PT03, PJJR15, SN17]. 
say [Kru03]. SCAD [KEW13]. Scale 
[LDCL17, Ada97, BP86, Bha01, BT00, Che11, FLB15, FMB16, GLL014, 
Gne97, GM06, How88, ISM2, Ism16, Jen89a, Jen89b, Jen89c, Jen93b, Jen95c, 
KH09, Kim83, LCB13, MAV17, MKDM94, MADASAM11, Ng96, PB13a, 
PS14, PL16b, RGNM13, RA01, RS86, SHLT17, SGGC10, SL15, SRAO11, 
Sim87, WGC14, WDB75, WZ95, WLL12, WZX13, XHEM17, ZX14]. 
scale-mixture [SL15]. scale-mixtures [FMB16, MAV17]. scaled 
[LB01, OHLH82]. scaler [BMM14]. scales [Mar11]. scaling 
[CC90b, Cox13, LS88, LiT95, QX12, SBO81]. scatter [EH07]. scattered 
[RS97]. scatterplots [SL88]. scheduling [WTJW17]. Scheffe [SC95]. 
Scheffe-type [SC95]. Scheme [TYY02, Bar77, BD84, CBS06, HBM16, 
NA09, PB12, PSS15, SF15, TN16, TP15b, WCY15, Zan98, MM13b]. 
schemes [BG01a, HBAO15, KAK16, LGPP96, SA12, SW75, YCXN14]. 
Schmidt [Kia10]. Scholes [Gil10]. science 
[CA89, DV95, Goo94f, Goo94j, Sha10g, Sha11c]. Sciences [Sha09i]. 
scientific [Goo81a, Goo81-27, Goo83a, Goo83-27]. scientist [Goo79k]. Score 
[JJH09, Lu97, MMW83, AH16, BN95, CRM06, CL10, DY16, FC94, 
FUOCN97, FCN99, LPV13, M0911, Mug16, SBC03, SO10, TAK13, XZ15, 
GX14, Zhi16]. score-based [Mug16]. scorecard [KP09]. scores 
[BS05b, KP82]. scoring [Ano03b, CKP15, DS09, FPJPS92]. Scott 
[NCT11, PSV11]. screening [DM16, LB11, LWZ17, MCZ17, RRD97, Shi11, 
Tan01, WYZK16, WL14, ZZ15a]. screenings [CTC17]. script [CS08]. SDE 
[KSM16]. search 
[BOG15, FH11, Gan84, JKL11, Kk90, LiT95, NFD00, PD13]. Searching 
[OSDV13]. Seasonal 
[KR02, BVRI16, KE03, KE10, Lun06, RR06, RRe13, SCA07, SAJ08]. 
seasonality [Mar83]. Seber [HS13, YPAC11]. Second [FUOCN97, ASS04, 
AC00, AKJ16, CG15, CV989, EK08, FGHMR12, Go172, GP07, GRP10, 
Goo80c, Goo83j, IMLG09, JR96b, Lio10, Mye98, O’N82, TP15a, Htu93a]. 
second-order [CG15, CV989, FGHMR12, GP07, GRP10, IMLG09, JR96b, 
Mye98, O’N82, TP15a]. section [GOSO9]. sectional [SNC09, SJF06, TS14]. 
sections [Jen82a]. See [Dan80b, Goo83-29, Goo83-30, Goo83-28]. seemingly 
[Fir97, HCA96, WHF80]. segmentation [BLCM17, LP16a, TNN17]. 
segmented [KYF08, Mug16]. segments [MT01]. seismic [FCC05]. Selected 
[CT88, AR16c, PP73, VS91]. selecting 
[BF83, MM08, SSSB00, SW75, TK78, WL07a]. Selection [Dav93, GLC99, 
NW33, PBM16, Woo85, AR01, Bai16, Ber80, BCT16, BHK05, BR00, Bre93, 
...
Selective \[\text{FAS82, Sha06d}\]. selector \[\text{BAKZ16, FH09, KPH05}\]. Self \[\text{WK02, GL96, JK08, MW04, SC16, SZS16, WK90b, Zan08}\]. self-adjusted \[\text{SZS16}\]. self-consistent \[\text{GL96}\]. self-decomposable \[\text{MW04}\]. self-similarity \[\text{JK08}\]. self-starting \[\text{Zan08}\]. self-updating \[\text{SC16}\].

Self-validated \[\text{WK02, WK90b}\]. Semi \[\text{BCLM17, GC17a, YP17, CMH04, DL80, FRB06, GO03, GRPP10, HH15a, JK17, LP09, ME15, QX12, YA16b}\]. semi-competing \[\text{HH15a}\]. semi-definite \[\text{QX12}\]. semi-Markov \[\text{DL80}\].

Semiparametric \[\text{BCLM17, GC17a, CMH04, FRB06, GO03, GRPP10, JK17, LP09, ME15, YA16b}\]. Semi-supervised \[\text{YP17}\]. semicircle \[\text{RS14}\].

Sensational \[\text{Ano06f}\]. sense \[\text{KC89}\]. sensitive \[\text{CK96, RR77, Wri95}\]. sensitivities \[\text{GP15a}\]. Sensitivity \[\text{AW14, ASS97, BD09, CS86, Cao87, CH97, Hor97, IMP97, KKY15, Kie97, LP12, RS97, And97, ABA12, BG07, CG97, CHM08, CBPW97, CL15, CGP15, Da15, DM16, FH86, GDPH12, He97, JY13, LSA+15, DMV17, SdkGCM08, WYZK16, WC17, XG11}\]. sensitizing \[\text{RA14}\]. sensory \[\text{Sha10g}\]. separate \[\text{Che80, Edw95}\]. separateless \[\text{Goo82f, Goo85}\]. separateness \[\text{Goo82f, Goo85}\]. separation \[\text{PBWU78, SH16}\]. sequence \[\text{BG78, HM88, LP17, Mac92, MBH91, RG10, Sun11, TMN17, TBT95}\].

Sequences \[\text{PX97, AGR06, FMK15, NS08b, Rod06, SA83}\]. Sequential \[\text{Coa95, CH06b, Dug01, HAB12, JH72, Kum15, Lau79, LJD02, LF82, Nic96, QY95, WB73, BB80, BF83, Cha75b, Con95, CG84, DA87, DDB09, DK05, EL75, FS90, FS15b, JT80, KSH73, LF80, LLKJ09, LZ11, Mad77, MH78, MT80, Nab83, Nor91, OWK15, SMBS10, SCW79, SCW81, SJ17, SBS14, SW88, SI72, Tho74, TK78, WPXL14, WL14, Zhe88, ZGW14, ZA90}\]. sequentially \[\text{MP96}\]. serial \[\text{And90b, And95c, Dag89, Dag95, DS89, FMOR06, FHO15, Gol77, Joh95, LP17, Owe81, PPRW06, Wei11, And99}\].

Serially \[\text{Van84, Ana09, FK04, Wei12}\]. Series \[\text{AW95, Sha06b, AHH17, Ahm16, And90a, And90b, And92, And93, And95c, AP06, AA11, AMYY07, BPH12, BCLM17, BHK05, CHTZ14, CCP12, CB11a, Chi03, CY92, CR03, CW01, CLLN04, CL16, Chr15, CF15, CLAH17, Cor97, CY91, CV07, Cre89, Cro74, DF80, Dha85, Dre08, EFGMD13, GHCJ09, GW94,
GZP05, Goo83l, GS86, Goo90b, Gri09, Gue89, Har85, HHI90, Her11, HZ14, Jin15, Kat78, KF16, KKB85, KR15a, LGP90, LH93, LF97, Lee02a, LL08a, LP17, LH94, LL90, MC16, MV14, Nab83, NSMFR15, Par12, Pan84, PPRW06, RR01, RR03, RR06, RWD95, RR93b, RWCD17, RMH88, SAJ08, SDS16, Sha10k, Sha15i, Sn94, SB12b, SR16, SKJ17, SO10, TS09, Tay90, TD13, TY90, TS14, TZA10, VG01, Wan08d, WZ17, WSLX17, Wei11, WS92, YK15].

series [YAEU13, dSdS17]. series-parallel [AHH17]. serious [CC89, RT90].

servers [RK05]. service [DBVK02]. services [CLC17].

set [AMAMS12, ANM09, AO11, AOR13, AOH16, Alb84, AMB15, ABH82, BK16, CJ13, CL91, FW15, Hg17, HBM16, Hg17, Har93, Har91, Hg17, HZ05, HSWF07, LB08b, MA10, MMR16, MHL14, MF16, MAAM10, Nou17a, OBW05, OD17, SAB15, SAD03, SY17a, SAB11, TS14, SKM14, TW08, Var81]. set-chain [Har91]. set-chains [Har93].

SETAR [FP15a]. sets [AKS15, And97, Wc10, Har91, Har94, MZZ89, PL99, PB72, RZ12, SNGMRC16, ZF16]. setting [Mar14b, OBW05].

settings [TS16]. seven [NA11b]. Several

[WBAS15, BF08, BP78, CH106b, DMS01, Gg19, GMG13, Hb80, HH92, JCS07, KE17, KAS96, LN77, LT90, Mar14a, Mar83, ML74, NL77a, NGXZ14, O'Gg77, PBO3, PV17b, PGT11, P191, PAFPM12, PQ91, SM03, SE90, SCW79, SCW81, TT86, TG90, TA08, TK15, TKS87, WH11].

Sewall [Goo80m]. Shakespeare [Goo86k]. shape

[AP15, Bha01, CG15, Che97, Cq89, FFC10, FFCN08, Goo88c, Il16, Ism16, KTS17, Kim83, LLKJ09, NG16, SGG3, SY15, Tza11, Van10, WW10, WWCL11, WLL12, YX03, YABA87]. Shaped [RB00b, ASH16, Hm02]. shapes [Goo82k, WH17]. Shapiro [MP15, Roy89]. share [LG90]. shared [FL17, RO10]. shares [Joh78]. sharp [Goo94g]. Sharpened [Jen80].

sharpening [BB17, Goo44t]. Sharper [FJT82]. shelf [LS10]. shell [WH17]. Sherman [Edi83, Goo81h]. Shewhart [CM10, CSAR93, Gan89]. shift [BK84, CC90a, CV07, Dio81, FML16, HKL17, LMS16, MM06, RO07]. shifted [MP16]. shifts [CM04, Kc94, MMR16, OWKW15, TO08, TC10].

shock [YN16]. shocks [BG11a]. shop [WTJW17]. short

[DL75, Gg10, Her11]. shortcomings [Mae87]. shortfall [GC97a]. shot [FBC09, HK84]. should [Goo81f, Goo84d, Goo88c, An078g]. showing [UGMK13]. Shrinkage [Anih92, CM07a, CA12, MAAM10, PL99, RWD95, YA166, Cha15, CKP15, Hg17, KB04, SLA17, T17, THG15, WN11a].

shrinking [Goo86p]. shuffling [Bay90]. sic [GJH90]. sided

[AW17, Car07, CG94, Don97, D99, GS07, HS1, KP15, Kw95, PO14, PHCS11, Rak16a, RVZRP08, SS09, WL14, WPC15, YCA15]. sieve [CH14, RMS14]. sigma [Ano068, PB04]. sign

[DC16, Goo94i, SAD03, TTS15, TBG90, WH00]. sign-based [TTS15]. sign-rank [Goo94]. sign-type [DC16]. Signal

[NCAS10, CJS15, CC66, Lee02a, LZW14, SLSW15]. signals [BLP09, Bp15, KJ12]. Signed

[BF16, Goo85o, Mad77, SJK07, WB73, WH11]. Signed-rank
Significance [Chi00, JR83, KPSW83, Adk12, AD03, BF87, BS89, CRV15, CH88, Gan84, Gil07, Goo80h, Goo82f, Goo86a, Goo87g, Hab92, Her75, Joh90a, KPS7a, LDB10, Mah96, SW90, Zim04, Goo94j]. significant [Goo88f]. significant signs [Goo78d, Goo79a]. Simian [TNM17]. similarity [CM98, CM01, GS87, JK08, PSS15, Smi84]. similarity-based [PSS15]. SimSel [EZ12]. Simul [Pak11]. similar [Mih74]. Simulated [PR84, SGZM14, WP81, CS16, Mar87, MY90, Whi95, Woo10]. Simulating [EG69, HSC16, How13, LWT17, MB13, MHS04, BJ82, CSS83, GGSNR09, KW94, Nic05, PQ14]. Simulation [BSB08, Che82, DöG01, FGSV09, How13, IK03, KR13, Khe08, LC02, Lot82, Mähl05, Nad99, NP09, PS85, RM02b, RR79, SHH85, SL89b, Tay94, WC91, YM96, YM99, Adk12, AAR93, And90a, AJ82, Aza73, BK17a, BH73, Bel93b, BH85, BB75, BM92, BB89, CHTZ14, CDG15, CH97, CH98, Cla96, Cra05, Dan87, De97, DDB09, DFY08, DF14, Do92, DM93, DSVY14, DCA03, Edw85, EZ12, FSB07, FF14, FS90, Fis72, FV13, FS15a, FF84, Gly84, GS78, GI17, Hab80, HU14, Har87a, HZ14, HR12, IC00, JMM17, JL16, Joh78, JMY96, Jun08, KYF08, KL93, Kru86b, Kru90a, KP96b, KAS96, KT94, LF16, LLG17, LAR09, LW12, LLV14, LZ11, Loh86, Mar92, Meh15, Mih72, NHGS14, Nor91, OR92, Özk12, PC11, Pap93, PO14, Pan84, PCS09, Phi97]. simulation [Pig91, RRC97, Rod06, Ros95, RCL15, SNGMR16, Saf13, SN05, Sch83, Sch78, Sch72, SN07b, Sha15c, SL08b, kSwXR93, SBO1, SCM90, SP97, SW88, Sma05, SGH75, Tho74, Tho06, TL07b, TJK13, UG10, Whe75, WAP84, WA72, Yuc17, Zan79, Zha11, ZL96, Zhe88, ZMW13, Sha15c]. Simulation-assisted [BSB08]. simulation-based [Edw85, LW12]. Simulations [Hum02, LT90, Jon16, KPKPB95, Lt01, Sch74, WT06]. simulative [HHH10]. Simultaneous [Alb85, AD15, HP90, JCS07, KKE17, LM16, Man15, Pep93, SW84, V893, WL15a, XM09, Zha15, CG91, CSJ17, CT14, CKM01, Dey84, HS77, HL92c, Kwo96, LL17, LIZB05, Lye91, Mee93, MC14, OR92, PW86, SSM95, SS99, WM15, WM91, WY11, XHE17]. Simultaneously [CMX17, NJdC14]. Singapore [HLN15]. Single [CSJ15, AS00, BS95, BS13, BZAZ15, BB99, CM05a, Dog15, FSS1, Gov17, KHA04, LY15, Özk12, ZL15]. single-factor [AS00]. single-index [KHA04, ZL15]. single-linkage [FSS1]. Singular [JR17, BPP00, GK00, Goo80h, Goo88b, Kwo95, RW93]. singularity [Tre95]. sinusoidal [MOS94, MK97a]. sinusoids [Kun98]. SIR [EKBO16].
situations [LC92, Wil04]. six [Ano06f, Pru93]. Size
[CM04, Kuk87, AHA10, AkBA05, Amo85, AAIJ6, ABA12, BMM15, BAB86, 
BA15, BL78, CTC17, CM16, Che80, CY99, CCMV07, CM05b, Dha85, DG95, 
Don97, DB10, Ede94, GZP05, Goo80h, Goo83b, Goo84d, HP95, HW17, IP14, 
Jen03, Jun08, KAK16, KJ81, Kuk89, LKKL07, LLo05, MMR92, Moh17, 
MR03, NFFM14, SD01a, SB05, SS75, SJR07, SB28b, SB91, SH10, Su16, SI72, 
Too72, TP13, YP10, YPAC11]. size-biased [TP13]. size-robustness 
[DG95]. sized [ES11]. sizes [BF08, FKS10, GSC87, LL08a, MY90, PF16a, 
RR910, RBHSL11, SHP12, Sin90b, TO04, VHV+16, YK04]. Skew 
[XZD15, AAVG16, ABJ13a, ABJ13b]. Skovgaard [LP00]. SkSP 
[ABJ13a, ABJ13b]. SkSP-2 [ABJ13a, ABJ13b]. sliced 
[BS07]. sliding [RWCD17]. slightly [Juh16]. slippage 
[BG11a, HPY79]. slope [AD03, STL16, Sla10a]. Slopes 
[SD02, DPK01, DC02, WK06]. slot 
[GZT14]. slot-parachute [GZT14]. Small 
[Ant95, BG11b, BS72, BS01b, CCS12, CC85, Dag89, DPK01, Die83, Dio81, 
DW80, EOD86, FP14, For97, Fur96, GM79, HM13, HK84, LXL17, Lon12, 
Mar81, Moc90, Pru93, SRP11, SE90, Tar12, Amo85, ABH82, BB74, BE94, 
BS79, Bru15, CTC17, Che80, Che82, CMD74, Cob89, DC02, DM91, EE15, 
EP92, GMLM+08, Goo84i, Goo85e, Goo86a, Hab80, HJ85, KG80, KB96, 
Law92, LN77, LK13, MY90, MB86, MG87, MR03, NTC11, NL77a, PN98, 
QM15, RR13a, Rud86, RW96, RELW09, SSB00, SB92, SHP12, SE02, TS14, 
Tse84, Var81, Wil08, Zhe88, Zim04, HT12, TY86]. small-area [GMLM+08]. 
Small-sample [Ant95, CCS85, DPK01, Die81, FP14, For97, Lon12, SE90, 
Bru15, Cob89, EE15, RW96, Wil08, TY86]. smaller 
[FMC09, KW96, MKDM94]. smallest [Goo88b]. smallsample 
[LC92]. Smirnov [BHLH87, Fcl02, Fre12, GIW80, GSF78, Goo78c, Goo90, Loh73, 
OO12, SY17a, TB82, WLK06]. Smirnov-type [Loh73]. Smith 
[Mar90b, NTC11]. Smooth 
[BAW14, BS02, DTRB11, MR09, KT97, MK74, QD83]. Smoothed 
[Lin16, Tut90, CD92b, Wil89]. smoother [DC00, EK98]. smoothers [FL82]. 
Smoothing [Jos01, SA79, AK86b, ACNT05, BS94a, CJ13, CWM17, Chu01, 
DY92, EK03, FPRS92, G109, HBC07, Hua01, JO11, JO12, KPH05, KA93, 
Li10, LW04, Ned11, QL01, Smi89d, SY92, Tay94, TB85, WMD011, WV79, 
WW95, Wos89, ZTO1, ZAK13]. smoothly [CP12]. Sobol’ [TP15a, CGP15]. 
Soc [Goo89p], social [PSS15]. society [Goo82b]. Socransky [Smi84]. soft 
[CM07b]. Software 
[Ano88h, Sha06d, Sha09k, ASM+11, BR16, BP01, BD96, Goo88h, Goo89w]. 
solar [SZ02]. Solution
solutions
[DB84a, BC94, Dut77, GL92, GL94, GS01, HS10, Hua85, Joh78, Kib12, KMS17, Köb06, Lev78d, yL87, Mal16, MGN09, MGR15, PH95, PRS87, Pet80, SJZ17, TL07a, Wil89].

solve [PYC93].

Solving [NHWT14, VM00, VS15, BD84, Khm12].

Some [BG70, CH91, CW72, CSS83, DC02, GL92, GL94, GS01, Hal72, Hua85, Joh78, Kib12, KMS17, Köb06, Lev78d, yL87, Mal16, MGN09, MGR15, PH95, PRS87, Pet80, SJZ17, TL07a, Wil89].

some [QM77, QD83, Rol01, SF13, SC75, SK13, SB92, SHW93, SGW94, Spib08, SW83, SG15, TZ97, TZ04, VS93, Wes85, WDB75, Wil04, XPC03, Zac80].

some somewhat [Goo87h].

some sources [SLA17].

Southern [CG97].

Space [Jou15b, ABP16, AK85, CJS10, CSJ15, CY89, FNRCM17, GHCJ09, Kah93, San12, Sie78, Ter90, TO04, Wan08b].

Space-filling [Jou15b].

Spaces [TJ96, ABP16, AK85, CJS10, CSJ15, CY89, FNRCM17, GHCJ09, Kah93, San12, Sie78, Ter90, TO04, Wan08b].

Spatial [Jou15b].

Spatial-fractional [NHWT14].

Spatial-temporal [DBL10].

Spatially [BKJ16, Dow02, WMD011].

Spatial-temporal [ACG+16, DRC+16, VBL17].

Species [Goo82m, Goo86e, ZS05].

Species-sam [Goo86e].

Specific [KK85, Her11, Lak81, LLV+14, Mar95, MHS04, Yu11].

Specific-to-general [Her11].

Specifications [TC08, KK93, KP04, YCA15, vBBGOR06].

Specifications [AW17, SdFDGCM08].

Spiegelhalter [FRS06].

Spice [Dog93].

Splines [AK86b, PK96a, AKW92, HS13, Jos01, KA93, KPJ09, Lee02b, LW04, MT17, Tah90].

Splines [DG02, ACG+16, Chu01, DB84a, Dia98, KL94, RCL15, SESY13, SY92, WW95].

Split [FC96, RJ95, SJ07, Sta10].

Split-plot [FC96, RJ95, SJ07, Sta10].

Splitting [TJ96, LY96, LY99].

Sports [Shal11a].

Spread [AW95, Lem80, Len11, Tay77].

SPRT [KK85].

SPSS
spTDyn [BKJ16]. spurious [Kus11, SAJ08]. spuriousness [PNM83]. square [Bog95, CM14, Cel81, DM79, GMR82, GW73, HB78, Hos87, IJW03, LH72, Law01, Mar96a, Mar96b, NL77b, PB93, SLD16, Wei79, WK02, Zhe88].

squared [Bog95, CM14, Cel81, DN94, DM79, GMR82, GW73, HB78, Hos87, IJW03, LH72, Law01, Mar96a, Mar96b, NL77b, PB93, SLD16, Wei79, WK02, Zhe88].

squareds [GG80]. squares [AR16a, CCHM08, Dan79, Dee76, DM93, EN90, FC96, Far78, Fie93, Fuk11, Fuk16, Goo79d, GM77, Hie81, HH96, HL15, KC89, KMK87, KS16, KW00, Lee02b, Mac83, Ma177, Mal16, MM80, MSA12, PV93, QFG87, RR01, RR03, RR82, RBK16, RA17, San89, SMH97, SA04a, SB82c, SES13, SVW88, TA92, Tsz93, VM96, Wan92, Wat77, Wei79].

SRCOS [TP06]. Srivastava [HT12]. St. [Rod06]. Stability [WCEC94, Gau11, KM99, KBL+15, LL93, Li15b, SMH97, Wes85].

stability-under-addition [LL93]. Stabilizing [AW95]. stable [Bar77, Bar78, Bar79, Bar81, BM86, CS17, Cro74, Kun93, LL93, Pot92, SA15, Tsio2, Zha11]. stable-Paretian [LL93]. Stage [LY99, Mad78, ACNT05, AIA11b, BV15b, CC16b, CHQ17, EBA00, Far78, Fro95, GW01, HMK00, LY96, MH78, MS98, May99, May06, Nan98, Nic96, RWC17, RR82, Rod76, Sch92, SQ07, Wu16b]. staged [Paw01]. Stahel [BD01, VVW11]. standard [AKW92, Aki92, Bal89, Bal92, CR93, DPD01, Dia10, FK80, Goo82m, Jam91, Ke16, LLP+14, LPSL05, LK13, Mar87, ME72, MK97b, RZ12, Rhi86, Ts1a1, Wil11]. Standardized [BW93, Goo84d, RR93a, RR13b, Goo82n, Goo84]. standby [JG16]. Star [RB00b]. Star-Shaped [RB00b]. starting [Zan08]. starts [SA12]. state [Alw17, AK85, CJS10, CSJ15, CY89, DSVY14, DDD17, Fan95, FNRCM17, FF84, GHCJ09, HP80, IMLG09, Kah93, KK93, SDC12, WM90]. state-space [CJS10, CSJ15, FNRCM17, GHCJ09]. Statement [Ano14c]. states [Nor84, RRD13]. station [DRC+16]. stationary [AK86a, BD12, GOS09, NP81, dLHT17]. stationary [CHTZ14, CP76, Dea80, Gli90, KJS16, KM06, LY99, LOR04, Mae87, NJG88, NGS14, Nic96, PSW75, SK17, Tsa10b, TA92, Tsz93, WBG15, XY90, Zha00]. Statist [Pak11].

Statistic [OS92, AHM13, Adi98, Ant95, BCL93, BP01, BS79, Bho73a, CT88, CH88, DAM98, Dod83, Fun79, GW99, GG77, Gil07, GKG05, Goo78c, Goo85r, Goo89w, Goo82f, HMP17, HP11, KS97, LP00, MMR16, Mcd74, Mur15, Mur78, Mye98, PPK16, PT99, RR77, Rsd78, SM91, Tsz93, WBG15, Ws72, Yan10].

Statistical [AZS15, Ano88h, BBA15, BMP12, BBL13, CC09, CL14, CLL10, Din08, Edw89, EBS86, FF84, FM15b, GLLO14, GV12, KAT15, KS91, LY11, LW12, NW09, Sha09i, Sha10i, SK16, TYY02, TP13, WR98, WR94, WCC07, WWCL11, YCXX, Zha00, ZLQ+17, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano06b, ABA16, BS12, Che01, DB11, Ell00, FKS10, FHS14, Fun88, Goo79b, Goo81l, Goo82f, Goo82b, GHDB89, Goo89w, Goo90b, GA95, GGSNR09, GIDB15, HBT12, HT99, HS07, IMP+97, JF80, JW87, JC172, KPM16, Kle97].
statistically [HRR+17, HL15]. statistician [Goo84s, Goo88h]. statisticians [Ano06c, Sha13a]. Statistics [Eti81, Goo88h, Sha05c, Sha05e, Sha06a, Sha07i, Sha10a, Sha15h, Adn91, AJFB14, AvR15, AHAA10, ASY81, Ali12, Ali14, AR16b, AT95, Anf95, Bal85, BS95, BS13, BZAZ15, BT16a, BA15, BP78, Bho73b, BR84, BHZ08, Bur74, CS16, CC11a, CP14, Che03, CS08, CW74, DDB09, Eti81, For97, Fou80, Fre07, Fur07, Gat91, GO90, Gha16, Goo84w, Goo90k, GV81, HS85, HS86a, Hua91, Jah05, JH90b, Jócz81, JG83b, KG80, Kru00, LB07, Man15, Mas03, MY90, MG15, Mur12, NB13b, NB14, Pak99, PCN14, Pet80, QHB15, RA01, RT78, RA01, Rud86, SAF15, SB12a, Sch72, SBS14, Sha04n, Sha07b, Sha09b, Sha10j, Sha11a, Sha11c, Sha11d, Sha14d, Sha14a, SK13, SRK13, SAT16, SCD07, TB82, UY12, Vau94, VDBA14, WyT17]. statistics [Wel82, Yan99, Arn00]. status [SK11]. Steady [SDC12, DSVY14]. Steady-state [SDC12, DSVY14]. steepest [FH11, Kia10, PK72]. Stein [AMAMS12, AKS+15, CLP93, KC89, KTM05, Rod76, SDC12]. Stein-rule [STH09]. Stein-type [AMAMS12]. Step [AHAA10, Xio99, Abd95, Ano14c, Cha14, Dog15, GK16, IA10, Ism14, JG83a, LCBI3, LCB14, LXL11, MTO08, XX15, ZS16a]. step-down [JG83a]. step-stress [GK16, Ism14, LCB13, LCB14, LXL11, ZS16a]. stepping [Ber80]. stepwise [HH15b, KEW13, QMZ15]. stick [Car16]. Stieljes [SB85]. Stirling [Goo85e]. Simultaneous [Ahm99]. Stochastic [Aza73, CCD96, Har89, LLC17, NFD00, QT92, RM02b, Sha13c, ASY81, ARB13, Aw17, AKV17, BH85, BN96, Cao87, CK14, CM07b, EKBO16, FW13, FS90, GM08, GGSNR09, He97, HA10, Hof12, Jer13, Jon16, KT85, LQ+16, LH14, MBL15, MC14, MS99, MS15, MKW16, NP98, Nic05, Nor84, OHN93, RPOMGRM17, SHT17, SW88, SP86, TZ04, WCC13, WA72, ZLQ+17]. stochastically [RM96]. stock [Cox13, Sch75, YAEU13]. stooge [Goo84s]. stoogian [Goo89h]. stopping [Goo91]. storage [Kru86b]. Straddling [Go03]. straight [MT01, TT86]. straightforward [Day87]. Strategies [Gou11, BAT11, DY92, DG95, Lev05, LXL17, LPS13, MV14]. strategy [BCLM17, Kia10, Li14, PZY+14]. stratification [Fre16, GH07]. stratified [ARB13, BL78, GM77, GB17b, KG12, NTK09, PW86, RAB14, SMBS10, UA16, WNB07, XYT08]. stratum [LL79]. stream [AA09b]. streams [QLW16]. strength [Bak14, BBA15, CC17b, Hr11, Jl15b, PP06a, SWZ15]. strengths [SC16]. Stress [Ho16, AHAA14, AHA15, ANO14c, Bak14, BBA15, CC17b, CC90b, GC16, Hr11, IA10, IAGEK11, Ism14, LCB13, LCB14, LXL11, SWZ15, Xio99, ZS16a]. stress-strength [Bak14, BBA15, CC17b, Hr11, SWZ15]. stronger [Dav79]. strongly [SB13]. Structural [Sch02, SB13, CB11a, CGA09, CK14, Con10, Coo07, JY13, Khe08, LhKN05, LK13, MV14, MB86, MB90, MSK14, OR92, PS09, RL15, Sha03e, VBL17]. structural-change [CK14]. Structure [WL17, AC08, And90b, And95c].
BR16, BVR16, Cha75a, CCGS81, CH82, Die93, FH86, FRL17, Gha16, Gup84, LLGP17, Lee81, SB91, TH05, WL15a, XWZS15, YTN14, Zim89. **Structured** [KPK+13, AK85, CP91, MM13b, NCA+00, Wes16]. **structures** [BDFR97, GA09, Jin15, RdSF16, SE90, ZX12]. **Student** [Ho12, AO12, CV98, E182, GS86, LLGP17, Lee81, SB91, TH05, WL15a, XWZS15, YTNT14, Zim89]. **Student-** [Ho12, HY16, LLGP17]. **Studentised** [HH92]. **Studentized** [BCX93, BHG01, CH88, Fun79, SO10]. **Student's** [Che78]. **Studies** [SBO81, AB05, BH73, DSVY14, Fan17, FSN07, Fi72, Fis73b, GSC87, HS77, KHS83, KL12, MT80, Pot81, QZZ16, QM77, RS97, RR79, ST13, Shao3d, SNC09, TJK13, TKJ13, TK14, WC91, WB73]. **Study** [AW95, GB15, HM95, LC02, Pet88, Pet02, SHH85, XHYX14, YM99, A500, AB16a, Ay13, AAR93, AB08, AJ82, AR00, Aza73, Bak07, Bak88, Bal83, BM90, BF83, BRL82, Bc93b, BCT16, BP78, Bar15, Bow85, BG07, BM92, BB89, CG91, CDD96, Cla96, Coo92, CYP97, DS11, DP15, DDD90, DP06, Do92, Dog89, DM93, DC13, DH81b, DCA03, EH01, FRS06, FGHRM12, FVB13, Fos95, Fun79, Goo89n, GH17, Hab80, HZ14, HL92c, IS13, JMM+17, JV14, JY96, KYF08, KL93, KAS96, LF16, LLGP17, LF80, Lee02b, Lev78b, LLP+14, LZ11, Mmk10, Mar92, ME72, Mi79, MMW91, NP98, Neu70, Nie96, NS08b, OPS82, OR92, Ozk12, Pap93, PO14, PN86, PRMM12, P91, Poo80, RFGE86, RRP06, RAS16, RK17, RAC94G05, Rod06, Ros95, RCL15]. **study** [SNGRC16, Sch83, SFSS85, SND89, SNB07b, SK13, SP97, Sma05, Sm09, SW83, SC82, SI72, TMW73, Tho06, TL07b, TTNC09, TB85, TJK13, VM96, Wes16, WA72, WZ95, XZY13, YPAC11, YS13, YYW15, YM96, Zan79, ZL11, ZL96, ZMW13, HLN+15]. **subdiffusive** [Guo17]. **subdistribution** [Hu95]. **Subdivision** [LH79]. **subintervals** [Goo85k]. **subject** [GG75, GM16, Han86, HAS89, Ken79a, LH14, RA17]. **subjective** [Goo90l, He97]. **subjectivity** [Goo85m]. **subjectspecific** [SG96]. **subordinarot** [Ye16]. **subpopulations** [Won85]. **subsamples** [AMB15]. **Subsampling** [GZP05, BBG86]. **subsequent** [EA78, MH99]. **subset** [Bre93, GL16, HR12, Kim00, MA74, OG06, PSW98, SS97a, Som84, Som85]. **subsets** [HS86a, RT78]. **subspace** [AKV17, KL15, LLBL14, Par12]. **success** [LZ11, WS90]. **Successful** [Hun87, SN99, She10, Ss16]. **Sufficient** [AMB17, Goo93a, Kru00, Yoo13]. **Suftactmcy** [Goo85l]. **suggested** [YI01]. **suitability** [Gau10]. **suted** [War74]. **Sum** [Na10, ANPV97, BG93, DD15, Gan89, GBSS84, GR83, HL15, KPKP95, L97, MMR16, MHI17, Nab83, OZ81, SNP93, Zan08]. **sum-functions** [L'97]. **summands** [KM06]. **summary** [MG15]. **summation** [Smi89c]. **summer** [TP06]. **summing** [Goo91]. **sums** [BG93, Dan79, FDGD16, GP15a, Goo79d, Goo93d, Phi97, Sum83, WR98]. **sup** [OP04]. **sup-norm** [OP04]. **superimposed** [BLP09]. **superiority** [Fou81]. **supercropulation** [Fri85]. **supersaturated** [BMA14, CKP16, EG'M+04, KE13]. **supervised** [YP17]. **supplement** [Goo81n, Sah79]. **supplier** [PHCS11, WPC15]. **support** [Bot11, CKPS11, Erd13]. **sure** [ZZ15a]. **surface**
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techniques [AP85, ASS97, Bel93b, BH82, DPS01, DM78, Fos95, GL86, GB86, HRR+17, JY14, Kle97, KS87b, KC97b, LHZ9, LL79, MHA10, MS80, MM08, NP09, NS86, OMY12, PBWU78, RFG86, RACSGJ05, ST13, SLSW15, SCW9, SCW81, SF12, SKTC11, VC15, VBS07, WC91, Wil08]. technology [Goo94j]. telephone [LPS13]. temperature [CW74]. tempered [Zha11]. template [WH17]. template-based [WH17]. Temporal [DDD17, ACG+16, BKJ16, DRC+16, DBL10, Kus11, VBL17]. Temporally [Van84, HR07, Van87]. temporary [RHM88, TC08, TC10]. ten [AD01]. Tendencies [Goo93a]. tendency [Bic03, Goo94b]. Tentative [Goo93e]. term [Bo17, COBH11, MM98, SB96, SGB13]. terminating [TJKB00]. termination [Tho74]. terminology [Goo82g, Goo83g, Goo86c, Goo93b, Mih72, Goo80i]. terms [AD01]. Terrell [Goo90g]. tessellation [GM08, HQ00, HM80, MM99]. tessellations [NHGS14]. Test [Aok02, BRY17, Chi00, CG84, Eve88, Fel02, HRR02, JO85, KC73, MH07, YK04, AE11, Ahm92, ASY82, AAL02, Ali12, Ali14, AK16, AP17, ABA16, AZ05, Auc86, BTR16, BPH12, Ba83, BL03, BT16a, BSS15, BHL78, BB80, BCX93, BCL93, BA77, Bog95, Bog01, BHG01, Bru75, BT00, CF10, CR93, Cha75b, Che94, CS95b, CL16, CL98, Chi79, CH99, Cho80, CKM01, Cie89, CV08, CS08, CB13, DLS06, DS99, DD15, DVA15, DAM98, Dec76, DS14, DS15, DT10, DT13, DG95, DYG15, Dow02, DFM83, Edi83, EEÖ88, ES86, ES11, FRS06, FS90, Fou80, FJ83, FJ84, Fre12, GFS15, GIW80, Gat00, Gau10, GA01a, GL92, Goo78n, Goo78d, Goo81h, Goo82f, Goo84o, GS84, Goo85o, Goo86s, Goo89m, Goo94i, Goo96a, GP95, Gup73, Hab80, Han10, HH74]. test [Haw79, HH92, HANMA98, HM85, Hir11, HC06, HMP17, HB06, HT99, Hou85, HW17, HKK17, Hut93a, LJW03, IAGEK11, Ism14, Jen03, Jen89a, JL88, Jöcks1, JG83b, Jön17, KK99, KE10, Ki04, KM17, KEW13, Kus11, LL93, Law92, LH79, LZ92, LF80, LK17, LSN6, Lem77, Len87, LN13, Lev78a, Lev78b, Li11, LL16, LS99, LK83a, LCB13, LCB14, LXL11, Llo05, yL87, Loh75, Lz10, Lj00, LPS05, LLB12, Mad77, Mad78, Mah96, MK12, MMP05, MM93, MP15, Med74, MY13, MY90, MJ93, Mog11, MSL14, Mye98, NO10, NBB15, NdjC14, NdCO15, NS08b, NNB14, OÖ60, OP00a, QWK15, Pak99, Pan99a, Par92, PHCS11, PQ84, PP15, PP16, Pie94a, Pie94b, PP73, Pop80, Pos78, Pos79, Pos82, QYX17, Ram89, RM02a, Ray85, RR77, RAN17, RR79, SJN15, SK08]. test [SAD03, SB08, SNG12, SSW95, Sar98, SMO03, SS75, Sef92, SY17a, SA92, SK13, SJ17, Shi85, SHP12, SL89a, SZS16, SE02, SN83, SW88, Sni78, SDWL17, SI72, SCB17, TG87, TO04, TC92, Too72, TQP10, Val07, VC78, V984, Wan08a, WX14, Wan15, WLK06, Wil01, WA72, WS04, WS00, WW09, WPC15, XZD15, Xu17, ZA11, ZC03, ZY04], tested [Rod76]. test [Y90]. testimony [Goo81x]. Testing [Adk12, Bia89, Bha91, CB07, CH82, CNS12, Dre08, EH92, GOS09, Gle97, GM06, HM88, HC06, HS04, Hua01, KA012, KM99, KLB17, LC02, LW82.
Li01, LW14, Li15a, LL08b, LLM16, Llo93, Loh86, Lu99, MF02, Mar14a, Mei11, Mug16, NA11c, NA11d, PB13b, PZ10, PA15, PGT09, PGT11, PW86, Poi92, PBM16, RG10, RL15, RV08b, TG90, TZ97, WW06. Wel16, WB94, YK15, ZA12a, Zam15, LS96, AG85, AkBA05, Ali12, ASS11, AD03, BG11a, Bar72, BMPZ14, BR06, BJ73, Bho73a, Bho73b, BT09, BH95, BV15b, CRM06, CP95, Che82, CBS06, Chi07, CKM01, Coo07, CH88, CNQ14, CNL17, DD15, DP93, DS14, DR02, DG95, Edw95, EFGMD13, FBC09, Fun88, Goo81n, Goo96a, GN89, Hay97, Ho16, HTC07, HK84, HAB12, Hwa11, JG83a, KKM16].

Testing [KR16, LDB10, DDJ16, LL09a, Lev78c, Li15b, LW04, LXZ11, LYM17, LZ10, MA10, Mat79, MBH91, MS17, Mei09, MFP17, Mou95, MAEP14, Mur15, NJG88, Nag75, Nou10, PPRW06, QY95, RR03, RR06, RR13a, SB12a, Say12, SFSS85, Sha15a, SK13, SK17, Spi82, Spi06, TD13, TCM11, TPW17, WM90, Wil04, Wil07, Won85, WC14, Xie14, RA81]. Tests [AvR15, ASSY79, AB14, BG94, BET16, BSS02, BM86, BN95, BCP02, CCP12, CCSG81, FH16, Fam99, GaW01, GA00, HE00, Joh95, L'E97, LJDK02, LP17, Li01, LT95, Mei08, NP16, Pe02, Pie97, SC12, TS16, AF17, AE17, AHA08, AS15a, Agu02, ABE83, ABE85, AHA06, AO16, AS15b, Aly90, AS15c, AL99, AB03, AD10b, ANo14c, AP12, AT05, AJA11a, AJA11b, AKJ16, BAI9, BG90, BG11a, BCH08, BCM98, BMPZ14, BRLS2, BB74, BW01b, BJ73, BMP12, BBHW95, Bow92, Brä92, BDB08, BK96, BR03, BR12, CRV15, CCA03, CP91, CK04, CH76, Che80, Che03, Che14, CB97, Ch10, CM04, CM05b, CC97, Cor04, CL10, CV07, CNF005, D78, DTRB11, DB09, DDDD10, DY16, Die06, Die83, DK12, Don97, Dor88, Dor08]. Tests [DC15, DC16, DL92, DH81b, EA78, EM86, FC96, FMOR06, FRS06, FSBN07, FC94, FUOC97, FCN99, Fle95, FS15b, Fou80, Fou81, FRB06, Fur04, Fur07, Fur08, Gan84, Gat91, GBCS16, GA01b, Gil07, GS78, Goo84t, Goo86a, Goo87g, Goo90d, Goo94j, GSS87, Hab84, Hab92, Hal72, HT12, HPY97, Hay97, HB93, HMS02, Hin97b, Ho93, HSS04, HL92a, HKT04, Hos87, IPK10, IP86, Isn10, IA10, JB91, Jen93a, JS00, JS02, JGPF17, Jo81, JV14, JG83a, JR83, JH90a, JHH09, KT07, KPSW93, Kel16, KK95, Khe08, Kab04, KP87a, Kö06, KK12, KA96, Lac90, Lac92, LL06, Lee11, LLS13, LL15a, Leg00, LL9N05, LH04, LS11, LM16, LF82, Lio10, Loh73, LG84, LU97, LL13, LPSL05, MH87, MS01, Mar86a, Mar76, Mar81, Mar11, Mar83, MC06, MM05]. Tests [Med16, ME15, MFP14, MY13, MPPOZ5, MGR15, MY90, M990, ND84, Neu07, NjDC14, NA11b, NA11a, NA13, Nou17a, Nou17b, OPS82, O'G09, OP00b, Owe81, PX97, PB13a, Pan98, PP03, PR08, Pes80, Ph81, PI15, PR84, Poo80, QM79, QD93, RR01, RR08, RML90, RR79a, RL08, RDC10, SBC03, SM11, SE90, SY99, She00, SQ07, SK17, SHW93, SP00, SG94, SW90, SY07, SB93, SO10, TNG+06, TA08, Tho92, TL07b, TZ04, TGL12b, VW78, VK14, WZ13, WB73, WM12, WK72, Wes85, WD16, WDB75, Wox94, Xie14, XMC+14, Yan10, YS11, YY07, Yoo13, ZS16a, ZX14, ZS16b, Zör15, Ken79c].

Texas [DE06]. th [Yoo13], th-moment [Yoo13], theatres [Sho86]. Their [LL01, Bru15, BR03, Cro74, GZB13, GH76, GH82a, G87, Kib12, LL17, Litt15, MH99, MK97b, SFDGC08, WW95, WP81, Za80]. them [MGR15].
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**theorem** [Bar78, BJ82, Goo83w, Goo88e, Goo89g, Goo94h, Her75, LDR92].

**theoretic** [Kun92, Sy01b].

**theoretical** [Kun92, Sy01b].

**theories** [Bar72, Sha06c].

**theory** [AvR15, And90b, And92, And93, And95c, CCK13, COP14, COS14, DB84a, GZT14, Goo82a, Goo87i, Goo89p, Goo89d, Goo89k, IMP97, JG16, Mur83, NP81, Oga07, POCdP13, Sha10h, TA11, Wec94, WT06].

**therapeutic** [Goo78m, GSC87].

**therapeutic** [Don97].

**therapeutic** [Goo78m, GSC87].

**there** [GL85, Jen03, Mal79, NS09, PM02, Wil15].

**therapeutic** [ACNT05, De97].

**thin** [How85].

**three-decision** [GMG13].

**three-dimensional** [MWL14].

**three-factor** [CB03, Hab84, Hos87].

**three-group** [BS16].

**three-level** [KPM16].

**three-parameter** [GGSN09, BB12, CC09, CB03, Far78, FTS09, GMG13, Hab84, HM85, Hos87, HM98, KPM16, KH04, KC97a, KR15b, Luc08, MGG09, MLL14, NB13a, NB13b, NB14, NB15a, NB16, Nan80, NLHD12, Nic06, PD03, PW83, SA04b, Tza09, Tza11, UP01, WK90a, WM90, Wel82, WBE80, Xie14, Zan79, ZK86].

**three-stage** [Goo82a, Goo87i, Goo89p, Goo89d, Goo89k, IMP97, JG16, Mur83, NP81, Oga07, POCdP13, Sha10h, TA11, Wec94, WT06].

**three-way** [PD03].

**threshold** [BC08, FW13, GRVV08, LLS13, RBC15, TY90, Xio99].

**threshold-type** [TY90].

**Thresholding** [Wu02].

**thumb** [Auc79, Goo84u, Goo84f, Goo84t, Goo89a, MAEP14].

**tied** [SMV76].

**ties** [Goo80a, Goo85r, Hol85b, Roy89, Tho89, Wil01].

**tightness** [LLP14].

**Tiku** [TB86].

**Time** [AW95, JY14, Sha06b, Sha15, TZA10, YAEU13, Ahm16, ABP16, And90a, And90b, And92, And93, And95c, AKJ16, AMYY07, BPP12, BH05, CHTZ14, CCP12, CB11a, ChaS03, CY92, CR03, CW01, CLLN04, CL16, CC11b, CWM17, CF15, Cor97, CY91, CV07, Cre89, DF08, DHA5, Di05, Dog15, DP13, EH92, FNRCM17, GHCJ09, GW94, GA01a, GP05, Gri09, GUI9, Hal82, HH10, Her11, HZ14, Jen03, Jin15, Kan17, KA13, KF16, Krup86, LGP90, LHP93, LF97, Lee02a, LL08a, LP17, LH94, LZW14, LH14, LSF17, LL90, MC16, MBL15, MV14, MTS14, NSMFR15, Nor84, OP00b, PV17a, Par12, Pau84, PRRW06, Pop08, Pot81, RR01, RR03, RR06, RM02a, RWD95, RWCD17, RB88, RMH88, RReA13, RCL15, SQ02, SCW79, SCW81, SAJ08, Sha10k, SL93, Shi07, SI99].

**time** [SRK13, SB12b, SR16, SB96, SC12, SK17, SO10, TS09, TD13, TY90, TS14, VG01, Wan08d, WGC14, Wei11, W097, WS92, YK15, YCD15, YYG16, YH85, YD16, dSdS17, Sha15i].

**time-between-events** [CC11].

**time-dependent** [DP13, KA13, SRK13, YD16].

**time-domain** [RReA13].

**time-scale** [WGC14].

**Time-series** [YAEU13, And90b, And95c, CLLN04, GHCJ09, RR01, RR03, RR06, TS14].

**time-to-event** [ML15, PV17a, RCL15, YYG16].

**Time-varying** [JY14, CWM17, FNRCM17, LSF17].

**times** [ARY16, AAVV12, CP76, DAB11, GP15b, KAR13, KN15, KN16, Lee17, ...]
NK15, SNK89, SHE10, TJKK00. tips [VNM14]. tissue [SYL+14].
Tobit [AY15, DAG89, MOO90, ZL15, ZL09]. Toeplitz [DIE93]. Tolerance
[KSO4, TC94, AB09, AL02, CS95a, CY99, HS73, KA03, KL12, KP15, LEE01,
P014, QKY16, RVZRZP08, TG73, Y14]. tolerant [GOO84k].
Tomographic [SHA09, GOO82d]. too [GOO84l]. tool
[BBD08, LYL17, LGP96, PHO05, SCK01]. tool-wear [LGPP96]. tools
[AS1+11, BSS17, VRC13]. topic [GOO94f]. topic-independent [GOO94f].
Topics [SHA05c, SAH79]. topology [KBL+15]. Topp [BCY+17, GEN13]. total
[AASAM03, ASY81, GOO81s, GM06, RM02a]. totally [SMI89d]. totals
[GH76]. tourist [AMY97]. toxicity [AB05]. track [LX14]. Trade
[GA95, BS94a, FFP16]. trade-off [BS94a]. Trade-offs [GA95]. tradeoffs
[NB15b]. traditional [DR02]. traffic [SOH96]. Trails [LJD02]. trained
[FF14]. training [KL93, MS95]. trajectory [ALW17]. transect [EB90].
transfer [E89, PAR11]. transfereability [PV93]. transform
[BEL93a, MEI08, NAT82, OVP10, PN86, GOO81-29, GOO82l, GOO87e, HGL85b].
transformation
[AND95b, BK82, BK84, CEI81, CWM17, HT93, HK07, KAP93, KAST05,
NEU07, SHE14a, SHE15b, SPI82, SSM93, TAD81, YAN98, Y8H95].
Transformations [AW95, JL96, GA02, KP82, MP16, WGC14]. transformed
[DS14, GRI02, NA11d]. transforming [MEI09]. transforms
[SE87, WP81]. Transition [BSS02, HEB13, LB08a, DLHT17]. transitions
[MMP12]. transitive [DSS06]. transitivity [GOO89]. translation
[CIC12, JEN93b, SVV88]. translation-invariant [CC12]. translation-scale
[JEN93b]. transmission [KBL+15]. transmuted [GLB17]. transparent
[SHLT17]. transport [CBPW97]. transvariation [NA09]. trap [GOO90a].
Treatment [SJ10, BS78, CM07a, DM12, NA13, SB88, TKJ13, TK16].
treatments
[DSL06, GOO78e, GOO86n, GMG13, IHM78, MMP15, TKJ13, TK16, ZA09].
Tree [NCA+00, CJ13, CHA14, LLQ+16, LW95, YPAC11]. tree-based
[CJ13, LW95]. Tree-structured [NCA+00]. Trees
[WB02, AP12, BW01a, HL05, J83, STG+01, TJ96]. Trend
[RG02, AHH07, BT16a, DIE83, GA01a, GP95, HB06, JK17, KP87a, TNG+06].
trends [BD12, LUN06]. triad [FRA79]. trial [BEA85, LN13, RAM89, ZZ82].
trials [BS05a, BS16, BL78, CI81, COA95, CON95, GOO81g, JMM+17, Llo10,
NS09, SSW95, SCH92, SHA14e, SJ06, VAN05, YYY15, SAR98]. triangles
[HQ00]. triangular [KC14, KIM00]. trick [GF89]. tricks [VNM14].
trigamma [DEV92]. trigonometric [FDGD16, GUE82]. Trigonometrical
[GOO93d]. trigonometry [GOO79q, GOO92d, GOO94c]. trimmed
[AR16a, CC12, HS86a, JUP86, RBK16, RA17]. Trimming [AOK02].
trimmings [HS86a]. trinomial [CL91]. trivariate
[ESRV98, GT78, HL13, LK83b, RW93]. tropospheric [PAFP12]. trouble
[GOO83-31]. true [HTC07, HWA11, QYX17]. truncated
[AJA11b, AKJ16, ABA16, BRT07, BD09, CHT16, DAG78, GB17a, GBCS16,
GRI02, GT78, JG92, MAL06, MAR96a, MAR96b, PAN98, PPK77, RB88, S11]
truncating [Cha75b]. Truncation [Bar81, DDJ16, AOR13, Har85, Mal06, NFFM12, SS75, She10, sS16]. truncation-based [AOR13]. trust [LYL17, PSS15]. trusted [PSS15]. truths [WT06]. trying [AG81]. studies [Mae87]. Tukey [BT16b, FL82]. Tuning [FWF16, AS15b, Kum15, SK14, PK16a, Par17, WJ05]. Tuning-parameter [FWF16]. tuples [Goo85r]. Turing [Goo94h, Goo00]. Tutorial [Ano80s, FF84, VW85, VR92, TD14]. Tweedie [BK17b].

Twenty20 [PDS16]. twice [Hut77]. Two [ASS11, Aok02, Car07, CC16b, CH98, DiC78, Don97, Fle95, Kru89a, LL90, MS98, MT01, Paw01, Pos82, QXY17, SBS14, Sha04n, Sha05f, Sha11e, She95, SM91, AF17, AMAE97, AHADA00, AHAA10, AJAH07, ASH16, Amo85, AT95, AT05, ACNT05, AJAI1b, AZ05, AD12, Bak07, Bak14, BM90, BLC04, BG94, Bay90, Beh72, Beh73, BRY17, BCO13, BT00, BBG86, BV15b, CYC99, CCMGA14, Cha94, CHQ17, Chi79, Chi10, CMD74, CS97, CAT78, CG84, DD78, DAB11, DB11, DL92, DC99, EBA00, EH01, ES86, FKS10, FS90, Fon90, Fro95, GK90, GS07, GW01, GHRAM13, Goo78g, Goo81e, Goo84e, Goo86n, GD889, GSS77, Gue78, Hab92, Han78, Han94, HMK00, HB93, HT85, HA13, HD77, Hs078, HY14, HL09, IHM78, IP86, JY17, Jah05, JKM16]. two [JS02, Jin15, JG83b, Jou15b, KKM16, KN89, KL13a, LF80, LL09a, Lec11, LL79, Lem87, LSCN08, LN77, LL09b, LLB14, Loh75, LL13, LLB12, MG06, Mar11, MMP15, MH72, Mar92, MRR84, May99, May06, MYS01, MS15, MPPZ05, MKDM94, MR03, Mon05, MP96, Mur12, Mur15, NC06, NBB15, NL77a, Neu07, OK17, PL99, Pan99a, PF04, Pap80, Par99, PP03, PM02, PO14, PA15, PN86, Per10, PP15, Pfe94a, PR84, Pos78, PL16b, PK11, JB15, RP01, Rak16a, RR08, RR82, Rod76, RA81, RL08, SK08, SB88, SM003, Sch83, Sch92, SF93, SB73, SM94, SBAA14, Sha15a, SBK13, SHW93, SW75, SN83, SW88, Sml89d, Sta10, SC09b, SZ16, SAM13b, SAM13a, SCB07, SR11, TS16, TB88, Tan01, TD13, Tho92, Too72, VW78, VM00]. two [WH14, WZS17, WM12, WEHC14, WL10, Woz94, Wu03, WWL09, WY11, WWCL11, WC14, WL14, WPC15, YXW07, ZY04, Zha15, ZA09]. two- [LN77]. two-component [AHADA00, WZS17]. two-compound [AJAH07]. two-dimensional [LLBL14]. two-factor [HB93, MS15, NL77a]. two-fold [BBG86]. two-group [GK90, MYS01]. two-level [Sta10]. Two-Parameter [Sh95, ASH16, Bak14, BLC04, BG94, CCMGA14, DAB11, DB11, HY14, LSCN08, PK11, RP01, SN83, WL10, Woz94, Wu03, WWL09, WY11, WWCL11, WC14, YXW07]. two-phase [LL09b, Sch83]. Two-point [CH98]. Two-sample [Pos82, SBS14, AF17, AHAA10, AZ05, BT00, Chi79, ES86, FS90, GS88, LF80, Lec11, Lem87, Mar92, Mur12, Mur15, Neu07, PP15, Pos78, PL16b, RR08, SW88, Tho92, VW78]. Two-sided [Car07, DC99, GS07, PO14, Rak16a, WL14, WPC15]. Two-stage [CC16b, MS98, ACNT05, AJAI1b, BV15b, CHQ17, EBA00, Fro95, GW01, HMK00, May99, May06, RR82, Rod76, Sch92]. Two-staged [Paw01]. two-tails [Goo84e]. Two-way
[Aok02, Kru89a, MT01, AT05, CYC99, CS97, DD78, Fon90, KKM16, MG06, MPPZ05, NC06, NBB15, PN86, Pie94a, PR84, Smi89d, Zha15]. Type [ARY16, AHJ92, Ano14c, Mou95, PS16, SAM13b, AHA15, AHH17, AMAE97, ARY15, AMAMS12, AD10a, AB16b, ABJR13a, ABJR13b, BMPZ14, BW01b, BT00, CM17, Cor95, DSE16, DC16, GWX14, HMP17, HW17, Ili15, KM06, Kib12, KTM05, Loh73, MM13b, MSS14, Mar11, MTS14, NK15, PB17, Pan09a, PK16a, Pet80, RT14, SK08, SK87, SC95, SBA14, SWZ15, SH72, SAK14, TS17, TB82, TN16, TP15b, TY90, VS94, WD16, WS04, WW12, WC14, AHAH14, AJM11, AYR16, AR01, AR16b, ABJR13a, ABJR13b, Bal89, Bal92, BL02, BL03, BLC04, BKLM04, BL05, BH07, BDKM11, BS13, BZ16a, BB12, BBA15, BE94, BMP12, CYL17, CAM16, CBG16, DBC12, DT10, DT13, EDASM17, EM86, FM15b, GAB14, GP15b, GJL02, Ism10, IA10, IAGEK11, Ism14, KH09, KAST05]. Type [KM12, KK13, KY93, LS99, LB01, LCB13, LCB14, LXL11, MM05, MY13, Moli17, NB15a, NB16, Ng96, NW09, NLHD12, Nou17b, PB13a, PB13b, SL17, SKK12, SBS14, Sha16, SBK13, SK16, SN83, SEAEM13, SZ16, TB88, TCLY14, TYY02, Wan08a, WCC07, Wu10, WY11, WLL12, YCXN14]. type- [Mou95]. Type-2 [SAM13b, AMAE97]. type-I [Ili15, MSS14, TP15b, AYR16, BMP12, Ism10, IAGEK11, Ism14, LS99, LCB13, LCB14, LXL11, NW09, PB13b, SZ16]. Type-I-censored [TCLY14]. Type-II [Ano14c, ARY16, AHA15, AHH17, ARY15, AB16b, CM17, GWX14, HW17, SBA14, SAK14, TN16, AAH14, AR16b, BL02, BL03, BLC04, BKLM04, BL05, BS13, BZ16a, BB12, BBA15, CYL17, CBG16, DBC12, EDASM17, GAB14, GP15b, IA10, KH09, KM12, LB01, NB15a, NB16, NLHD12, PB13a, SKK12, SBS14, Sha16, SBK13, SK16, TB88, TYY02, Wan08a, YCXN14]. types [AD16a, YS11]. Typical [NSMF15, FGSV09].

Uhlenbeck [HKST17, Zha11]. ultrahigh [MCZ17]. ultrahigh-dimensional [MCZ17]. ultrastructural [SGR04, SPK09]. umbrella [Kös06]. unadjusted [TK14]. Unbalanced [VHV+16, BEBG14, BE86, BBG86, CKP16, FC96, FS03, Gen76, HK00, HB93, HK92, HSWF07, LL07, LD97, R9j5, RVZRZP08, SE90, SJ07, SN95, Sc97, VFLR10, WW03, WS04, XMC+14, YML14, Zha15]. Unbiased [CNV02, RS83, BPE86, BDKM11, CC11b, GV81, GWX14, HSB85, HP11, LM74, LB08b, SB73, VD08, Wan99, Wu16a]. uncertain [Goo81x, NCÀHC+09]. Uncertainty [ABM17, ELB97, Hel97, Sha15j, Hor97, IMLG09, KC97b, MB97, PC10, VG01, Wan90, WJ17, WECC00]. unclassified [Mou95]. unconditional [LLB12, Sha15a, TA08]. undamped [Kun92]. under- [KC16]. underflows [Goo78j]. underlying [EH92]. undermining [Goo89g]. understand [Sha15e]. unequal [AAR93, Bea85, BF08, BK16, CCP12, IJW03, JS95, Kru88, Kru89a, LH97, LF83, MF02, PA15, RR10, RBHSL11, RG93b, Sin90b, TT82, Zha15, SB91]. unexpected [RS90a]. unextended [Var81]. Unified
uniform [CBS06, BRF08, PS16, YXW07]. uniform [Fle95, HL09, L'E97, Mee93, MKDM94, Tak17, WD93, Wu03, AKA+16, Jen94]. Uniform-Geometric [AKA+16]. uniform [Bog95, Bog01, JUW03, KPSMV83, MMPP05, QM77, QH80, Se92, Zam15]. uniformly [SS86]. uniforms [JL96, KPKPB95, YST90]. unimodal [Bog95, Bog01, IJW03, KPSMV83, MMPP05, QM77, QH80, Sef92, Zam15]. uniformity [SS86]. uniforms [JL96, KPKPB95, YST90]. Union [CP95, MZZ89]. Union-intersection [CP95]. unique [Sha10j, Sha10k, Sha10l]. uniqueness [NB16]. unique [Sha10j, Sha10k, Sha10l]. uniqueness [NB16]. Unit [FRB06, GHJC10, KR02, SE11, CL16, CM04, CM05b, GR08, HG85, Jön07, KS04, LhKNN05, MK12, Pop08, PS14, You08, ZS16b]. units [ARY16, LL79, SSBB00, SNB07a, SNB07b, WDR86]. unity [Coo07]. Univariate [WW07, AB08, Bot11, CF10, CMH04, GS73, HL97, Hat86, HCW07, NS89, RDC10, SW90, VR92]. Universal [BP15, GSH04, Tso15, Goo83a]. universally [Dio81]. universe [SS92]. universes [Tan82]. unknown [AE11, ABE83, ABE85, AWJ+13, Bha01, Cha16, Ede94, Fou80, Fre12, JP17, Jöcs81, KJ09, Köös06, MAEP14, NB13b, NB14, Pop08, RRDU13, VG05, XZD09]. Unobserved [CM05b, Bor15]. unordered [LPSL05]. unpaired [Goo84d, Goo84f]. unranked [TP98]. unrelated [Fin97, HCA96, WHF80]. unreliable [LH14]. unreliable-node [LH14]. Unrelicated [PT02, KKM16, SGR04]. unrestricted [Özk12, TBG+90]. unsolved [Goo79s, Kem84]. Unsupervised [Cha16, LAGM11]. Unweighted [HH96]. up-and-down [Ker87]. Updated [RR93a, RR13b]. Updating [KK99, MS80, PCS09, GJH90, SC16]. upon [KP82]. upper [AS01, Ant95, BG94, BC94, BSK90, For97, Har03, HC06, Jen93c, JR16, KL17c, RASR16, Shi07, WEHCC14, ZY04]. usable [Mac92]. Use [CY92, Kha12, JY14, KJ09, Spi06, ASS97, BS79, DM16, Dev84, FAS82, Goo79o, Goo87e, Goo90b, Har04, HK07, Ho12, Hos78, Jen93c, JYM96, MB97, Phil91, Rhi98, RSL98, RCL15, SK80, TCM11, TGL12a, Tza09, tKWy95, Win75]. used [ASY81, Bho73a, Chi79, Dee76, Goo96a, Nab83, OP04]. useful [Ano06c, PHO05, RWL95, SB12a]. usefulness [SGR04]. users [Whi94]. Using [BPP00, BAT11, CP14, DSL06, GYV+13, LAGM11, Pet02, RW96, SC09b, TKJ13, Wu11, AHM13, AP85, AvR15, AMAMS12, AOR13, AOH16, AY15, AS04, AKJ16, AAI16, AHJ16, BCY16, BKJ16, Bar78, BC94, BBP04, BCL93, BW01a, BN95, BD96, BCLM17, BR06, BDFR97, BHZ08, BS05c, BJ82, CYC99, CH06a, CCZJ17, CDG+15, CK04, CMCH12, CW16, CSAR93, Chr15, CC85, CCMV07, CH09, Coo07, DS11, DS89, DB84a, DTZZ12, DS14, DR17, DK17, DSS86, DSVY14, EH92, EXH16, ES86, Erd13, Eti81, FBC09, FR15, FP15b, FRB06, Fro04, FHO15, Fuk11, FMIK15, Gal02, Gan90, GK90, Gao04, Gat91, GY16, GVW17, Goo81-29, Goo82t, Goo84o, GM77, GM06, GG17, HK16a, HEB13, HSB85, HK16b, HN11, HSR15, Hig97, Hir11, HP11, HWW216, HS13, IM82, IS13, JCKS09]. using [JK14, JY14, JGPF17, Jon75, KAK16, KKM16, Kim00, KK14, Knu90a, Kun92, Kus11, La182a, La182b, LPG90, LAuAS+15, Li88, Li01, LAR09, LW14,
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